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One-way traffic or highway to mutual benefit?
Part 1: China and Africa in the era of Mao Zedong
JA du Pisani
Potchefstroom Campus, Department of History
North-West University

Samevatting
Tans is die geweldige oplewing in handels- en ander betrekkinge tussen
China en Afrika op almal se lippe. Daar word gevra hoe dit binne die konteks van internasionale betrekkinge beoordeel behoort te word. In hierdie
artikel, bestaande uit twee dele (Deel Twee volg in ‘n volgende uitgawe van
New Contree), word die historiese ontwikkeling van betrekkinge tussen die
Volksrepubliek van China en Afrikastate sedert 1949 ontleed. Deel 1 handel oor die “eerste golf ” van China-Afrikabetrekkinge tydens die bewind van
Mao Zedong, en deel 2 oor die “tweede golf ” in die tydperk sedert 1976.
Hierdie eerste deel van die artikel berus op ’n sintese van die standaardwerke
oor China-Afrikabetrekkinge wat in die 1960’s en 1970’s verskyn het. Tot
vandag toe het daar nog nie sodanige nuwe inligting oor die Mao-era aan die
lig gekom wat ’n grootskaalse revisie van destydse sienings regverdig nie. Die
hoofdoel van die artikel in sy geheel is om die histories-wetenskaplike feite
oor die evolusie van Chinese betrekkinge met Afrika oor ’n periode van sestig
jaar daar te stel, sover moontlik gestroop van die Westerse en Oosterse propaganda wat dikwels die ware feite vertroebel. Tendense, patrone, kontinuïteit
en diskontinuïteit tussen die twee golwe van China-Afrikabetrekkinge word
vergelyk om ’n relatief objektiewe perspektief op die huidige intensiewe betrekkinge te probeer verkry, en die leser in staat te stel om ’n beter oordeel oor
die onderwerp te vel.

Introduction
The period since the People’s Republic of China (PRC) launched its new Africa policy in January 2006 has not only been the period of the most intense
diplomatic interaction ever between the emerging Asian giant and the African
continent, but also a period in which the two-way trade between China and
Africa has continued to increase at an amazing rate.
1
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What is the significance of the strengthening of diplomatic and economic
relations between China and Africa in recent months? In this two-part article
the development of China-Africa relations since 1949 is investigated from a
historical perspective. The first part of the article deals with Chinese relations
with Africa during the reign of Mao Zedong (the so-called “first wave”) and
the second part with these relations after the Mao era (the “second wave”).
Trends, patterns, continuities and discontinuities between the two “waves”
are analysed to put the current relations between China and Africa in their
proper historical and international relations context.
This first part of the article takes the form of a synthesis of scientific research
about China-Africa relations published in the 1960s and 1970s. Several of
the standard works on the topic were consulted. Considering the fact that
mainly English-language texts were used and a few of them were written from
a decidedly pro-Western bias in the context of the Cold War period, special
care was taken to avoid anti-Chinese propaganda. It must be noted that not
too much new information about the Mao period, that could result in a major revision of existing knowledge, has become available since the late 1970s.
The main purpose of this article is to provide the historical background of the
PRC’s relations with Africa, which have evolved over a period of almost sixty
years, as objectively as possible, in order to interpret the historical data as an
aid to assessing the significance of what is happening currently in terms of
China-Africa interaction.

Chinese contacts with Africa before 1949
Chinese scholars claim that their country’s contacts with Africa may go back
as far as the Han dynasty (202 BC – AD 220), when Chinese wares probably found their way to Kush and African goods from Axum were allegedly
brought to China. There are no records of direct human contacts in this early
period, but it is not impossible that African and Chinese traders may have
met along the long-distance trade routes of the time.1
During the Tang dynasty (AD 618-907) a Chinese officer, Du Huan, visited
a place called Molin, probably in contemporary Eritrea. His reports on Africa
were the first by a Chinese person.2
1
2

P Snow, The star raft. China’s encounter with Africa (London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1988), p. 2.
P Snow, The star raft … , p. 3.
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In the tenth and eleventh centuries a flourishing trade across the ocean developed between South China and East Africa, with Muslim traders as intermediaries. Relatively large quantities of sought after African goods, including
ivory, tortoise shell, frankincense and ambergris, reached China. The Chinese
porcelain and coins found at archaeological sites on the Swahili coast (in contemporary Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania and Mozambique) and at Great Zimbabwe as well as Mapungubwe, provide evidence of the exchange of goods
across the ocean over an extended period of time. A group of Africans, led by
a person called Zengjiani, and probably traders rather than state ambassadors,
was reported to have visited the Chinese court in the late eleventh century.
They were treated with respect.3
In the Song period, from the twelfth century, the Chinese built ships for
ocean voyages and became a maritime people, possessing the best seafaring
technology of their time. The earliest evidence of African slaves in the service
of wealthy Cantonese people dates from the twelfth century. A Chinese cartographer, Zhu Siben, compiled a map of Africa in the early fourteenth century, probably using Arab data. Wang Dayuan, who claimed to have travelled
round the Indian Ocean on merchant voyages in the 1330s, is today regarded
as the first Chinese visitor to the East African coast.4
It was during the Ming dynasty that more direct contacts between China and
Africa occurred. Around the same time that African visitors from Malindi,
Mogadishu and Brava made the journey to the Chinese emperor’s court the
large fleet of the famous navigator Zheng He, the Grand Eunuch of the Three
Treasures and so-called “Chinese Columbus”, called at various ports on the
East African coast. His galleons sailed down the coast from Somalia to Mozambique on a series of expeditions between 1414 and 1433 to demonstrate
the power of the Chinese empire and to track down the political foes of the
Chinese emperor. It is even possible that Zheng He’s ships may have sailed
round the southern tip of Africa. Although on occasions tens of thousands
of soldiers accompanied the Chinese fleet, they did not, like the Portuguese
later, come to conquer, only to win the allegiance of distant peoples for their
emperor. The most prized item brought back to the emperor was a giraffe.5
3
4
5

P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 5, 6, 8, 19-20.
P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 8, 9, 11, 19.
A Hutchison, China’s African revolution (London, Hutchinson, 1975), p. 11; I Greig, The Communist challenge
to Africa: An analysis of contemporary Soviet, Chinese and Cuban policies (Richmond, Foreign Affairs Publishing
Company, 1977), p. 58; P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 21-30; X Qin, “Summit new peak in China-Africa relations”, China Daily, 31 October 2006, p. 4.
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Chinese civil servants, who adopted the Confucian world view, regarded
these voyages across the ocean as a not useful, extravagant and even frivolous
activity. They persuaded the emperor to put a stop to the expeditions. Even
the records of Zheng He’s great voyages were destroyed. By this time the Chinese capital had been moved from Nanking to Beijing 1,000 kilometres further north, which signified the closing of China’s doors to the outside world.
The last official contact with Africa in the Ming period occurred in 1441
when an Egyptian sultan sent envoys with tribute to the imperial court.6
Because of the vast distance separating China from Africa and the technological constraints of the pre-industrial era, direct links between China and
Africa did not materialise for hundreds of years.
During the period of European colonial expansion in Africa in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries there was an indirect link between China and Africa
in the form of Chinese labourers used by European colonial powers in Africa.
Chinese mineworkers were brought to South Africa. In other parts of Africa
Chinese workers helped to construct many of the continent’s early railway
lines.7

Maoist China and Africa: policy objectives and approaches
For a few years after assuming power in 1949 the new communist regime
in Beijing did nothing to reach out to Africa. There were several reasons for
this:
•
•

•
•

The communists had to focus on consolidating their authority within China.
All the attention of the PRC in terms of foreign relations was focussed on relations with other Asian states within its immediate geo-strategic sphere of influence.
Much energy was expended on the PRC’s involvement in the Korean War.
Very few African states had attained independence and could pursue independent foreign relations.8

By the mid-fifties, when many African states were on the verge of independence from colonial rule, the situation had changed. From Africa’s side there
6
7
8

A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 11; P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 30-31.
P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 41, 46, 47.
See e.g. A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71 (London, Cambridge University Press, 1974), pp. 45.
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had been much interest in independence movements in colonial Asia. Because
there had been no official contact before, very little knowledge about China
existed in Africa.9 Several African leaders explored the possibility of links with
the communist world and attended East bloc meetings in the 1950s.10 Soon
the Chinese and several African leaders would start showing an interest in
closer relations.
The event which created the opportunity for the PRC to initiate its modern
links with Africa was the Asian-African Conference held in Bandung, Indonesia, in April 1955. The meeting at this conference of Zhou Enlai, the Chinese
premier, with Gamal Abdel Nasser, the leader of Egypt, gave the PRC the
opening it needed to launch relations with Africa. Zhou established a working relationship with Nasser and Egypt accepted the Chinese invitation to
send a delegation to Beijing.11
After Bandung a new type of understanding between China and some African countries started emerging. In September 1956 a new West Asian and
African Affairs Department was established in the PRC’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.12
Why would the Chinese leaders be interested in building relations with
countries on a distant continent, which could offer little to China by way of
strategic or economic benefits? In order to be able to answer this question the
interrelatedness of the PRC’s African policy with the overall objectives of the
Chinese foreign policy must be appreciated. These objectives during Mao’s
rule were according to Smaldone:
•
•
•
•
•

Diversification and expansion of its foreign trade and economy.
Gaining international recognition and influence.
Achieving a position of leadership among Third World nations.
Winning the mantle of ideological guide in the communist world.
Undermining Western influence in the international system.13

China-Africa relations in the Mao period must be interpreted in the context
9
10
11
12

A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 9.
P Snow, The star raft … , p. 72.
A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 8; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 59.
BD Larkin, China and Africa, 1949-1970: The foreign policy of the People’s Republic of China (Berkeley, University
of California Press, 1971), p. 26; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 62.
13 JP Smaldone, “Soviet and Chinese military aid and arms transfers to Africa: a contextual analysis”, W Weinstein
and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations (New York, Praeger Publishers, 1980), p.
102.
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of the Cold War and cannot be separated from the PRC’s relations with the
USA and the USSR. The following considerations applied in this regard:
•

•

Relations with the USA: After a hundred years of Chinese humiliation at the
hands of foreign powers it was no surprise that it would be a major objective of
Mao’s government to challenge the Western domination of world affairs.14 As a
communist state the PRC was an enemy of the USA. During the Mao period
the two countries fought each other in bitter wars in Korea and Vietnam. US
propaganda was levelled against the “yellow peril” or “red menace” from China.
The Americans accused the PRC of being a “trouble-maker” and trying to instigate revolution in Africa.15 China sought allies to counter US efforts to isolate
her.
Relations with the USSR: In the late 1950s a widening split between the PRC
and her former closest ally, the USSR, occurred. It culminated in an open break
in the 1960s. Not only did the PRC start following a foreign policy independent from Soviet inputs, but Beijing also launched a bitter campaign against the
Soviet Union. Some observers interpreted China’s African policy as a series of
pragmatic manoeuvres to counter Soviet influence on the continent.16

Africa came to play a crucial role in China’s fight against “American imperialism” and “Soviet revisionism” and her bid for international legitimacy and
power. To strengthen her own position vis-à-vis the superpowers the PRC
projected herself as a developing country or part of the so-called Third World.
Events in the 1950s and 1960s convinced the Chinese leaders that the Third
World, with its economic poverty and political instability, was the principal
revolutionary element in the international system. Beijing’s strategy, first expressed by Lin Piao in the 1960s, was to work towards joining the underdeveloped countries of Asia, Africa and Central America in a united liberation
front to challenge the world domination of the superpowers and to create a
new force in international politics.17

14 P Snow, The star raft … , p. xiv.
15 See e.g. JK Cooley, East wind over Africa: Red China’s African offensive (New York, Walker and Company, 1965),
p.3; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p.3; H Kapur, China in world politics (New Delhi, India International Centre, 1975), p. 31.
16 See H Kapur, China in world politics, p.31; EK Lawson, “China’s policy in Ethiopia and Angola”, W Weinstein
and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, p. 167.
17 H Kapur, China in world politics, pp. 34, 39; GT Yu, China’s African policy: A study of Tanzania (New York,
Praeger, 1975), p. 4; EK Lawson, “China’s policy in Ethiopia and Angola”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen
(eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, p. 178; JP Smaldone, “Soviet and Chinese military aid …”, W
Weinstein and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, p. 102; P Snow, The star raft …,
p. xvi.
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As a result of their shared experience of anti-colonialist struggle and their
common desire to preserve their independence from foreign domination the
Chinese and Africans seemed to be natural allies.18 Chinese leaders made use
of these parallel experiences and the Mao Zedong government took a strong
anti-colonialist stance. The Chinese Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee stated
in 1958 that “the Chinese people always sympathize with and support the
African people in their just struggle for national independence and against
colonialism and racial discrimination”.19
In their appeals to African countries the Chinese leaders stressed the solidarity of race rather than class.20 The Chinese political leaders portrayed their
country as being part of the “non-white” world.21 Radio Peking referred to
Africans as “our black brothers”. In Chinese propaganda “Afro-Asian solidarity” meant ranging the black and yellow-skinned people against the whites.22
The PRC pursued a two-pronged strategy in Africa, combining a “united
front from above”, i.e. state-to-state relations with sovereign governments,
with a “united front from below”, i.e. support for revolutionary groups that
were still fighting to liberate their countries from colonial rule.23
In the late 1950s, when actual decolonisation in Africa had barely started,
the Chinese leaders still cherished the dream that the Chinese revolutionary
model would be implemented in Africa and that the African continent would
become “a major revolutionary outpost in a Sinocentric world”.24 Africa was
included in Mao’s plans for a worldwide onslaught on Western “imperialism”.25
Beijing had the vision of a two-phase revolution in Africa, for which shortterm and long-term foreign policy objectives were developed. The first phase
would be the attainment of political independence from colonial rule. In
the short term Beijing would have to deal with African nationalist governments, even those that might be bourgeois in outlook. In terms of Chinese
18 See AM Halpern (ed), Policies towards China: Views from six continents (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), p. 402; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 5; P Snow, The star raft … , p. 65.
19 BD Larkin, China and Africa, 1949-1970, p. 40.
20 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 6.
21 CF de Villiers, FR Metrowich and JA du Plessis, Die Kommunisme in aksie (Pretoria, Departement van Inligting,
1975), p. 106.
22 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , pp. 3, 22.
23 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 19, 86.
24 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 7. See also A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 114; A
Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 7.
25 I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 61.
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thinking a second revolution would be necessary, where the black proletariat
would seize power from the black bourgeoisie that had been put in power
at independence by the Western colonial powers. For this purpose the Chinese engaged in training revolutionary cadres, who were willing to align their
states with Chinese policy, for a Maoist type of revolutionary struggle. China
wished to spread the doctrines of the Chinese revolution in Africa through socalled people’s organisations and sided in Africa with any faction that could
assist her in increasing her own influence at the expense of either Western or
Soviet influence. During the 1950s and 1960s China was involved in subversive activities in Cameroon, the Congo, Burundi, Niger, Nigeria, Upper
Volta and Togo.26
China-Africa relations would not remain unchallenged. During the greater
part of the Cold War the Western powers were hostile to any Chinese attempts to consolidate relations with Africa. Snow remarked:
Any Asian interest in Africa, any African sympathy with Asia has been seen
as constituting an implicit threat to the West’s supremacy.27

There were exaggerated fears in the West about Chinese designs in Africa
and every move from Beijing was greeted with suspicion. The United States
was prepared to resort to drastic methods, using CIA tactics, to try and eject
the Chinese from Africa.28
However, Western opposition was not the only obstacle in the way of Maoist
China’s attempts to consolidate her relations with Africa. Neuhauser contends that Beijing’s revolutionary zeal and almost fanatic pursuit of the antiSoviet campaign alienated many African leaders.29

26 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , pp. 4, 14, 218; AM Halpern (ed), Policies towards China … , p. 436; H
Kapur, China in world politics, pp. 23, 39; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , pp. 131-134.
27 P Snow, The star raft … , p. xiv.
28 P Snow, The star raft … , p. 110. See also A Harrigan, Red star over Africa (Cape Town, Nasionale Boekhandel,
1964), pp. 92-96.
29 C Neuhauser, Third world politics: China and the Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity Organization, 1957-1967 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University East Asian Research Center, 1970), pp. 71-72.
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Political links between China and Africa
Formal diplomatic relations between China and Africa
Africa’s preference for non-alignment in a Cold War situation dominated by
the USA and USSR as superpowers suited Beijing. After the Bandung conference Afro-Asian solidarity was emphasised by Beijing and Chinese efforts
were launched to establish contacts with Africa.30
Diplomatic relations between the People’s Republic of China and independent African states were inaugurated in May 1956, when diplomatic relations
at the ambassadorial level were established between China and the Republic
of Egypt. The first Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity Conference, resulting in the
establishment of the Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity Organisation, in which
China played an important role, was held in Cairo from 26 December 1957
to 3 January 1958. Egypt would remain the PRC’s major partner in Africa
for a few years and the Chinese embassy in Cairo became the main base for
the expansion of Chinese influence in Africa. Because of his opposition to
communism Nasser was later accused by the Chinese of having abandoned
the struggle against imperialism and relations between the PRC and Egypt
cooled down.31
Between 1958 and 1964 the PRC established formal diplomatic relations
with the Kingdom of Morocco, Algeria, Sudan, Guinea, Ghana, Mali, Somalia, the Congo, Tanzania, Kenya, Burundi, Tunisia and Congo-Brazzaville.
Chinese embassies in these countries were used as bases from where contacts
further afield could be initiated.32
A new drive to expand China’s relations in Africa was heralded by the visit
of Zhou Enlai, the Chinese premier, to ten African countries from December 1963 to February 1964. The purposes of the visit were to boost China’s
image in Africa, to establish more firmly the Chinese presence in Africa, to
consolidate relations with specific African countries, and to seek African support for the Chinese offensive against the Soviet Union. During this visit
Zhou emphasised the long record of contact between China and Africa and
their common experience of oppression, and laid down the principles for
China-Africa relations. He promised that China would be the champion of
30 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 8-9.
31 C Neuhauser, Third world politics … , p. 3; A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 9; H Kapur,
China in world politics, p. 24; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 59.
32 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 19; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 71.
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subjugated Africans against European rule and of free African governments
against European influence.33
Zhou’s visit was regarded by some as a tour de force34 and by others as a diplomatic failure, because he could not persuade a single African government to
demonstrate preference for Beijing over Moscow.35 But the visit was a propaganda success and was followed by increased diplomatic activity between
China and Africa, evidenced by the following:
•

Most of the newly independent African states recognised the PRC. The number
of independent African countries that recognised the PRC increased from 3
(out of 9) in 1958 to 19 (out of 37) in 1965 and, after a brief decline during
the Cultural Revolution period, to 23 (out of 42) in 1971.36

•

In the 1960s the PRC was isolated in most of the world, but not in Africa. It
was the one major non-communist region where Chinese diplomats were still
welcome. By 1970 the PRC had formal diplomatic relations with 15 African
states.37

•

Reciprocal visits between China and African states increased dramatically. Between 1958 and 1970 a total of 827 African delegations visited China and 473
Chinese delegations travelled to Africa.38

It was not all plain sailing and there were a number of obstacles in the way of
closer relations between China and Africa. Some of these were:
•

Many African leaders especially in Islamic societies, including Egypt’s Nasser,
were opposed to communism and feared a possible “second scramble for Africa”.39

•

The conflict between the PRC and the Soviet Union caused the Afro-Asian
People’s Solidarity Organisation and Afro-Asian solidarity committees in African countries, which had formerly facilitated contacts and generated goodwill
for China, to split. The planned second Afro-Asian conference was postponed
indefinitely.40 Countries interested in closer relations with the PRC were placed

33 AM Halpern (ed), Policies towards China … , p. 435; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 61-2; P Snow,
The star raft … , pp. 74-76.
34 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 62.
35 AM Halpern (ed), Policies towards China … , p. 436.
36 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 119, 274.
37 BD Larkin, China and Africa, 1949-1970, pp. 1, 66-67; P Snow, The star raft … , p. 111.
38 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 33, 122, 266-7; P Snow, The star raft … , p. 90.
39 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 25; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 80, 284; P
Snow, The star raft … , p. 88.
40 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 238-239.
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in an awkward position by the Chinese insistence that African states should
make a clear choice between Beijing and the Chinese enemies.41
•

Because of the Chinese propaganda campaign against France during the Algerian War and the premature recognition by China of the Algerian regime that
overthrew Ben Bella, the PRC made little headway in French speaking African
states.42

In the 1960s Tanzania emerged as a major African partner of China. The
Sino-Tanzanian Treaty of Friendship, signed in 1965 during Nyerere’s first
state visit to China, was a landmark of Chinese diplomacy in Africa. It included the following principles: mutual respect for each other’s sovereignty
and territorial integrity, non-aggression, non-interference in each other’s internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful co-existence.43
In the late 1960s China encountered serious setbacks in relations with Africa. In Ghana, Mali, the Central African Republic and Dahomey leaders
maintaining friendly relations with Beijing were ousted as a result of coups
and these states severed their diplomatic relations with the PRC.44 When
the Cultural Revolution swept through China the Red Guards ransacked the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Beijing. All Chinese diplomats in Africa, except
in Egypt, were recalled. Some African countries suspended their diplomatic
relations with the PRC. Whereas the 1960-1965 period represented a high
tide of Chinese relations with Africa, the 1966-1970 period saw a Chinese
retreat in Africa.45
In 1968 a major reassessment of the Chinese African policy was done and
it was decided to renew and extend diplomatic relations with African states.
By 1969 Chinese envoys started returning to Africa and in the 1970s Africa
would once again become a priority region in Chinese foreign policy. Severed
diplomatic links were restored and new diplomatic links were established.
The number of African countries with formal relations with the PRC rose
from 15 in 1970 to a total of 29 by the end of the Mao regime. With the ex-

41 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 217.
42 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 259, 263.
43 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 283; GT Yu, China’s African policy: A study of Tanzania, p.
12.
44 P Snow, The star raft … , p. 103.
45 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 3, 189-190, 239; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution,
pp. 133, 140; GT Yu, China’s African policy: A study of Tanzania, pp. 5, 7, 9.
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ception of the Ivory Coast and Gabon all OAU member states had diplomatic
relations with the PRC.46
Beijing’s attention was now focussed on relations with a few selected African
states: Tanzania, Mali, Guinea, Zambia, Mauritania and Congo-Brazzaville.
The “special relationship” with Tanzania, in particular, was central to Beijing’s
African policies. The PRC backed socialist strong men in Africa. On the
one hand loyal friends, such as Julius Nyerere and Kenneth Kaunda, earned
lasting Chinese gratitude, but new friends were also identified. Mobutu Sese
Seko, who had previously been shunned by Beijing, was befriended. Zaire
became one of the main bases in Africa for the Chinese efforts to check Soviet
advances on the continent.47
By the early 1970s the old idealistic “spirit of Bandung” had gone. Rapidly changing circumstances, both in China and in Africa, necessitated more
realistic and pragmatic approaches. Whereas the PRC had formerly tried
to sell the communist ideology to Africa, she now desired to project the image that her relations with Africa were altruistic and free of ulterior motives,
preconditions or political interference. There was a measure of scepticism in
Africa about Chinese intentions. Some African countries were shocked by the
“cold new realism of Chinese diplomacy”, while some of the more idealistic
revolutionaries still pinned their hopes on Beijing. The fact that the PRC
was prepared to support unsavoury characters such as Mobutu and Nimeiry
made African leaders realise that the Chinese were not as altruistic as they
made out and had their own strategic objectives in Africa. African states leaning towards socialism were surprised when the PRC welcomed US President
Richard Nixon on a state visit in February 1972. The question was raised
whether China really cared for Africa.48

Chinese support for liberation movements
Chinese publications created the not always accurate impression of the PRC
as an active and significant revolutionary factor in Africa, with Chairman
46 BD Larkin, China and Africa, 1949-1970, p. 88; A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 244; GT
Yu, China’s African policy: A study of Tanzania, p. 11; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 72; P
Snow, The star raft … , p. 104.
47 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 3; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 251-2; P
Snow, The star raft … , pp. 103, 123.
48 CF de Villiers, FR Metrowich and JA du Plessis, Die Kommunisme in aksie, p. 105; P Snow, The star raft … , pp.
105, 132-134.
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Mao’s revolutionary thinking as the guiding light for African liberation movements.49
Admittedly, China established her revolutionary credentials in Africa at an
early stage by supporting “people’s wars”. Beijing gave material assistance to
the National Liberation Front (FLN) during the Algerian War between 1957
and 1962 and to Congolese guerrilla bands. However, the Chinese sometimes burnt their fingers as a result of opportunistic policies. They were expelled from Burundi because they supported Congolese dissidents and Tutsi
refugees. Because of their assistance to Kenyatta’s rival Oginga Odinga they
fell into disrepute with the Kenyan government.50
In the early 1960s, despite the fact that very few African states had attained
their independence through revolutionary struggle, Beijing was still committed to the “united front from below” concept and clung to the idea that future
revolutions in Africa could be based on the Chinese revolutionary model. After his visit to the continent in 1963-4 Zhou Enlai referred to the “excellent”
revolutionary prospects in Africa.51 In 1965 Lin Piao, the Chinese Minister
of Defence, delivered a major policy address entitled “Long Live the Victory
of People’s War!”, in which he explained the official views on people’s revolutionary struggles.52 However, the Chinese were not particularly successful in
exploiting revolutionary opportunities in Africa.
Beijing’s main rival in giving support to African liberation movements was
of course Moscow. In both Western and Chinese propaganda the impression
was created of a Chinese influence in African liberation struggles far greater
than was actually the case. Because of limited resources, practical difficulties
and diplomatic considerations the Chinese could never match the Soviets in
this regard and came “a poor second in the race for influence in the revolutionary movements”.53
Beijing’s choice of liberation movements to support was dictated by SinoSoviet rivalry. None of the major African liberation movements was prepared
to forfeit Soviet backing by endorsing Chinese policies. Therefore the PRC
49 DS Prinsloo, China and the liberation of Portuguese Africa, FAA Study Report no. 2 (Pretoria, Foreign Affairs
Association, 1976), p. 2.
50 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 25, 112, 114, 116; JP Smaldone, “Soviet and Chinese military aid
…”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, p. 102.
51 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 7, 106; P Snow, The star raft … , p. 75.
52 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 103.
53 DS Prinsloo, China and the liberation of Portuguese Africa, p. 3.
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was forced to switch support to rival breakaway groups, where they existed.
These groups included the PAC in South Africa, ZANU in Rhodesia, the
FNLA in Angola, and COREMO in Mozambique.54
Beijing’s support to African liberation movements consisted of propaganda
support, military training, arms supplies and material assistance. Military
training and training in subversive techniques were done at the Nanking Military Academy and at camps in Africa. Between 1955 and 1976 a total of
2,675 African military personnel from 13 countries, about 40% of whom
were from the regular Tanzanian army, received training from the Chinese.
The PRC supplied relatively small amounts of various types of arms to several African states (mainly to Tanzania) and liberation movements. Between
1961 and 1971 arms to the value of $42 million or 4% of the PRC’s total
arms exports to the developing world went to Africa, which made the PRC
the seventh largest arms supplier to Africa. Between 1967 and 1976 arms
deliveries to Africa increased to $142 million, still constituting only 2.8% of
the African arms market. Nowhere in Africa did the military aid programme
of the PRC, as a marginal but steady arms supplier to Africa, alter regional or
local military balances.55
After the reassessment of the Chinese African policy in 1968 Beijing wished
to present the PRC as a sober member of the world community. Legitimate
relations with sovereign states were pushed and assistance to liberation movements downplayed. Chinese support for dissident groups in independent
African states was abandoned. Support for guerrilla movements in territories
not yet liberated, especially in southern Africa, was maintained, but these
movements were cautioned to restrain their activities.56
In Angola in the mid-seventies the Chinese, backing the FNLA, were forced
to withdraw. They could not match the firepower of the MPLA, backed by
the Soviet Union. It was a shattering blow to China’s pride. After the bitter
lesson in Angola the PRC sprinkled only modest quantities of arms in countries where they wished to win sympathy or make a symbolic statement, such
as Guinea Bissau, Ethiopia and Somalia. When the pragmatic Chinese real54 DS Prinsloo, China and the liberation of Portuguese Africa, p. 4; P Snow, The star raft … , p. 118.
55 DS Prinsloo, China and the liberation of Portuguese Africa, p. 4; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … ,
pp. 146-149, 154-155; JP Smaldone, “Soviet and Chinese military aid …”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen
(eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, pp. 77, 102, 104-109; P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 77-78.
56 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 166; W Weinstein, “Chinese aid and policy in Central Africa”, W
Weinstein and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, p. 155; P Snow, The star raft …,
p. 104.
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ised that pro-Soviet liberation movements were gaining the ascendancy they
were prepared to change their allegiance and start supporting major movements such as Frelimo and the MPLA.57
Prinsloo is somewhat cynical about Chinese objectives and regards Beijing’s
support for liberation movements as a product of the conflict with the Soviet
Union rather than of a commitment to the PRC’s own goals or those of African liberation.58

African diplomatic support for China
On the surface the PRC’s assistance to Africa seemed altruistic and free of
ulterior motives, but the Chinese leaders were cool strategists intent on enlisting African diplomatic support. They desired to persuade Africans that the
PRC’s enemies, the USA, the Soviet Union and the Republic of China (ROC)
or Taiwan, were their enemies too.59
To the PRC African support in the UN was absolutely crucial. From 1949
both the ROC and the PRC claimed to be the sole legitimate government of
China that ought to be represented in the UN. The United States and her
allies backed the ROC’s claim and the communist bloc backed that of the
PRC. From the 1960s the allies of the PRC moved an annual resolution in
the General Assembly to transfer China’s seat at the UN from the ROC to
the PRC. As contenders to represent the Chinese people in the UN there was
competition between the PRC and the ROC for African diplomatic support.
The ROC’s counter-efforts in Africa were not very successful. In 1963 18
African states recognised the ROC and 12 recognised the PRC.60 Each year
Taiwan’s support declined when votes were cast in the UN General Assembly
on the China question. In 1951 only 7 delegates voted for the PRC’s admission to the General Assembly, 42 against it, with 11 abstentions. Twenty
years later, in 1971, Beijing received 76 of 111 votes, with 35 opposing votes
and 17 abstentions. The required two-thirds majority to evict Taiwan from
its seat was reached. Of those 76 a crucial 26 came from African countries.

57
58
59
60

DS Prinsloo, China and the liberation of Portuguese Africa, p. 10; P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 125-127.
DS Prinsloo, China and the liberation of Portuguese Africa, pp. 10-11.
P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 105-106.
AM Halpern (ed), Policies towards China … , p. 393.
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Mali and Algeria were Beijing’s sponsors at the meeting. Thus it was Africa’s
support that finally secured the PRC’s seat in the General Assembly.61

Chinese economic relations with Africa
Trade
Direct trade with Africa was initially a low priority for Beijing. The Chinese
and African economies were non-complementary, because they imported and
exported similar types of goods. Apart from a few strategic minerals, such
as copper and cobalt, China needed little from Africa. Although the PRC
would like to acquire better access to Africa’s resources a solid basis for a major
commercial relationship did not exist.62
When the Chinese foreign policy changed in the late 1950s Beijing became
more interested in developing trade with Africa. At first Chinese economic
relations with Africa were limited to a few countries. The first Chinese trade
office in Africa was opened in Cairo as early as 1955. In the 1958-68 period
Egypt was, in terms of both exports and imports, China’s most important
trading partner in Africa. China imported cotton from and exported steel
to Egypt. Morocco, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya and Zambia
were China’s other trading partners in Africa in this period.63
In the early 1960s Chinese foreign trade suffered setbacks because of a severe
drought in China and disruptions in production as a result of the Great Leap
Forward.64
In the mid-sixties, after Zhou Enlai’s African visit, Chinese trade with Africa increased. Beijing offered trade agreements and medium-term credit in
a single package to potential African partners, “wrapped in the friendly tissue paper of ‘peaceful coexistence’ and ‘non-interference in internal affairs’”.65
Political considerations did play a role in Chinese trade relations with Af61 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 277; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 5; P Snow,
The star raft … , pp. 111-112, 115.
62 HC Hinton, Communist China in world politics (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966), p. 189; A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 85; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 198, 203; P Snow,
The star raft … , p. 175.
63 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 272; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 59.
For detailed trade figures in the 1958-1971 period see A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 194-195.
64 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 85; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 16.
65 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 187.
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rica. Favourable trading agreements were offered to countries which Beijing
wished to reward for political favours. A healthy two-way trade developed
between China and Africa. Africa supplied mostly raw materials to China
and bought relatively unsophisticated Chinese manufactured products for
which there was no ready market in the developed world.66 Chinese exports
to Africa rose steeply to £51 million in 1966 and imports from Africa to £39
million in 1965.67
From 1970, after a temporary decline during the Cultural Revolution, the
Chinese share in African markets started increasing again. The Chinese were
able to maintain their commercial relations where no diplomatic relations existed. By the mid-1970s China was a major importer of cotton from Sudan,
Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya, sisal from Tanzania and Kenya, and copper
from Zambia.68
Nyerere’s Tanzania emerged in the 1970s as by far the PRC’s most significant
ally on the African continent. China became Tanzania’s main supplier and
aid donor.69
In Africa there was a growing appreciation of the cheapness and improving
quality of Chinese goods. Large-scale imports of Chinese goods held the danger that it could affect intra-African trade and inhibit African countries from
setting up light industries to manufacture comparable goods.70
By the end of Mao’s rule China’s trade with Africa amounted to about 30%
of her total trade with the non-communist world, but still played only a
small role in the economies of African countries. Expectations were that the
Sino-African trade would increase in absolute terms, but decline in relative
terms.71

Development aid
Beijing regarded development assistance as an important and influential foreign policy instrument. It was used as a political tool in the dispute with the
66
67
68
69
70
71

A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 5, 198.
A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 151, 262.
A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 263; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 201.
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Soviet Union to boost China’s image as the champion of the Third World.72
Kapur interprets the Chinese strategy as follows:
It became increasingly evident to the Chinese leadership that if it really
aimed at seeking a viable relationship with the outside world, if it wanted to
exercise a significant influence in international politics, and if it did not wish
to be out-manoeuvred by the super powers … in areas where it had already
established some political influence, foreign aid had to be made an important
and integral component of its foreign policy. Therefore, notwithstanding the
serious economic difficulties from which the nation was in the process of extricating itself … some of the resources were mobilized to frame a politics of
foreign aid.73

During his 1963/64 visit to Africa Zhou Enlai invited African states to approach China for aid on the basis of the so-called Eight Principles of Chinese aid-giving. These included equality and mutual benefit, respecting the
sovereignty of recipient countries, self-reliance and independent economic
development, and low investment projects with quick yields. After Zhou’s
visit the PRC initiated her aid programme in West Africa and later expanded
it to East, Central and Southern Africa. China’s economic aid commitments
increased to around $269 million for the 1963-65 period.74
The weakness of the Chinese economy compared to the superpowers restricted the PRC’s ability to compete with the major aid donors. In the period
up to 1970 the Soviet Union supplied almost twice as much development aid
to Africa as the PRC. Limited resources forced Beijing to be sparing in aid
and to focus on a few selected countries, such as Tanzania, Zambia, Somalia
and Sudan. Other recipients of Chinese aid in this period included Ethiopia,
Egypt, Algeria, Guinea, Mali, Ghana, the Central African Republic, CongoBrazzville, Mauritania, Kenya and Uganda. Because of a lack of abundant
capital the PRC engaged in low investment, labour-intensive, cottage industry-type development assistance projects in Africa.75
Beijing tried to convince African leaders that the “mutual aid” offered by the
Chinese was a better way to build their national economies than the “one-sid-

72 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 40; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 205.
73 H Kapur, China in world politics, pp. 40-41.
74 GT Yu, “China’s competitive diplomacy in Africa”, JA Cohen (ed.), The dynamics of China’s foreign relations
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University East Asian Research Center, 1970), p. 75; A Ogunsanwo,
China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 178; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 50, 52, 87; P Snow, The
star raft … , pp. 76, 145.
75 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, pp. 93, 258; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 49.
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ed” aid offered by the West and the Soviets.76 Chinese terms for development
assistance seemed more generous than those of the rich countries. No direct
political demands were made and interest-free loans were offered, repayable
over an extended time after long grace periods.77 Another feature of Chinese
development assistance which was particularly appealing to Africa was that
China provided equipment and experts at a price beyond competition.78
In Chinese propaganda directed at the masses of ordinary Africans care for
the people was the overriding theme of Chinese aid. The most important
element of Chinese efforts to demonstrate that they had the interests of the
African people at heart, was the dispatch of many Chinese doctors to Africa
over an extended period of time.79
Because of the internal turmoil during the Cultural Revolution China could
offer only token aid in the late 1960s and actually withdrew development aid
from African countries criticising the Cultural Revolution.80
After 1970 there was a renewed drive from Beijing to strengthen economic
relations with Africa. Limited resources forced Beijing to focus, in terms of
economic assistance, on a few selected African states. Mali, Guinea, Tanzania, Zambia, Mauritania and Congo-Brazzaville were the major recipients
of Chinese aid.81 After the end of the Vietnamese War the PRC had more
money available for development assistance in Africa. To spread development
aid wider the Chinese gave preference to small and medium-sized economic
assistance and made modest grants to the largest possible number of recipients.82 In this phase African states that agreed to the establishment of formal
diplomatic relations were rewarded with generous aid commitments. Apart
from the selected few the PRC also gave development aid to Algeria, Ethiopia, Somalia, Burundi, Cameroon, Chad, Dahomey, Madagascar, Mauritius,
Rwanda, Togo, Tunisia and Zaire.83
The major portion of Chinese development aid to Africa, around 40%, was
76 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 188.
77 JP Smaldone, “Soviet and Chinese military aid …”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese
aid to African nations, p. 103; P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 145-146.
78 CF de Villiers, FR Metrowich and JA du Plessis, Die Kommunisme in aksie, p. 106.
79 P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 158-159.
80 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 141, 160.
81 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 3.
82 GT Yu, “The Tanzania-Zambia railway: A case study in Chinese economic aid to Africa”, W Weinstein and TH
Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, p. 120.
83 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 167, 208-209.
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spent on communications, including railways, roads and telecommunication.
The agricultural sector received about 15% of Chinese aid. Funds were allocated for infrastructure projects such as hydro-electric schemes, dams, airports, stadiums, hospitals and factories. Chinese engineers, technicians and
teachers were sent to Africa.84
China’s flagship development aid project in Africa was the Tanzam railway
line. This railway of 1,860km between Dar es Salaam in Tanzania and Kapiri-Mposhi in Zambia provided an outlet to the sea for Zambia’s copper and
helped to lessen the country’s economic dependence on white-ruled Rhodesia
and South Africa. Failing to obtain Western support, Tanzania and Zambia
turned to China for help. Finance for this project was offered by the PRC in
1965, the final protocol was signed in 1970 and the railway came into service
in 1976. Apart from the railway line, the project also included the construction of 2,500 bridges and viaducts, 19 tunnels, and the supply of locomotives
and rolling stock. The workforce employed on the project consisted of about
1,500 Chinese and 36,000 Africans. It was by far the PRC’s largest foreign aid
project and was completed at a cost of more than $455 million. It required
economic sacrifices from the PRC, but brought the following rewards:
•
•
•

•

It was a symbol of China’s power and capabilities and boosted the PRC’s international prestige.
It demonstrated China’s commitment to African political and economic development and enhanced China’s credibility.
By assisting two frontline states (Tanzania and Zambia) to become economically less dependent upon the white-ruled south, Beijing showed her support
for southern Africa’s liberation struggle and won the allegiance of all African
countries opposing white supremacy.
The special relationship with Tanzania and Zambia consolidated the Chinese
presence in the region.85

Whether China’s development assistance in Africa was successful in terms
of the mutual benefits derived from it is debatable. There were successes and
failures. Philanthropy cost the Chinese dearly in some cases where projects in
Africa collapsed. Chinese project teams were often frustrated by their clients
84 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 167, 219; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 84;
D Thompson, “China’s soft power in Africa: From the ‘Beijing consensus’ to health diplomacy”, China brief
(Jamestown Foundation), 13 October 2005.
85 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 222, 224, 225; I Greig, The Communist challenge to Africa … , pp.
82-83; GT Yu, “The Tanzania-Zambia railway …”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese
aid to African nations, p. 140.
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in Africa. Attempts to involve more African workers in development projects
were hampered by problems in properly training Africans. The Chinese relied
mostly on their own materials and their own people. Thousands of Chinese
workers came to Africa, content to adopt the same living standards as the
African population.86
In the 1970s the PRC doubled her aid to Africa. The number of African
countries receiving Chinese aid increased from 11 in 1970 to 23 in 1973.
New agreements for aid were signed with Mauritius, Togo, Rwanda, Burundi,
Ghana, Cameroon, Zaire and Ethiopia. In 1972 40% of the PRC’s total
foreign aid was channelled to Africa.87 By the end of Mao’s rule 36 African
states had received $2.4 billion in aid commitments from Beijing, 58% of
the grand total of Chinese economic aid. The principal recipients had been
Tanzania ($362 million), Zambia ($307 million), Egypt ($134 million), Somalia ($132 million) and Zaire ($100 million).88 Aid-trade packages boosted
China’s trade with Africa, which reached over 6% of her total world trade,
compared to only 3% twenty years earlier in 1956.89

Cultural contacts between China and Africa
The idea of “cultural exchange” featured rather prominently in Beijing’s initial plans to get a foothold in Africa. Organisations were established in China
during the 1960s to promote different types of exchanges with Africa. Examples were the Chinese-African People’s Friendship Association, the Asia
Africa Society, and the Committee for Cultural Relations with African People. These organisations and other “public bodies” were used for the Chinese
penetration of Africa.90

“Cultural exchanges” took different forms

86 CF de Villiers, FR Metrowich and JA du Plessis, Die Kommunisme in aksie, p. 105; P Snow, The star raft … , pp.
160, 163, 164, 169-170.
87 CF de Villiers, FR Metrowich and JA du Plessis, Die Kommunisme in aksie, p. 103.
88 JP Smaldone, “Soviet and Chinese military aid …”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen (eds), Soviet and Chinese
aid to African nations, p. 103; GT Yu, “The Tanzania-Zambia railway …”, W Weinstein and TH Henriksen
(eds), Soviet and Chinese aid to African nations, pp. 117, 120-121.
89 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 168.
90 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , pp. 194-5; A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 97; I Greig,
The Communist challenge to Africa … , p. 62.
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•

Chinese propaganda: Pro-PRC information was disseminated in Africa in different forms. Chinese printed material in English, French and Arabic was published by the New China News Agency and circulated by mail. Radio Peking’s
African service, broadcasting Chinese propaganda to various parts of Africa,
was established in 1956. By 1975 it broadcast programmes in Chinese, Cantonese, African and European languages for a total of 119 hours per week.91

•

Visits to China: Apart from visits by official government and trade delegations,
African women’s, youth and labour leaders were invited to make guided tours
of China. On their return they often acted as ambassadors of China by expressing sentiments of awe and solidarity.92

•

African students: The most significant element of cultural relations was the
education of African students at Chinese universities. African students received
scholarships to go to China. The first African students arrived in Beijing in
1958. They first had to learn the Chinese language at the Language Institute
in Beijing before they could continue their studies in other fields at Chinese
universities. In 1961/2 118 African students were registered at the Languages
Institute. African students experienced problems in China, because they had
little contact with the local population and felt isolated. Many returned to
their home countries before completing their studies. During the Cultural
Revolution no African students went to China, but in 1970 the programme
was resumed.93

China and Africa: Mao’s legacy
China’s policies toward Africa constituted a reaction to the international
environment as it was interpreted by the Chinese government. Mao’s regime
attempted to change those aspects of the environment which were regarded
as being inimical to Chinese interests. Although Western propaganda created
the perception that Maoist China was rigid and doctrinaire, Beijing’s tactics
were supple and flexible and the PRC’s foreign policy towards Africa had a
pragmatic and evolutionary nature. The PRC dropped attempts to sell the
communist ideology to Africa when it became clear in the 1970s that more

91 S Hamrell and CG Widstrand (eds), The Soviet bloc, China and Africa (Uppsala, Scandinavian Institute of
African Studies, 1964), p. 60; JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 195; I Greig, The Communist challenge to
Africa … , p. 100.
92 S Hamrell and CG Widstrand (eds), The Soviet bloc, China and Africa, p. 61.
93 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. 84; P Snow, The star raft … , pp. 196-197, 199; JK Cooley,
East wind over Africa … , p. 201.
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success was being achieved through aid without preconditions or political
interference.94
There were successes and failures in Beijing’s Africa policy, but on the whole
the balance sheet was positive. In the 1950s and 1960s China did not possess the power to detach Africa from Western and Soviet influence, but by
the end of Mao’s rule in the mid-seventies China was moving into the big
league.95 During the slightly more than a quarter of a century of Mao’s reign
in the PRC significant progress was made in Chinese relations with Africa.
Ogunsanwo writes:
From the peripheral status it occupied in the middle fifties, China’s policy in
Africa rapidly achieved a self-propelling and compulsive momentum.96

By the mid-seventies Africa had become a prominent component of Beijing’s foreign relations. Beijing maintained cordial relations with the majority
of African countries. Formal diplomatic relations with many African states
existed and the bulk of China’s economic aid went to Africa.97
The Chinese emphasised the mutual benefits of a seemingly unequal relationship. African benefits were tangible. Projects such as the Tanzam railway
brought considerable material advantages to the continent. Chinese benefits
were more intangible and indirect. African friendship helped China to attain
political goals. As the region of “greatest secondary importance” Africa played
a major supporting role in the PRC’s foreign policy.98

94 JK Cooley, East wind over Africa … , p. 4; A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 295; CF de Villiers, FR
Metrowich and JA du Plessis, Die Kommunisme in aksie, p. 105.
95 P Snow, The star raft … , p. xiv.
96 A Ogunsanwo, China’s policy in Africa, 1958-71, p. ix.
97 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, p. 282.
98 A Hutchison, China’s African revolution, pp. 4, 278, 282.
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Samevatting
Sedert die 15e eeu was daar gereelde invalle in Afrika suid van die Sahara,
wat hulle oorsprong in noord-Afrika en Europa gehad het. Hierdie intervensies het geweldige demografiese en politieke veranderinge tot gevolg gehad.
Drie oorvleuelende fases kan geïdentifiseer word, met die Koloniale era as die
keerpunt. Elkeen van hierdie fases het ontwikkelinge in gesondheidspraktyke
tot stand gebring asook verbeterde maatreëls teen tropiese siektes gevestig. In
hierdie artikel word ‘n historiese oorsig verskaf van siektes, met spesifieke klem
op die rol van mobiliteit en bevolkingsaanwas in die verspreiding van siektes.
Samevattend beskou - blyk dit - deels as gevolg van die VIGS pandemie tans,
dat die gesondheidstelsels in Afrika meer as tevore tot hulle uiterste beproef
word, en dat gesondheidsdienste sedert die Koloniale era agteruit gegaan het.
Afrika se hoop word as’t ware geplaas op ‘n nuwe de facto mediese “kolonialiseringsproses”, hierdie keer deur die Wêreldgesondheidsorganisasie (WHO),
die Wêreldbank, en die donateurmeenskap.

Introduction
This paper is concerned with tracking the degree to which health, and by implication the development of health systems, is impacted upon by changing
socio-economic and socio-political conditions. The study takes sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA) as its site of reference but because health is a universal human
preoccupation its findings ought to be generalisable to any society.
Because health systems are so intimately interwoven with cultural, religious
and philosophical outlooks, the discussion uses a fairly detailed delineation of
the complexities involved as a point of departure. Examples are provided by
way of drawing out the conceptual distinctions involved in positive feedback
loops.
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There follows a discussion of average life expectancy and its suitability for use
as an indicator with which to measure not only general personal health but
also the ‘health’ of health systems themselves. It is maintained that, except in
short-run atypical scenarios, the quality of health care cannot usefully be disaggregated from the system of health management within which it obtains.
The argument then proceeds to the heart of the matter. This is an analysis of
SSA’s socio-economic and socio-political status, tracked over several centuries,
to determine its ever evolving impact on levels of general health. For the sake
of convenience, three admittedly overlapping phases are identified, namely
pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial and these are further sub-divided
where to do so would seem to be helpful. An attempt will be made to show
how the end-results of each phase function as sociological catalysts for change
in the immediately following phase. It will be claimed that the common underlying dynamic which underpins all the shifting health scenarios is that of
people’s mobility – both in the sense of penetration and coming together, and
withdrawal and moving apart. In its essentials then the following is an account of the inexorable processes that have come to be labeled ‘globalization’,
and the degree to which this has impinged upon Africa’s peoples in the sphere
of health care.
The following section explores the complexities of impacts involving feedback loops and seeks to establish some yardstick by which to gauge good
health. It concludes with some salient remarks concerning life expectancies.

Impacts and positive feedback loops
When discussing the impact of a complex entity (such as a socio-economic
climate) upon another complex entity (such as a health system) one must be
very clear about the fact that the impact itself will not be a simple one but
will generate complex feedback loops. This phenomenon has its counterpart
in the realm of sub-atomic physics where the mere fact of an experiment’s
being observed will affect (feedback to) the outcome of that experiment. A
hypothetical example will make this clearer:
If the day is very hot (condition X) such that Jimmy goes for a swim to cool
off (condition Y) then, although Jimmy may cool down, his cooling down
does not make the day any cooler. There is therefore no feedback loop from Y
back to X. The day stays hot. This is a simple impact.
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A complex impact, on the other hand, involves an ongoing interplay between multiple causes and effects. The classic self-reinforcing phenomenon
in the field of health at present is of course HIV/AIDS which helps to create
precisely those deprived socio-economic conditions under which it thrives1
– a very vicious circle indeed.
From the foregoing it seems obvious that the subject matter of this article
involves complex impacts with feedback loops, whereby the end result of an
impact is constantly modifying the original condition (the impacting agent).
It is therefore a chicken-and-the-egg scenario with which one has to contend,
and it is in the very nature of such enquiries that there can be no simplistic,
path findings.

An indicator for good health
Before proceeding, a distinction must be acknowledged between mental and
physical health. Once again one is faced with the potential for feedback loops.
Does mental well-being draw on physical well-being or is it the other way
around? Or do they constantly interact with and reinforce one another?2 And
how best can one measure each of these well-beings?
Another conundrum that presents itself is whether it is better to live a short
happy healthy life, or a long miserable unhealthy one? At issue is whether a
relatively early death after a sudden illness is preferable to being kept alive
for years on end in a sub-optimal condition. There is no obvious answer to
this question either and even those who chose the short, happy option might
change their minds as their allotted time drew to a close. And who is to say,
definitively, what ‘happy’ or ‘miserable’ consist in? There has been increasing
interest in the issue of ‘well-being’ in recent years, most noticeably on the part
of Sen,3 but see also Bloom, Lucas, Edun, Lenneiye and Milimo.4 The problem is how to measure it and this is discussed by Sen at some length. Given
1
2

3
4

R Palmer and D Mullins, “The future impact of HIV/AIDS on land in Africa”, March 2000, (Available at
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/what_we_do/issues/livelihoods/landrights/africa_gen.htm?searchterm=palmer+mull
ins as accessed on 23 April 2007).
See S Jacyna, “Medicine in transformation, 1800-1849”, WF Bynum, et al. The Western medical tradition 1800
to 2000 (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 17 on the putative relationship between consumption and “sorrowful passions”. See also HJ Cook, “Introduction”, Bynum et al,. The Western Medical Tradition,
p. 3.
A Sen, Development as freedom (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1999), pp. 70-77.
G Bloom, et al., “Health and poverty in sub-Saharan Africa”, IDS working paper 103 (Institute for Development
Studies, Brighton, 2000).
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the extreme subjectivity into which questions of mental well-being resolve
themselves, and the fact that no universally agreed upon indicator of overall well-being has emerged yet, this discussion will arbitrarily confine itself
mainly to physical well-being in the hope that it acts as enough of a proxy for
mental well-being. If physical well-being can be measured by life expectancy,
and if extreme mental distress often results in suicide, then at least there may
be some grounds for this argument.
Bloom et al5 suggest that, due to deficiencies in data collection in SSA, infant
mortality rate (IMR) might be a better measure of general health than life
expectancy, but then they go on to say that IMR is in any case a major component in the formula for calculating life expectancy. Indeed, in the absence of
adult mortality data, estimated IMR is often the only variable that goes into
the calculation of life expectancy.
Given then that the health of a population can be gauged accurately enough
from a reading of life expectancy, how should one measure the health of the
health systems themselves? It would seem axiomatic that a dysfunctional
health system is going to show up in people’s physical well-being (and vice
versa). The effectiveness of a country’s health system should therefore also be
mirrored in average life expectancy although it is granted that, in the short
term, appearances could be deceptive. It is surely unusual that an improving health system results in deteriorating levels of health. This is not to say,
however, that an improving health system cannot be found side by side with
deteriorating overall health. Obviously in a situation where a health system
improves in response to a pandemic (such as HIV/AIDS) this anomaly may
in fact occur until the pandemic is brought under control. What is being
claimed here is only that an improving health system will not be the proximate cause of (result in) a deterioration in public health.
The next task is to find some objective yardstick which can serve as a proxy
for a country’s socio-economic and socio-political health. There are so many
variables implicit in these factors that finding a suitable indicator is well-nigh
impossible but it is submitted that if anything could suffice then it should be
the United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI). Unfortunately this has the drawback that it has only been
calculated since 1990 (although some efforts have been made to ‘retroject’
it back to the 1970s by ‘after the fact’ recalculation) so although it has the
5

A Bloom et al., “Health and poverty in sub-Saharan Africa”, IDS working paper 103, p. 6.
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advantage of being readily available, and of having been universally applied,
to both developed and developing countries, it is of limited value in analyses
that extend further back into the past than 1990.
Because this study will attempt to track the process of how African health
outcomes served to create socio-political and socio-economic conditions
which, in their turn, lent momentum to their own chains of causality, over a
span of about 600 years, it will be necessary, in the absence of documented
indicators for health systems, to use life expectancy as an indicator for both
personal well being and the quality of the health system that prevailed at the
time. Normally one would expect a fairly close correlation between the two.
It is also difficult to see how societal conditions could improve while public
health was deteriorating (and vice versa) and this intimate link between the
two is reflected in the fact that life expectancy is a one-third component of
the HDI - so there is a built-in bias towards a correlation. At the same time
however, SSA with its appalling HIV/AIDS problem is distinctly atypical and
could throw up anomalous results – over the short term at any rate.6
In essence then, no hard and fast distinction will be drawn between these
two variables and it will be assumed that, by and large, good health in the
populace is concomitant with a well functioning health system.

Life expectancies
It remains to say a word about life-expectancy. In 1900 average world life
expectancy was thirty years of age.7 It is generally agreed that, in the complete
absence of any effective health care (in a Garden of Eden setting, as it were),
average human life expectancy tends to hover around 22 years of age, but
not below that. Very high infant mortality rates (IMRs) distort the picture
though – someone surviving childhood had a fair chance of reaching forty
years of age in the Garden of Eden environment.8 But IMRs are of course
important indicators of general health in their own right and should not be
‘bracketed out’, so 22 years may be regarded as the lowest base from which to
measure progress. In London in the late 18th century average life expectancy
6
7
8

A Bloom et al., “Health and poverty in sub-Saharan Africa”, IDS working paper 103, p. 4.
M Rosenberg, “Life expectancy”, January 2006, (Available at http://geography.about.com/library/weekly/
aa042000a.htm as accessed on 23 April 2007).
AJ Pelser, “Health, environment and development in South Africa”, HCJ van Rensburg (ed.), Health and health
care in South Africa (Pretoria, Van Schaik, 2004).
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was a mere 23 years although it tended to be higher in the countryside. Life
expectancy in the pre-industrial era, before the advent of modern medicine,
was in fact very stable and had fluctuated very little since the advent of homo
sapiens upon the planet.9
The second point to consider about life expectancy, in the light of its being
so pivotal to the analysis to be performed, is whether factors other than health
considerations might affect it appreciably. If it is the case that, say, while long
winters have no appreciable effect on health, they nonetheless lead to markedly reduced life expectancies, then life expectancy is going to be a poor proxy
for health, and a better predictor for degree of latitude (which dictates length
of season). Interestingly enough, for reasons which no one can explain, “the
incidence of multiple sclerosis varies with latitude, so that it is rare in tropical countries and gets gradually more common towards the North and South
Poles”.10 As far as is known however, there are no factors totally unrelated to
health that exert a marked and sustained bearing on life expectancy, which is
why life expectancy serves as the UNDP’s main proxy for health status. Mortalities arising from war are of course a potential exception to this, but even
the two World Wars had only a limited impact on life expectancy. This was
because, notwithstanding the wars, the state of perpetual warfare was not a
defining characteristic of the combatant societies.

Sub-Saharan Africa’s socio-economic and political status
SSA is a hugely diverse entity consisting of some fifty nations.11 To fill such
a huge canvas requires the use of very broad brushstrokes and so the outline
of SSA that follows is of necessity patchy. Although reference will be made
to South Africa fairly often it should be borne in mind that South Africa,
with its significant First World component, is in many respects not truly representative of the region.12 It therefore exerts a distorting influence when its

9

G Clark, “Mortality in the Malthusian era”, 2005, (Available at http://www.econ.ucdavis.edu/faculty/gclark/
GlobalHistory/Global%20History-5.pdf as accessed on 23 April 2007); G Clark, “Genetically Capitalist? The
Malthusian era and the formation of modern preferences”, January 2007, (Available at http://econ.binghamton.
edu/papers/clark.pdf as accessed on 23 April 2007); see also G Clark, A farewell to Alms: A brief economic history
of the world (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2007 forthcoming).
10 DH Crawford, The invisible enemy: A natural history of viruses (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2000), p.
145.
11 A Bloom et al., “Health and poverty in sub-Saharan Africa”, IDS working paper 103, p. 5.
12 O Ransford, “Bid the sickness cease”: Disease in the history of black Africa (London, John Murray, 1983), p. 7.
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demographic or economic data is aggregated with the other 49 countries that
make up SSA.
Africa’s historical political development and socio-economic status can usefully be divided into three political epochs – pre-colonial, colonial, and postcolonial. This is essentially the same schema used by van Rensburg13 in his
outline of the history of health care in South Africa.
This discussion will accordingly now turn to an examination of each of the
three political timeframes and attempt to draw out the interactions and dynamics between the socio-economic conditions and the health systems that
prevailed at the time. An effort will be made to illustrate how the health
outcomes of each phase gave rise to socio-economic and political conditions
which in their turn had the effect of producing changed health outcomes
which then impacted upon the subsequent phases.

The pre-Colonial period: In Africa’s Eden
According to van Rensburg,14 in the context of South Africa, we should:
[n]ote that there was not a total health services vacuum before European settlement. The indigenous peoples had their own traditional, tribal health care
systems… it was mainly the magico-religious component of said systems that
brought about a sharp distinction between them and Western medicine.
Although this is correct, van Rensburg’s use of ‘health care systems’ as opposed to, say, ‘health care practices’ seems to be something of a misnomer.
‘Systems’ bespeaks the existence of formal structures, and a level of documented institutionalisation for which there is no evidence.
That semantic quibble apart, health in the ‘state of nature’ that appears to
have characterized SSA was probably, if anything, better than that which obtained in Europe at the time.15 Notwithstanding important advances in, for
example, the understanding of the circulatory system by William Harvey as
far back as the early 1600s,16 European health was bedevilled by the slow rise
13 HCJ van Rensburg, “The history of health care in South Africa”, HCJ van Rensburg (ed.), Health and health
care in South Africa, pp. 51-109.
14 HCJ van Rensburg, “The history of health care in South Africa”, HCJ van Rensburg (ed.), Health and health
care in South Africa, p. 52.
15 O Ransford, “Bid the sickness cease...”, p. 17.
16 R Porter, Blood and guts: A short history of medicine (New York, W.W. Norton, 2002), p. 60.
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of cities which, as already intimated, proved to be hotbeds for every imaginable infectious disease (smallpox, cholera, tuberculosis, bubonic plague) in
the absence of any but the most rudimentary, haphazard ‘cures’ which, as
often as not, were sufficient to finish off the hapless patients altogether17 (a
popular ‘remedy’ for deafness, for example, was to discharge a shotgun in the
immediate vicinity of the sufferer’s eardrum). European cities were in fact so
unhealthy that “their populations could not replace themselves by reproduction”.18 Europe had also already fallen victim to the consequences of mobility
through the importation of exotic diseases, such as syphilis, from the Americas.
The immobility of the African populace prior to the coming of the Arabs
and the Europeans had resulted in a symbiotic stasis whereby prolonged exposure to local parasites and pathogens:
had led to a selective survival of those more resistant men and women…

[and] a state of equilibrium between hosts and parasitic clients which allowed

them to live together in mutual tolerance… this situation could only survive
as long as the people had little association with strangers.19

The point to be made here, and it is a crucial one, is not only that local diseases, parasites and pests (for example the tsetse fly) functioned as a defence
for long-settled communities against intrusions by strangers (most especially
non-Africans), but also that the prevalence of these localised equilibria served
as powerful disincentives for peoples to move away from their territories.
What characterized SSA, prior to the mid-1400s when Portuguese explorers
began to patrol the coastlines, was a very sparse population of over seven hundred tribal groupings each with their own culture and language, and largely
completely isolated from one another. Those who survived childhood were
generally in fairly robust health, although unlikely to live much beyond forty
years of age.20
Health treatments would have been specific to each of these tribes and although they were, if anything, more efficacious than what was being practised
17 See for example H Trevor-Roper, Europe’s physician: The various life of sir Theodore de Mayerne (New Haven, Yale
University Press, 2006), pp. 274-275 for royal remedies such as “vomitories of metallic mould in wine”, “diuretic powder compounded of crab’s eyes, fish heads, crickets, grasshoppers, millipedes, etc.”, “arthritic powder
compounded of scrapings of an unburied human skull… to be taken at the full moon”, and “oil of scorpions”.
18 KF Kiple, “The history of disease”, R Porter (ed.), The Cambridge illustrated history of medicine (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 25.
19 O Ransford, “Bid the sickness cease...”, pp. 4-5.
20 O Ransford, “Bid the sickness cease...”, pp. 17-20.
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in Europe at the time, they did not occur within an empirical paradigm21 but,
as van Rensburg makes clear, a religious one, and were thus somewhat less
likely to progress as a consequence of being exposed to the scientific discipline
of trial and error.
These traditional treatments included the use of alcohol as an anaesthetic,
bleeding staunched by the application of red hot stones, births by caesarian
section, the removal of jigger fleas from septic toes, the careful extrication of
guinea worms as they emerged from the legs of the infected, and a whole host
of palliatives derived from local flora. But there were “no specific remedies
for the killer infections to which they were exposed, and they were incapable
of remedying the malnutrition from which so many suffered”.22 And as Schweitzer23 noted, what was found to work was not communicated beyond the
confines of the tribe. There appeared to be no healing ethos as such.
This section has shown that SSA’s societies up until about the mid-15th century tended to be marked by a finely balanced equilibrium with the natural
environment. Life was far from comfortable, but altogether harmonious and
natural, and the hard facts of what ‘natural’ entailed helped keep population
growth in check.

European and Arabian penetration of Africa

All the foregoing changed dramatically with the coming of strangers from
across the seas, and the stability that had characterized African society for millennia was lost for ever. Over the four hundred years prior to formal colonisation, a wide variety of catalysts worked in upon one another to set off massive waves of migration that would profoundly alter the landscape of African
health care. Each of these agents can unfortunately be little more than flagged
here. The list is derived from Ransford24 except where indicated otherwise:
•

In the mid-1400s Portuguese sailors went ashore on the south Atlantic coastline and captured people who they then sold as slaves in the Ghanaian kingdom
centred on Lagos.

21 See S Jacyna, “Medicine in transformation, 1800-1849”, WF Bynum, et al. The Western medical tradition 1800
to 2000, pp. 37-69 for a discussion of the rise of the empirical “Paris School” and “Laboratory Medicine” in the
immediate aftermath of the French Revolution.
22 O Ransford, “Bid the sickness cease...”, p. 35.
23 A Schweitzer, More from the primeval forest (Fontana, London, 1958, first published 1930) p. 18.
24 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, pp. 35-36.
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

In time, 14-million Africans25 were transported from the west coast into slavery
but the slavers introduced exotic crops, such as maize, on their return trips from
the New World and these crops led to such a marked improvement in Africans’
diet that the population loss occasioned by slavery was offset by increased longevity.
Arab slavers occupied Zanzibar and began to penetrate deep into the east coast
interior in search of more slaves and other forms of plunder. Only about one in
every six Africans actually captured by the Arabs survived to be transported.
Morocco conquered the ancient West African kingdoms in the late 1500s and
this unleashed waves of refugees across the continent.
Periodic waves of Bantu migration cut a swathe across Africa from the west
coast, across the central interior and down into southern Africa. These intermingled with Hamitic invaders moving in from the north-east.26
In the mid-1600s it was discovered that cinchona (from Peru) acted as a prophylactic against malaria (literally ‘malaria’ - Italian for ‘bad air’). In the early
1800s quinine was distilled from cinchona which made viable the penetration
of many of Africa’s previous no-go areas, as well as coastal settlement along
the Atlantic shoreline. David Livingstone was instrumental in popularising the
drug for use by missionaries and explorers after having tested it on two of his
children.
The abolition of the Atlantic slave trade saw the slaving ships turn to gun-running and at least one million redundant firearms were sold to African chiefs
after hostilities ceased in the American civil war. This encouraged widespread
(and lethal) hostilities in Africa between petty chiefdoms.
Chaka Zulu embarked on an expansionist phase in the 1820s which drove
thousands of refugees northwards again.
Ashanti raiders from the north in the 1800s destabilized the tribes of Angola
who fled eastwards.

The upshot of all this ferment was convulsive displacements of people, and a
catastrophic decline in African health and development, as disease was carried
hither and thither across a continent consumed by strife.

25 R Brown, “European Colonial rule in Africa”, Africa South of the Sahara 1998 (London, Europa, 1998), p.
19.
26 Union of South Africa, “Summary of the report of the Commission for the Socio-economic Development of
the Bantu Areas within the Union of South Africa”, Report UG 61/1955 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1955),
p. 1.
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The colonial period: Medical missions
Van Rensburg,27 apropos of the history of health care in South Africa, writes
that:
[M]issionary societies took a major part in the pioneering of the new land,
and…health care services mostly made up an important part of these frontier
posts…various missionary societies constructed a network of smaller mission
hospitals, especially in black rural areas to serve mainly blacks.
The willingness of missionaries to go where others might fear to tread is a
vital point and is echoed by Gelfand28 in his study of the medical missions in
Zimbabwe:
The outstanding feature of the medical missionary and nurse was that,
through their faith, they chose to go out to help the poor and less fortunate in
places where no such help existed. They went to lonely, unhealthy places, cut
off from the outside world. There they served without material recompense.

This statement speaks volumes for the profound impact of medical missionaries upon African health – firstly that the missionaries’ motivations were
quite other than the usual combination of commercial interests and political
ambition,29 and secondly that missionaries were prepared to penetrate to areas
where no government was likely to be able to persuade its employees to relocate to. Taylor30 points out that the remote mission hospitals and clinics were
frequently all but unreachable by road but that Africans “used to traveling
long distances on foot…found their way in their thousands to the mission
hospitals”.
The missionary movement was a direct consequence of Africa’s penetration
by European explorers, and the continent’s often dreadful socio-economic
conditions thereby coming to the attention of philanthropic Europeans. This
was largely due to the publication in 1857 of David Livingstone’s accounts of
his travels. As Ransford31 has it:

27 HCJ van Rensburg, “The History of health care in South Africa”, HCJ van Rensburg (ed.), Health and health
care in South Africa, pp. 59-62.
28 M Gelfand, Godly medicine in Zimbabwe (Gweru, Mambo Press, 1988), p. 13.
29 See for example OE Prozesky, “The life, work and influence of Johannes Julius August Prozesky (1840-1915):
Missionary of the Berlin Missionary Society in South Africa” (PhD thesis, University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg,
1995).
30 M Gelfand, Godly medicine in Zimbabwe, p. xiii.
31 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, pp. 64-65.
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[Livingstone] ended with an irresistible call to his countrymen to send out
civilizing missions into the African interior… [He] inspired a new era of philanthropic endeavour in the continent. East Africa, even more than the West
Coast, became a place of atonement for the slave trade.
The missionaries were therefore generally in advance of the political ‘Scramble for Africa’ which commenced in the 1880s and they came to Africa at a
time when it was considered almost suicidal to do so - on account of its fearful reputation for disease. Missionaries who bade farewell to their families in
Europe fully expected never to see them again and most of the time their fears
proved well-founded.32
As Good33 points out, the missionaries’ growing awareness of the physical suffering of Africans prompted them to extend their mandate to include
health care and again this was usually in advance of any formal colonial government endeavours.
How extensive was the medical missionary effort? The first hospital in SSA
was established by the Franciscans in Mozambique in 151834 and it might be
only a slight exaggeration to say that the history of medical care in SSA is the
history of the medical missions. What is arguably of even greater importance
is the role the missionaries played in establishing the disciplines of nursing
amongst the indigenous peoples, and the medical training facilities they provided which in time produced Africa’s very first black doctors.

The Colonial administrations
According to Ransford:35
[I]t would be wrong to believe that Europe’s colonization of Africa was motivated solely by a desire to exploit the Africans. It became associated too with
a growing philanthropic impulse to improve the standard of living of far-away
subjects and to lighten their burden of sickness.
This is nothing less than the first stirrings of the modern day ‘development
industry’. Ransford36 goes on to remark:
32 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, pp. 6, 87.
33 CM Good, Pioneer medical missions in colonial Africa, p. 1.
34 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, p. 87; See also WR Louis, Ends of British Imperialism (London, IB Taurus,
2006), pp. 127-182.
35 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, p. 5.
36 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, pp. 76-77.
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The European powers somewhat belatedly recognized their responsibility for
indirectly spreading disease through Africa, but once this was appreciated they
reacted strongly in an attempt to improve the situation. The elimination of
malaria was seen as the first priority.

If nothing else the colonial administrations eventually came to realise that
the health of the indigenous people was in their own best interests as, once
they had settled in the colonies, they were obliged to live alongside the local
people. They also generally needed their labour on the plantations and mines
and a sick populace was not going to achieve much. Towards the end of the
colonial period the life expectancies of the indigenous peoples had increased
to unprecedented levels largely due to the cessation of internecine warfare, the
introduction of regimens of public health, mass vaccination programmes, and
the strong support given to the already existing medical missionary establishments.37
The land grab that characterized the 1880s was as much a matter of national prestige as it was of greed,38 but the formal drawing up of boundaries,
no matter how artificially they represented the true state of affairs, ‘on the
ground’ so to speak, necessitated the imposition of administrations and this
in turn entailed the need for the colonial powers to take responsibility, however half-heartedly, for what happened in their territories. For the first time
ever Africans were documented, counted, made to acquire personal identities
and present themselves for vaccination. Systems of elementary health care had
arrived.39
Colonialism carried within it the seeds of its own problems however. The
building of roads and railways led to dramatically increased mobility; industry and mining entailed unnatural concentrations of people and rural-urban
migration; urban living combined with the introduction of strong liquor led
to social problems; a burgeoning, more long-lived populace meant the emergence of a new set of diseases – those associated with middle age. Accelerated mobility, and the introduction of occupying military forces to safeguard
against uprisings,40 meant that diseases which had hitherto been endemic easily became epidemic. The upshot for African health would have been much
worse than it was, however, had the effects of these trappings of modernity
37 M Gelfand, Godly medicine in Zimbabwe, pp. 108-130.
38 WR Louis, Ends of British imperialism, pp. 51-126.
39 S Jacyna, “Medicine in transformation, 1800-1849”, p. 61 for the role of documentation in the imposition of
modern ‘discipline’.
40 R Brown, European Colonial rule in Africa, p. 20.
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not been compensated for by the phenomenal developments in modern day
medicine after 1900 (but most especially post-World War II)41 and the new
discipline of tropical medicine which arose in response to the health challenges posed by the colonies.42
Le Fanu43 has identified 12 ‘definitive moments’ that stemmed from modern
medicine and, in the absence of a short history of modern medicine, an itemizing of some of these will provide an idea of the kinds of medical technologies and discoveries that were made available to Africans post-1939. In 1941
penicillin was discovered which heralded the antibiotic revolution.44 In 1949
cortisone which cures over two hundred different illnesses was identified.45
The 1950s saw a cure for tuberculosis – a major killer in Africa, the birth of
‘intensive care’ procedures and a vaccine for polio.46 The year 1960 saw the
advent of the contraceptive pill which was to launch family planning and
revolutionize the position of women throughout the world. In short order
the practitioners of tropical medicine47 produced cures for elephantiasis, yellow fever, sleeping sickness, malaria, bilharzia, and so on. And those who
underwent surgery were no doubt grateful for the 20th century advances in
anaesthesia.48 This all amounted to a stunning achievement by the West that
was to improve humankind’s quality of life immeasurably – Africans’ no less
than anyone else’s.
African development meant that the continent was able to lend considerable muscle to the Allied WWII effort and, after the war, the withholding of
independence from those colonies that wanted it became increasingly indefensible – both morally and economically. By the time it became necessary to
hand over the colonial infrastructure to the newly independent governments
41 See A Hardy and EM Tansey, “Medical enterprise and global response, 1945-2000”, WF Bynum et al., The
Western medical tradition 1800 to 2000 for a detailed account.
42 R Porter, “Medical science”, R Porter (ed), The Cambridge illustrated history of medicine (Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1996), pp. 184-189.
43 J le Fanu, The rise and fall of modern medicine (London, Abacus, 1999).
44 DH Crawford, The invisible enemy, pp. 191-193.
45 J le Fanu, The rise and fall of modern medicine, pp. 17-28.
46 R Porter, “Medical science”, R Porter (ed), The Cambridge illustrated history of medicine, pp. 184-189.
47 See PH Manson-Bahr and A Alcock, The life and work of Sir Patrick Manson (London, Cassell & Co., 1927) for
an account of the origins of ‘tropical medicine’.
48 See S Jacyna, “Medicine in transformation, 1800-1849”, WF Bynum, et al. The Western medical tradition 1800
to 2000, p. 17 on the putative relationship between consumption and “sorrowful passions”. See also HJ Cook,
“Introduction”, in Bynum et al,. The Western Medical Tradition, p. 63. Jacyna quotes a young medical student,
trying to convince his father he has the stomach for the profession, writing in 1801: “I have seen several operations since I wrote last & mind nothing about it, the more the poor devils cry the more I laugh with the rest of
them…”.
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of Africa in the 1960s many of these states inherited medical facilities and
institutions on a par with the best the world had to offer.49
The average life expectancy for SSA at the end of the independence cycle
around 1982 had risen to 48 - as opposed to 68 years for Europe and Central
Asia combined.50 Given the logistics of supplying health care to such a vast,
dispersed and diverse continent this was no mean achievement and it suggests
that the colonial experience was not entirely negative.
The colonial era ended with the distinct potential for ongoing improvements
in health care in that, by and large, the institutions to deliver this were in
place. Although it was unfortunate that decolonisation often precipitated a
withdrawal of skilled medical personnel back to the mother country this was
partially compensated for by indigenous doctors taking up the slack. Ransford51 sums up the situation as follows:
The medical missionary phase is still very much alive in sub-Saharan Africa,
but the old Colonial Medical Service withdrew from the continent after the
dependencies gained their independence. Yet the final flowering of the service
– the medical school phase – was perhaps its most significant. For greater
emphasis was then placed on the training of African doctors and the establishment of medical schools whose teaching was adapted to local circumstances
rather than those of western medicine.

It is perhaps a minor tragedy that developments in Africa post-independence, allied with the flexibility afforded by globalization, have resulted in
many of these home-grown doctors quitting their native countries to practice
overseas.

The post-Colonial period
The beginning of SSA’s post-colonial period was probably best signaled by
the independence of Ghana (previously The Gold Coast) in 1957. The 1960s
saw a veritable avalanche of newly independent states although there were the
exceptions. Liberia, formed in 1847, had always been independent and South

49 P Chabal, “The quest for good government and development in Africa: is NEPAD the answer?”, Journal for
International Affairs, 78, 3, 2002, pp. 447-462; M Gelfand, Godly medicine in Zimbabwe.
50 World Bank, “World Development Indicators”. Available at (Available at http://publications.worldbank.org/
subscriptions/WDI as accessed on 23 April 2007).
51 O Ransford, Bid the sickness cease, p. 88.
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Africa had been independent since 1910, although 1961 marked its departure
from the Commonwealth when it became a Republic.
The euphoria that invariably accompanied independence tended to be shortlived. Following Nugent,52 “[the] optimism had mostly evaporated by the
1970s… and was transformed into a pervasive sense of pessimism during the
1980s and 1990s”. The following descriptive passage from Todaro53 typifies
the ‘pervasive sense of pessimism’ referred to be by Nugent:
[W]idespread and chronic absolute poverty, high and rising levels of unemployment and underemployment, wide and growing disparities in the distribution of income, low and stagnating levels of agricultural productivity,
sizable and growing imbalances between urban and rural levels of living and
economic opportunities, serious and worsening environmental decay, antiquated and inappropriate educational and health systems, severe balance of
payments and international debt problems, and substantial and increasing
dependence on foreign and often inappropriate technologies, institutions and
value systems [became the order of the day].
The locus of political and economic power after independence was invariably urban-based and this resulted in severe neglect of the rural areas. Unfortunately urban-bias does not seem to have done Africans that much good
either - not by way of state services such as health care anyway. An aggravating factor, especially in the context of SSA, was that for many countries their
concept of ‘nationhood’ was still poorly developed and stayed that way. Thus
according to Chabal:54
…the [African] state is not much more than a relatively empty shell…politically feeble because it is neither institutionalized nor functionally differentiated from society.

These sentiments are echoed by Hugon:55
The establishment of many of the African states, in reality still in the process of being formed, has preceded the concept of a nation. Citizenship is an
embryonic idea.

The upshot of this was that for many states their effective reach, in terms
of administration, health, and even defence, barely extended beyond their
52 P Nugent, Africa since independence (New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), p. 8.
53 M Todaro, Economic development (London, Addison Wesley Longman Ltd., 1997), pp. 27-32.
54 P Chabal, “The quest for good government and development in Africa: is NEPAD the answer?”, Journal for
International Affairs, 78, 3, 2002, p. 452; M Gelfand, Godly medicine in Zimbabwe.
55 P Hugon, The economy of Africa (Pretoria, Protea Bookhouse, 2004), p. 27.
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capitals, and their borders and countrysides became to all intents and purposes terra incognita insofar as the central administration was concerned. Angola, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Somalia provide striking
present-day instances of this phenomenon.
What this effectively meant for much of the populace was that, undocumented and uncounted, they were no one’s responsibility. Rural people especially, although they may have been subject to a local chief or leader, were
generally not accorded citizenship in the sense of being able to claim the
recognition of rights or entitlements from the state. In the modern world this
is tantamount to having fallen off the map, to not existing. And people who
do not exist cannot be properly catered for in terms of health care, cannot be
planned for, and cannot be ‘developed’ by a centralised state. It is precisely
this constituency that the medical missionaries still reach out to, and that the
colonial authorities generally made some effort to record and ‘capture’, even
if only by counting.
What is the status of health care in SSA at present and how has it been impacted upon by prevailing political and economic factors? Are Simms, Rowson
and Peattie56 justified in speaking of the ‘collapse’ of Africa’s health systems? A
graphic representation of the rate of decline in under-five mortality between
1990 and 2001 featured in the World Bank’s encyclopaedic Global burden of
disease and risk factors very clearly indicates that SSA (including South Africa
but with some exceptions namely, Zambia, Mozambique and Malawi) is regressing. In the rest of the world only Cambodia, Iraq, North Korea, Ukraine
and Moldovia fare as badly.57 Should one look to health expenditures for clues
in this regard or can all the blame be laid at the door of HIV? Reekie58 casts
doubt on the usefulness of expenditure statistics when he writes,
it is not very clear how big a contribution government health expenditure
makes in any country to the actual health of the population. Throughout the
world today we see evidence of… deteriorating health associated with increasing health expenditure.

56 C Simms, M Rowson and S Peattie, “The bitterest pill of all: the collapse of Africa’s health systems”, Save the
Children, London, 2001.
57 AD Lopez, CD Mathers, M Ezzati, DT Jamison and CJL Murray (eds), Global burden of disease and risk factors
(Washington, World Bank and Oxford University Press, 2006).
58 WD Reekie, Health care options for South Africa: Lessons from the UK and the USA (Free Market Foundation,
Sandton, 1995), p. vii.
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Certainly in the case of SSA, and as hinted at by Bloom et al.:59
...one might find increased health expenditure, as a consequence of a belated
response to HIV/AIDS, associated with rapidly deteriorating public health.

Once again then it appears as though the best indicator for the soundness
of health systems will be average life expectancy in which is incorporated the
IMR. But it must be acknowledged that derisorily low health expenditures
per capita probably do tell a story all their own.
While the rest of the developing world makes encouraging progress in the
direction of meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) set for
2015, SSA alone is regressing to an even worse position than when it started
out.60 Health indicators as revealed by the latest bellwether World Bank and
UNDP publications make for sobering reading when it comes to SSA61 and
there seems little to be gained in hammering the point home with an arsenal
of depressing statistics.

Mobility and HIV
Because it is such an enormous, complex topic the issue of HIV/AIDS has
not been done justice to in this paper, but an argument that is being made for
the effects of migration on health can hardly avoid a mention of how integral
migrations, arising out of socio-economical and political factors (such as civil
war), are to the spread of the HIV virus.
There are numerous theories as to how and where HIV originated but, if
one puts the more bizarre conspiracy theories aside, it seems to have been
developing in humans since at least the 1950s and to have arisen due to humans’ increasing encroachment upon the natural environments of chimpanzees, macaques and green monkeys all of which host various strains of HIV or
SIV (Simian-immuno virus). According to Ewald62 the two major HIV strains
(HIV-1 and HIV-2 – the latter being the less virulent variety) may have diverged from one another about nine hundred years ago (they only have forty
per cent of their genetic make-up in common).
59 G Bloom et al., “Health and poverty in sub-Saharan Africa”, IDS Working paper 103, p. 4.
60 World Bank, World development indicators 05 (Washington, World Bank, 2005).
61 See for example DT Jamison, RG Feachem, MW Makgoba, ER Bos, FK Baingana, KJ Hofman and KO Rogo
(eds), Disease and mortality in Sub-Saharan Africa (Washington, World Bank, 2006), p. 22.
62 PW Ewald, Evolution of infectious diseases (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 119.
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Be that as it may, population pressures on forests (partly attributable to improved life expectancies) led to deforestation, increasing contact with apes
within the depths of their habitats, and the consequent consumption of socalled ‘bush meat’. The intrusion (migration into) virgin forests in Africa, for
whatever socio-economic reasons, has resulted in one of the most pernicious
pandemics ever to have threatened humankind. That transport routes serve as
infrastructural arteries, along which HIV courses through the body of Africa,
needs no elucidation here other than to highlight the agency, yet again, of
mobility in the propagation of disease.63

Conclusion
The history of the movements of people in Africa serves as a template with
which to map the progress of its population’s health, from the equilibrium
with nature that marked the ‘Garden of Eden’ era, right down to the present
day. Africa has not been unusual in seeing an explosive growth in population
accompanied by the increasing tensions which will inevitably arise when people become more mobile and start to impinge upon one another’s territory.
SSA’s history, insofar as modern medical care is concerned, can usefully be
tracked using the colonial interlude as a pivotal point of reference. The end of
the Eden phase was marked by the arrival of travelers from the Arab world,
and from Europe, but this impact was limited by these adventurers’ lack of
resistance to malaria and other diseases which ironically served as a form of
defence for Africa against full-scale invasion. The discovery of the prophylactic properties of quinine against malaria changed that, and communications
to the homeland from early European explorers opened up a floodgate of missionaries eager to save the souls of ‘the heathen’. The chief catalysts for Africa’s
health development were the medical missionaries whose intrepid infiltration
of the continent opened the way for the colonial administrations which were
to follow.
The upheavals occasioned by the accelerated development of SSA, the portability of maize as a food source for migrants, and the introduction of surplus
firearms in their millions after the American Civil War, resulted in huge migrations which served to spread opportunistic diseases to all corners of SSA
and this weakened the people’s resistance to imperialism. After the infamous
63 PW Ewald, Evolution of infectious diseases, pp. 119-120.
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‘Scramble for Africa’, which saw European powers arbitrarily carve up portions of Africa for themselves in the cause of national prestige, it became
evident to the colonial administrations that the good health of their newly
subject peoples was in their own best interests as well. Healthy people entailed
an expanded pool of cheap labour to draw on and also presented less of a
health threat to the persons of the administrators themselves.
Although Colonialism had its negative effects, life expectancies increased
steadily as medical advances in Europe, and those from the field of tropical
medicine, were introduced into Africa, and as knowledge of the importance
of public health and sanitation became disseminated and institutionalized.
The post-colonial era, after an initial period of euphoria, saw SSA once again
descend into widespread armed conflict64 with predictably negative outcomes
for health care. The ensuing instability once again precipitated massive migrations of refugees. Africa’s general level of poor development, coupled with
high fertility rates, has led to a population increase that places considerable
strain on the natural environment which fact, in its turn, leads to the accelerated urbanization of rural peoples into huge urban shanty towns and slums
such as Nairobi and Lagos – breeding grounds for disease.
At some point, the precise timing of which is not known, HIV emerged to
ravage SSA and to expose its health systems (and by implication its leaders) as
being inadequate to deal with a serious pandemic. In the ongoing absence of
any effective vaccine, after two decades of intensive research and the investment of billions of dollars, HIV threatens to destroy SSA’s health care capacity. Unless the international community comes to the rescue and history repeats itself with a new wave of de facto medical colonisation – this time by the
likes of the World Health Organization, the World Bank, the United Nations,
donors such as Microsoft’s Bill Gates, and so forth – SSA’s health systems may
well revert to the later pre-colonization status outlined earlier in this study.

64 Detailed in DT Jamison et al., Disease and mortality in Sub-Saharan Africa, pp. 8-9.
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Samevatting
Gedurende die vyftigerjare was Suid-Afrikaanse stede in ‘n periode van
normatiewe oorgang en verandering. Betekenisvol in hierdie verband is die
patriargale normatiewe rang wat beide die ‘blanke stadsvaders” en die swart
Adviesrade met mekaar gedeel het. Genoegsame frustrasies het wel binne die
sisteem bestaan om die weg te open tot ‘n groter toeganklikheid en ‘n minder
aanmatige houding deur swart stedelike leiers. In hierdie artikel word die argivale bronne, wat betrekking het op Oos-Londen, benut om aan te toon hoe
blanke bestuurslui en swart verteenwoordigers gereeld hulle regte, pligte en die
versoeke van dorpsbewoners gedebatteer het. So byvoorbeeld het paternalisties
-gerigte blanke amptenary daarna gestreef om moderne vorme van stedelike en
orderegulasies te implementeer. Daarteenoor het swart lede van die Adviesraad
die basiese wense van die stedelike bewoners verdedig. Laasgenoemde is veral
die fokus van die bespreking.

Introduction
This article deals with the unresolved and complex relationship between
City Councils (and their officials) and ‘Native Advisory Boards’, from the
1950s through to the early 1970s. The purpose is to lay bare the ambiguities
that were inherent in the functioning of the Advisory Boards. These institutions operated within a milieu of widespread confusion about the limitations
and content of a patriarchal normative system. As such, they portray a social
system in transition, and show how different normative codes can exist side
by side in an uneasy coexistence.

*
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A normative system refers to individuals’ normative constitution of their
identity, subjectivity, reciprocal rights and obligations. White municipal officials embraced a normative conception of society which can be characterised
as ‘patriarchalism’.
This consisted of a detailed weltanschauung of tacit norms and values, and
informed the myriad normative ways in which white officialdom defined African urban residents’ status as persons. The crucial question is then: How
did black leaders respond to this patriarchal ethos? In sum, they accepted the
basic framework, but found themselves increasingly uneasy within it.

‘Native administration’ in South African cities in the 1950s
During the 1950s, white-black relations straddled two normative paradigms,
which can be described as the ‘patriarchal family’ and ‘individualistic civil society’. It was a society in transition. For some City Councillors and municipal
officials, the relationship between the white urban authorities and African
residents resembled that of the patriarchal family; for others, however, it was
beginning to resemble that of modern, individualistic civil society.
Advisory Boards were introduced at a time when the central and local governments felt an increasingly powerful urge to impose some kind of modern
order and ‘discipline’1 on cities in flux. After a brief introduction to Advisory
Boards, three themes will be pursued in this discussion.
First, it will be argued that Advisory Boards were a brave, but all too frail,
attempt to impose disciplinary authority structures on African townships.
Second, it will be shown that the patriarchal order produced a complex system of power and powerlessness in the relationships between black and white
municipal leaders. While the patriarchal ethos often drew African leaders uncomfortably close to the white ‘city fathers’, it also conferred significant informal and moral power on Advisory Board members. Third, the application
of paternalistic controls to black communities was always problematic. There
was a fundamental ambiguity regarding the role of Advisory Boards as representatives of African interests. In this regard there was ceaseless confusion
about the relative importance of Africans’ needs and interests, as opposed to
their opinions and wishes. The paper suggests that the 1950s was a normative
1

M Foucalt, Discipline and punish: The birth of the prison (New York, Vintage Books, 1979).
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system in transition, with patriarchalism becoming ever more tenuous and
contested.

Patriarchalism as a normative system
A normative system is not a matter of individual choice. In every society, it
creates a prevailing backdrop for individual moral action. It consists of the
inter-personal ways in which individuals recognise and constitute one another
as social actors. Patriarchalism is one such system.2
Patriarchalism is a rational moral order, in which normative concepts such as
‘the person’, ‘authority’, ‘responsibility’, and ‘rights’ are given meaning within
the parameters of a constant and pervasive hierarchy of status and responsibility. The patriarch is in some respects a more developed and more responsible
moral agent, with more rights and obligations, than his juniors and children.
He is constituted as such by the recognition accorded him by the rest of the
family, and he recognises them in turn as persons with fewer rights but more
needs than himself.3
The analogy between patriarchalism and family life serves to highlight certain
dimensions of organic societies. People sometimes prefer hierarchical, organic
societies to highly individualistic ones, since the former may meet important
emotional needs. There are several possible justifications for patriarchalism,
either in the family or in broader society. Patriarchalism represents a normative system based on feeling and intimacy. In a cohesive family structure,
individuals are assured of belonging; their presence is unassailably legitimate
within the social unit. A family consists of a constellation of roles and these
roles are sustained and reinforced through a system of constant mutual recognition between the different family members. In most patriarchal families,
there is little conscious regard for abstract rights.4 This can be contrasted with
civil society, in which the formal equality of persons is recognised, and social
interaction is regulated by fixed and impartial rules. In civil society, individuals are constituted through their mutual recognition of each other as holders
of abstract, uniform, individual rights.
2
3
4

D vande Veer, Paternalistic intervention: The moral bound on benevolence (Princeton, Princeton University Press,
1986), p. 23.
D Atkinson, “Cities and citizenship: Towards a normative analysis of the urban order in South Africa, with
special reference to East London, 1950-1986” (PhD thesis, Durban, University of Natal, 1991), p. 106.
WV Doniela, “Hegel and the organic state”, D Muschamp (ed.), Political thinkers (London, Macmillan, 1986),
p. 166.
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These themes will be considered in respect of city governments in general,
but will be illustrated by using material from East London. In the 1950s,
white municipal city fathers still functioned within a patriarchal mould.
Township administrators had, for decades, visualised their role as ‘fathers’,
which helped to resolve some of the contradictions – providing care as well
as discipline – which they had to deal with on a daily basis.5 A description of
the epitome of a good township manager was provided in 1959 by a colleague
from Witbank, Mr Ackerman:
[A location superintendent] must have the patience of a Job, he must
have the wisdom of a Solomon, he must have the tact and the love of a supernatural creature, he must have the persistence to plead like an advocate, and
the experience of a judge, and he must have ongoing personal contact with the
inhabitants of the location which he administers.6
But increasingly, local black leaders were beginning to shrug off this doctrine. This caused confusion and conflict between them and the white municipal officials. In the process, different normative strands are evident in
their discourse. The municipal minutes of East London, in the 1950s, indeed
provide a rare snapshot of a transitional moment in history.

The shaping of black administration: The legislative framework
The first attempt to introduce a systematic form of black African administration was the Natives (Urban Areas) Act of 1923. In terms of the Act, ‘Native Advisory Boards’ were introduced in each township, to serve as a form
of black representation in municipal affairs. This Act was equivocal about
the nature of segregation. On the one hand, the legislation was substantially
influenced by the philosophy of Colonel CF Stallard. According to Stallard’s
doctrine, the towns were essentially the creation of whites, and blacks’ presence there could only be justified in so far as they served the needs of whites.7
On the other hand, segregation, in terms of the Act, could be taken to mean
the partition of urban areas, and that Africans had permanent rights in their
section of town.8 This left a fundamental ambiguity.
5
6
7
8

J Robinson, The power of Apartheid: State, power and space in South African cities (Oxford, Butterworth-Heinemann, 1996), p. 73.
Quoted in G Robinson, The power of Apartheid..., p. 74.
D Atkinson, “Cities and citizenship...,” pp. 120-121.
TRH Davenport, “African townsmen? South African Native (Urban Areas) legislation through the years”, African Affairs, 68(271), 1969, p. 98.
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The political future of the African ‘locations’ had always been uncertain.
The Advisory Boards were an uncomfortable compromise between a belief
in perpetual subordination, on the one hand, and putative political equality
(albeit on a segregated basis), on the other. Some officials were even prepared
to move beyond the notion of duality, to contemplate the eventual merging
of the white and black communities (a ‘proto-liberal’ position, which would
have entailed the beginnings of a modern civil society).
Even though these ambiguities had not yet been resolved, white officials
strove for some form of inter-racial co-operation in the practicalities of municipal administration, within a patriarchal discourse. At the same time, the
white officials needed to impose a form of modern order on the townships.9
The result was frequent disagreement about the proper role of the Boards, and
their relationship with the white city fathers.

The functioning of the East London Advisory Board
The constitution of Advisory Boards in the East London Location Regulations amounted to an attempt to impose modern regulations and controls on
a very confused urban order. The prescriptions were intended to structure the
contacts between the local authority and the ‘natives’ in as predictable and
systematic a way as possible. Officials also shared the assumption that their efforts were directed at promoting progress and advancement. Everyone agreed
with the need to ‘develop the natives’ – although there were often disagreements about what this meant in practice.
The East London Regulations provided for the demarcation of the Duncan
Village Location into wards, each to be represented by one Board member.
Their tenure was set at three years. Through the institution of ‘ward committees’ to assist Advisory Board members, the Board was intended to reach
deeply into the location community to establish modern forms of social order
and grievance management. Detailed formal provisions also governed the activities of these committees.
The white local authorities retained overriding formal powers. If there were
no nominations in a specific ward, the Council had the right to appoint a
member to the Board. Furthermore, Advisory Board meetings were chaired
9

J Robinson, The power of Apartheid..., p. 65.
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by the Chairman of the Native Affairs Committee, or in his absence, by any
available member of the Council. This meant that the chairman would always
be a white person.10 Significantly, the meetings could be attended by an array
of white office-holders, including any Councillor, the manager or his deputy,
the magistrate of the district, the Native Commissioner, a superintendent,
the senior police officer, or “any other person whose presence the chairman
considers to be desirable or necessary”. The black public was excluded.
The Advisory Board’s existence was fragile (it ceased to function between
February and November l961). It was never fully accepted as a representative
body, either in the patriarchal order, or within the emerging individualistic
civil society of the black townships. Even when it was functioning, it experienced a distressing level of popular apathy. The East London Council’s Native
Affairs Committee (NAC) reflected that only one ward was contested in the
1956 and 1957 elections, the latter with a 13 percent poll. In two wards, there
were no nominations (Manager’s Report to NAC).11 As Davenport noted:
the system never really brought alive a responsible interest in local government among Africans.12

The discourse of the regulations reveals the extraordinary minutiae of a modern legal-rational order. Detailed provisions describe how the superintendent
was to convene a meeting to call for nominations; how the nominations,
signed by at least ten registered voters, had to be submitted “not later than
the tenth day of September”; what monetary deposit was payable by each
candidate; and how the voting process should be carried out. Similarly, the
procedures of the Advisory Board meetings were carefully spelled out. Motions had to be sent to the secretary at least seven days before a meeting; and
no Board member could address the Board more than twice on any matter
under discussion.
However, notwithstanding these formal provisions, the whole issue of formal township regulations retained an air of unreality. Because of the social
environment in which they were supposed to obtain, there was a marked
discrepancy between the formal rules and the actual experiences of the participants. The regulations seemed incongruous when applied to a community
which was largely illiterate and poor; and one whose experience of public
10 East London City Council (ELCC), “Location Regulations”, Chapter 2. 1956.
11 ELCC, Native Affairs Committee (NAC), Files, January 1957.
12 TRH Davenport, “African townsmen...,” African Affairs, 68(271), 1969, p. 99.
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institutions had been shaped by the traditional structures of chieftainship,
or by the coercive role of the police. Instead of being an effective prescription for real-life activities, or a reflection of an existing communal ethos, the
regulations constituted the local authority’s brave effort to impose modern
legal-rational structures on a community in flux. The location regulations
were artificial constraints at odds with the spontaneous social patterns of the
African community.
In various cities, the black Board members often did not live up to white
officials’ expectations. Officials were exasperated by their lack of technical sophistication. Basic points sometimes had to be explained at length before any
meaningful discussion could take place. Councillor Hurd of Johannesburg
described his experience thus:
The Boards no doubt deliberate with a great deal of wisdom..., and they
study plans with a great deal of absorption. But I venture to suggest that in
not one single case have any of the members of the Board any technical knowledge or experience or qualification whatsoever. It takes them a jolly long time
to study these things... .13

The East London Board members were also often less than conscientious.
On occasion, the East London Township Manager “took the Board members
to task for shirking their duties”. Most of the Board members had never even
read the regulations.14
While overtly recognising the importance of proper procedure, the Board’s
functioning was hampered by the apathy of several of its members. Punctuality was an ideal seldom achieved; motions were repeatedly introduced
without the prescribed notice; and, on occasion, it was necessary to terminate members’ terms of office because of non-attendance.15 Part of the reason
for this was that Board members received no remuneration for their duties.
East London’s Township Manager constantly tried to improve the Board’s
performance:
The Board must get out of the habit of unnecessary talking and concentrate
on the business before the meeting. There can only be a real agenda if mem-

13 Institute of Administrators of Non-European Affairs (IANA), Annual Conference proceedings, 1954, p. 132.
14 Joint Locations Advisory Board (JLAB), East London, Minutes, 23 March 1959.
15 JLAB, Minutes, 26 November 1962.
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bers of the Board submit Notices of Motion at least seven or eight days, but
preferably fourteen days, before the meeting ... .16

Despite their uncertain performance, East London’s Board members accepted that the procedures and values that the officials were attempting to
inculcate, were, in principle, a good thing. Mr Gaqa, for example, had said in
response to some of the Manager’s criticisms that:
He felt ... it was time that the Board pulled up its socks. If the Board went
wrong, it was its duty to apologise... .17

The quest for modernity was, however, constantly bedevilled by ambiguous
patriarchal community ties. In the next section, we will consider the complex
normative system of rights and obligations, and of power and powerlessness,
with which the various parties had to contend. The case of East London will
be used to illustrate these dynamics.

Advisory Boards in practice: Power and powerlessness
The formal powers of the Boards were slight. They could advise the Council
on all matters affecting the welfare of the residents; make recommendations
on any relevant legislation; and they served as a channel of communication
between residents and the Council. For the officials, Advisory Boards were
important institutions. “They bring to our notice frictions that we do not
know of, and we and the Councillors usually consider these grievances in a
sympathetic manner...”.18 The Advisory Boards were, however, also tied in numerous and complex ways to the people they represented. Many of the Board
members valued the authority which their Advisory Board status conferred
on them, and they saw themselves as legitimate spokesmen for the black community.
The importance of the Advisory Board’s ties with the community was appreciated by many white officials. As the Township Manager of Pretoria stated at a meeting of the Institute of Administrators of Non-European Affairs
(IANA), the most important function of an Advisory Board was “actively to
assist in promoting decent human relations between the Bantu and other
16 JLAB, Minutes, 14 October 1963.
17 JLAB, Minutes, 23 March 1959.
18 IANA, Conference proceedings, 1954, p. 133.
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racial groups”.19 Requests made by the Boards seem generally to have been
taken very seriously by officialdom. The minutes of the Joint Locations Advisory Board (JLAB) in East London reveal numerous instances of this. These
requests ranged from large new projects to small ways of making township life
more comfortable. For example, an urgent plea for a Non-European hospital
in East London was accepted by the NAC;20 additional ablution blocks were
built;21 a request for a grandstand at the sports field was granted;22 cricket
fields were established;23 and an additional ambulance was purchased.24 On
each occasion, the Board duly expressed its appreciation and satisfaction, and
the patriarchal order remained intact.
From time to time, the Board’s requests even brought the East London City
Council (ELCC) into conflict with central government departments. On
such occasions, the Board and the municipality stood side by side against rigid and authoritarian injunctions emanating from the National Party government in Pretoria. For example, in July 1969, the Board recommended to the
Council that facilities be made available for African entrepreneurs to establish
restaurants in East London.25 The ELCC agreed to make representations to
the government to ask permission for such a Bantu restaurant in the white
area. After lengthy correspondence with the Department of Bantu Affairs, the
request was turned down. A great deal of time and energy had been wasted,
and the municipal officials shared in the Board’s disappointment. Incidents
such as these had the effect of demonstrating to the Board that the local authority indeed cared about the welfare of their constituents. A mutual loyalty
was sustained, especially in the face of the Department’s blank bureaucratic
intransigence.
Often enough, however, the Boards failed to achieve their goals. In East
London in 1954, almost all the Board’s suggestions for the easing of housing
regulations were refused by the East London Council.26 In 1962, requests
for tennis courts and sports facilities in West Bank Location were repeatedly
19
20
21
22
23
24

ELCC, NAC, 16 March 1956.
JLAB, Minutes, 6 February 1956; ELCC, NAC, 23 February 1956.
JLAB, Minutes,17 October 1960.
JLAB, Minutes, 26 May 1969.
JLAB, Minutes, 18 January 1971.
JLAB, Minutes, 17 August 1971; ELCC, Health, housing and Non-White Affairs (HHNWA), Committee
Minutes, 7 July 1971.
25 JLAB, Minutes, 21 July 1969; 28 October 1969; 17 November 1969; 21 September 1970; 18 January 1971;
ELCC, HHNWA, Minutes 6 August 1969; 3 February 1971; 8 November 1971; 2 December 1971; ELCC Town
Clerk’s Reports 11 November 1970; 5 April 1971, 8 November 1971.
26 JLAB, Minutes, 23 April l956; ELCC, HHNWA, Minutes, 27 April l956.
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turned down, on the grounds that it was unjustified to incur expenditure on
such non-essential facilities.27
The relationship between the Board and the city fathers was not, however,
shaped by township regulations alone. Certain procedures had acquired the
hallowed status of tradition, and were consequently considered by the African
residents to constitute rights. Because the ruled largely shared the developmental norms of the patriarchal city fathers, the city fathers were prepared to
grant certain tacit rights to the subordinate group. These included the right to
decent treatment, the right to have some form of property or security, to accumulate wealth, and the right to be left alone as long as residents obeyed the
panoply of laws that governed mobility and residence. Many white officials
could identify with these basic human needs and wants. The patriarchal moral
order produced a system of governance which was informal, intimate, and
based on precedent, as opposed to formally designed regulations.
For African leaders, participation in Advisory Board activities sometimes
produced outcomes which were hardly empowering. It was difficult to participate in the system without being drawn into officialdom’s patriarchal ethos.
The case of Mr. Fazzie serves to illustrate these dynamics at play in East London. Mr. Fazzie, a leading member of the African National Congress (ANC),
was elected to the Board in 1956. He proved to be a most assertive member
but had to contend with the powerful paternalistic ideas which informed
the interactions with the Township Manager, the Chairman of the Council’s
Native Affairs Committee, and the Native Commissioner, as well as certain
of his Advisory Board colleagues. These dynamics were clearly revealed by
the discussion, in January 1957, of the City Council’s proposal for a ‘Bantu
Festival’.28
When the issue of the Bantu Festival appeared on the Board’s agenda, Fazzie
aggressively criticised the Council for proceeding with its plans without having consulted the Board beforehand. Furthermore, he demanded to know
what the Council planned to do with the festival proceeds.
A senior Board member, Mr. Godlo (who, ironically enough, was also an
ANC member), was the first to respond. Godlo was prominent in the national Locations Advisory Board Congress. Due to his long experience in the
Advisory Board, he claimed to know a great deal about proper local authority
27 JLAB, Minutes, 25 June 1962; 27 August 1962; 1 October 1962; ELCC, NAC, November 1962.
28 JLAB, Minutes, 18 February, 1957.
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procedures. He stated that, although he shared the same sentiments as Mr.
Fazzie, he found Fazzie’s attitude offensive. He made a point about Advisory
Board procedure: in matters such as the Bantu Festival, the Council was not
obliged to consult the Board. It was actually a gesture of courtesy on the part
of the Council that they had informed the Board at all.
The Manager then took the floor, to defend the loyal Godlo. In stern and
exasperated tones, he reproached Fazzie for his ill-considered opinions, especially as the latter did not know the true facts of the matter. In true paternalistic spirit, he pointed out that all the proceeds from the Festival would be paid
into a trust account and used for the benefit of the residents of the location.
The Native Commissioner, a Mr. Pike, also happened to be present at this
particular Board meeting. With the ponderous authority of the dyed-in-thewool patriarch, he proceeded to rebuke the Board for its constant adverse
criticism and the recalcitrance of its co-operation.
The result was extraordinary. In the face of this onslaught of authority, Mr.
Fazzie, whose radical political convictions were beyond doubt, “thereupon
apologised for his outburst, and together with other members of the Board,
indicated that in the future they would assist to the fullest possible extent”.
How might one account for Fazzie’s capitulation? On the one hand, it could
be dismissed as a strategic retreat, in the hope of fighting other battles in future. On the other hand, however, it probably also indicates how difficult it
was to withstand the weighty moral and institutional authority of individuals steeped in a patriarchal ethical order. It was difficult to challenge these
paternalist officials’ claims to superior knowledge and values. In practice, officials usually did have relatively good information at their disposal - or, at
least, information which passed the test of modern, formalised knowledge.
Furthermore, officials did make relatively convincing claims to represent universally admired values - such as commitment to duty, co-operation, courtesy
and proper procedure. Mr. Fazzie’s ignominious capitulation was the result of
very compelling patriarchal dynamics. Patriarchalism involves the moral education of subordinates; and if patriarchs appear confident in their knowledge
and authority, they are not easy to challenge.
The fact that the members of Advisory Boards were often quite prepared
to co-operate with the city fathers did not necessarily mean that they were
simply complacent lackeys of the Council. In general, Advisory Boards saw
themselves as the responsible leaders of the townships, or in other words, as
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subordinate patriarchs. They were participants in a social and ethical order,
without which urban life would have been a great deal less meaningful to
them.
As with any social being caught up in the here and now, Fazzie could not
have been expected to possess the omniscience needed for an understanding
of the broader picture in which he found himself. He could not critique the
paternalistic ethos where it was weakest - viz. the increasingly inappropriate application of patriarchalism to modern urban conditions. One measure
of this inappropriateness was the increasing difficulty paternalists had in deciding whether to determine, unilaterally, what Africans’ real needs were, or
whether to give credence to Africans’ articulated wishes. The next section
considers this problem in more detail.

Patriarchalism and the problem of needs and interests
It could be argued that the dynamics outlined above invariably promoted
the interests of the white power-holders. On many occasions, this was no
doubt true. However, as we have seen, the relationship was not a one-sided
one – the white officials’ rights came along with moral obligations towards
their subordinates. The black Advisory Board members became quite adept
at promoting the interests of their constituents within the prevailing moral
order. White officials wanted voluntary co-operation from the township residents, and this meant that they had to take the Board’s suggestions fairly seriously. The East London experience shows that officials did not conceptualise
the Board as being their lackey at all. For one thing the regulations provided
that “Every member of the advisory board shall ... strive at all times to become
the real representative and the faithful voice of the aspirations and wishes of
the community within his ward...”.
In East London, white Councillors were undecided as to whether they
should act on the never-ending stream of criticism and complaints emanating
from the Advisory Boards. After all, the Board had no formal powers vis-a-vis
the Council. Yet the Council wanted to believe that the Board was really doing its job, providing an accurate indication of the residents’ wishes. The city
fathers did not always feel equal to claiming that they knew the real interests
of the ‘natives’, especially in the face of Advisory Board opposition. The white
officials and Councillors preferred to believe they were subscribing to a shared
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moral order, based on the voluntary compliance of their subjects. Sharing a
patriarchal order meant that overt conflict could be evaded.
The Boards’ attempts at representing the views of the African residents exposed a deeper philosophical problem within patriarchalism. A patriarch ultimately has effective power to decide what is in a child’s real interests, as
opposed to the child’s own whims. However, nearly every parent also feels
obliged to satisfy their child’s wishes - up to a point, of course, but that point
is usually unarticulated. A patriarchal order offers little guidance on what
constitutes its wards’ genuine needs and what are simply their wishes. The
Council wanted the Advisory Board to play a representative role, but there
were no procedural ways to determine which requests represented needs and
which were mere whims and wishes. The underlying question was: Did the
Advisory Board members really know what was good for the ordinary residents? Did they know this better than the white officials?
In the case of the Advisory Board, the quest to be ‘the faithful voice’ of the
community was bound to create dilemmas for the Board members as well
as for the Councillors. The Boards were often caught between the wishes of
their constituents and the imperatives of city management. Where were their
primary loyalties supposed to lie? This dilemma was especially acute because
the Advisory Boards of many towns, including East London, were constantly
pressured because they were the only outlet for the grievances of the residents.
In certain towns, the Advisory Board consisted of ANC and South African
Communist Party (SACP) supporters, who saw their task explicitly as an oppositional one. In Germiston, for example, Board members stated that they
did not regard themselves as instruments of the municipality, and did not feel
it was their duty to carry out every policy proposed by the authorities.29
The fact is that the patriarchal order did recognise the rights of urban black
people to be part of the city. Westernised blacks were not citizens in the political sense, but they were legitimately part of the urban society. While their
presence may have produced practical administrative problems, they had a
quasi-right to be there. This ethos gave ambitious Africans some space to advance themselves through education, religion or social service.
During the 1950s, the Advisory Boards began to develop a nascent political
consciousness of their own. In several towns in the Orange Free State, Advi29 RE Pretorius, “Banishment: Germiston’s answer to opposition in Natalspruit location, 1955-1957,” History
Workshop, University of the Witwatersrand, 1987. p. 9.
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sory Boards became radicalised during the early 1940s and associated with African trade unions and the Communist Party.30 The Duncan Village Advisory
Board was an enthusiastic participant in the Location Advisory Boards’ Congress, which united Advisory Boards throughout the country. This Congress,
which had existed since at least the 1930s, took up urban Africans’ practical
grievances.31 The East London Advisory Board was well represented amongst
the Congress leadership. Mr. Godlo served repeatedly as President and Mr.
V.M. Kwinana (also the founder of East London’s ANC branch) was elected
Assistant Secretary in 1956.32
The Advisory Boards’ Congress also issued political statements. In 1953, for
example, it criticised the concept of labour bureaux, and it unanimously opposed the Native Services Levy Act on the grounds that it would place black
employees’ jobs in jeopardy.33 The Congress also demanded that Africans be
employed in all Native Affairs Departments, and that influx control raids be
reduced. Mr. Godlo’s Presidential address in 1956 revealed how critical of
government policy the Advisory Boards’ Congress had become. Godlo reminded the Congress of all the rights which had been denied the urban native
under the present government:
(i) The right to participate in the local self-government granted to urban local authorities; (ii) The right to possess and own a home in the urban area; (iii)
Freedom of movement; (iv) Freedom of contract; (v) The right to be and to
feel safe in one’s own home; and (vi) Freedom of speech and assembly.34

In East London, the ambiguities in the role of the Advisory Board were
therefore felt by white officials and Board members alike. The Board had simultaneously to be a credible representative of township residents, as well as
a partner in an often unpopular administration. Consequently, the matter of
needs and wishes was never resolved. At times, black patriarchs were deemed
to be competent spokesmen for black residents’ needs; at other times, the
city fathers overrode the Board in order to promote their own view of black

30 P Rich, “Managing black leadership: The Joint Councils, urban trading and political conflict in the Orange Free
State, 1925-1942”, P Bonner, I Hofmeyr, D James and T Lodge (eds.), Holding their ground (Johannesburg,
Ravan Press, 1989), pp. 187, 192.
31 PM Rich, “Managing black leadership”, pp. 182, 186.
32 T Lodge, “Political mobilization during the 1950s: An East London case study”, S Marks and S Trapido, The
Politics of race, class and nationalism in twentieth century South Africa (London, Longmans, 1987), p. 321;
ELCC, NAC, 4 October 1956.
33 ELCC, NAC, January 1953.
34 ELCC, NAC, 4 October 1956.
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interests. Ironically, this vacillation undermined the very attempt at imposing
modern discipline of which Advisory Boards were a part.

Conclusion
In theory, Advisory Boards were introduced as an attempt to impose modern, disciplinary, formal patterns of order and authority. In practice, as the
East London experience indicates, the results were muddled compromises on
the part of the white officials. These alternated between stern prescription,
pleas for co-operation, verbal support for the Board’s leadership role, assertion of the Council’s benevolent intentions, and the evasion by the Council
of the responsibility for unpleasant decisions. Due to this vacillation, the East
London city fathers’ behaviour was regulated only by their patriarchal intuitions, which produced attitudes ranging from sympathy and indifference to
anxiety and exasperation.
The exercise of true disciplinary order and rationality needs to be grounded
in a coherent social philosophy - a philosophy which has such unassailable
authority that disciplinarians and reformers have no qualms in imposing
whatever unpalatable measures it may entail. The patriarchal order provided
no such coherence, for its definition of rights and obligations was fatefully
unresolved. This problem became especially acute when Africans started to
make political demands, as was increasingly the case during the 1960s.
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The influence of politics on...education in South Africa

The influence of politics on the formulation and implementation of national policies on education in South Africa from
1953 to the present
Simon Maile
Director, Human Sciences Research Council
Pretoria
Samevatting
Onderwys was voor 1994 vasgevang in die matriks van politieke, ekonomiese
en ideologiese perspektiewe wat die Suid-Afrikaanse landskap verteenwoordig het. Gevolglik is die onderwysstelsel gebruik as instrument om politieke,
ekonomiese en ideologiese doelwitte te bereik. Die voormalige heersende elite
het apartheidsbeginsels binne die onderwys laat floreer, hoofsaaklik sodat die
doelwitte van die heersende regering verwesenlik kon word. Onderwysprosesse is derhalwe met ongelykhede besoedel wat op die sisteem en al sy verbruikers mense afgedwing is. Die huidige onderwysbedeling is onder andere
daarop gefokus om hierdie nalatenskap van Apartheid ongedaan te maak.
In hierdie artikel word gepoog om die politieke invloede waaraan die onderwysstelsel voor 1994 onderwerp is, te verduidelik. Data is bekom vanuit historiese dokumente, beleidsdokumente en wetgewing van die huidige en vorige
bedelings. Die huidige proses van beleidmaking word ook verduidelik teen
die agtergrond van die vorige. Bevindings is dat daar in die verlede weinig
deelname deur die meerderheid van die bevolking was, terwyl die huidige
politieke bedeling wel vele geleenthede skep vir die breër Suid-Afrikaanse
gemeenskap om bydraes te lewer in die formulering en implementering van
die Onderwysbeleid.

Introduction
Education is entangled in the matrix of political, economic, and educational
ideologies, attitudes, and prejudices, which make up the South African scene.
Any education scientist seeking to describe and analyse the influence of politics on the formulation and implementation of national policies on education
in South Africa has to acknowledge this matrix. If one looks at education as
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the focal point of analysis, it has both a conserving drive and a creative drive.1
In its conserving role it inevitably reflects social, economic, and political order: education systems are used as instruments of national policy and therefore have a strong tendency to maintain and protect the status quo. Consequently, when one is concerned with fundamental change and transformation
in education, one must avoid the trap of searching for a purely educational
answer to a problem that has social, economic and political as well as educational dimensions. This obviously is important when evaluating educational
policies of the past – since 1953.
Furthermore, this precaution is particularly relevant when analysing current educational policies and future activities. Therefore, policy analysis has a
creative purpose in questioning why the outcomes of policy implementation
are very different from those intended by the political authority. In this essay
I shall attempt to unravel the influence of politics on education policy. Put
simply, I shall look the influence of politics on policy formulation and implementation in South Africa.

Conceptualization
In the introduction I referred to fact that education is embedded in the
matrix of political, economic and educational ideologies, attitudes, and prejudices that make up the South African scene. I used this statement to allude to
the fact that policies are directly or indirectly related to ideologies. This becomes clear when one looks at policies introduced between 1953 and 1990s
and those after 1994. The African National Congress2 describes education
policies as:
products of social, educational and political struggles against apartheid, and
represent the collective vision and wisdom of mass democratic movement.

Struggles are ideological and must possess a certain set of attributes. Struggle
as an ideology has an overt or implicit set of empirical and normative views
about human nature, the process of history, and socio-political structure.3
This is not to argue that there is a single view of each aspect, or that views are
held with rigid logical consistency. For instance, educationists could not agree
1
2
3

K Hartshorne, The making of education policy in South Africa (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1999), p.
1.
African National Congress, A policy framework for education and training (Manzini, Macmillan, 1995), p. 5.
R Eatwell, & A Wright, Contemporary political ideologies (London, Printer 1993), p. 7.
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over whether Bantu Education Act No. 47 of 1953 was inherently good, or
something, which was politically determined and thus voluntarily changed.
Educationists with conserving drive are concerned with preservation of the
past and the maintenance and reproduction of privileges arising from apartheid government. Williams4 describes the conserving drive as:
the highest political loyalty of the citizen due to tradition and the conservation of a continuing and pre-existing social order in opposition to the idea of
radical change.

The conserving drive is concerned with protecting group identities and interests. The case in point her is Bantu Education Act No. 47 of 1953. When
interpreted within the conserving drive, this Act led to discrimination of people on the grounds of race. It has been concerned with the conservation of
power. The conserving drive should be interpreted within ideological perspective. The apartheid government promulgated Bantu Education Act, which
was a “colour ideology”. Apartheid was a racial policy that was based on an
ideology of discrimination. It rested on the belief in racial inequality and on a
commitment to ensure a legalised separation of races.5 This Act should be understood as a means to enforce separate development in education. Generally,
its purpose is reflected in Verwoerd, the Minister of Native Affair’s statement
made in 1953 when he said:
When I have control over native education, I will reform so that natives will
be taught from childhood that equality with Europeans is not for them.

Perhaps this was blunt and drove a wedge among white educationists. Some
raised their disapproval.6 However, their voice was drowned by the declaration that mission schools (which were offering “liberal education” yet masking white domination through enculturation)7 had achieved nothing but “the
destruction of Bantu culture … nothing beyond succeeding in making the
native an imitation Westerner.8 Seemingly from this stance the apartheid government was able to garner support from the white society. No person with
a decent mind will agree with an education system that makes people “strangers” to their country. Missionary education was closed down because it made
4
5
6
7
8

CG Williams,The notion of conservatism in South African education revisited. UWC papers in Education, 1:29-37
(Bellville, University of Western Cape Press, 2001), p. 30.
SP Govender, M Mynaka, & G Pillay, New generation history Standard 10 (Musgrave, New Generation Publishers, 1997), p. 169.
F Van Zyl Slabbert, The last white parliament (Johannesburg, Hans Strydom Publishers, 1998), p. 11.
Z Kiteyi, Inculturation as a strategy for liberation. A challenge for South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, Cluster Publications, 1998), p. 16.
BJ Liebenberg, & SB Spies, South Africa in the 20th century (Pretoria, JL van Schaik, 1993), p. 326.
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Africans strangers tot heir country. This was propaganda used to persuade
more Whites to support the apartheid government.
The reality was that the Bantu Education Act9 was promulgated to ensure
that:
The school must equip the Bantu to meet the demands which the economic
life of South Africa will impose on him. There is no place for him in the European community above the level of certain forms of labour. Within his own
community, however, all doors are open … Until now he has been subject to
a school system which drew him away from his own community land and
misted him by showing him the green pastures of European society in which
he is not allowed to graze … What is the use of subjecting a Native child to a
curriculum which in the first instance is traditionally European? What is the
use of teaching Bantu child mathematics when it cannot use it in practice?
That is absurd. Education must train and teach people in accordance with
their opportunities in life … It is therefore necessary that native education
should be controlled in such a way that it should be in accordance with the
policy of the state.

The Bantu Education Act should be viewed within the broader spectrum of
Afrikaner nationalism. The influence of Afrikaner nationalism was enormous
in the formulation and passing of this law. This Act was a clear expression of
fear of being overwhelmed by the African majority. By Afrikaner nationalism
I refer to an ideology whose affective driving force is the sense of belonging
and serving a perceived interest.10 Afrikaners were drawn closer to acquisance
to apartheid by sentiments of survivalism.11 The Afrikaners had perceptions
that as a group they were on the verge of extinction.12 This sentiment rallied
the Afrikaner since resistance to Anglicisation grew during the rise of purified
Afrikaner nation movement in the early 1940s13 and simmered till 1970s. In
short, the conserving drive was apparent in social, political and economic
aspects of life. Education policy was tremendously influenced by a matrix
of factors ranging from social, economic to political factors. The education
policy was used as an instrument of social control designed to condition “African people to a predetermined position of subordination in the state”.14 If
9
10
11
12
13
14

Union of South Africa, Bantu Education Act No. 47 of 1953. This Act was passed by the apartheid government
to regulate education for Blacks separately from other racial groups.
R Eatwell & A Wright, Contemporary political ideologies (London, Printer, 1993), p. 149.
T Cameron & SB Spies, An illustrated history of South Africa (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball Publishers, 1986),
p. 259.
H Giliomee, “The leader and the citizenry”, R Schrire, et al (eds.) Leadership in the apartheid state. From Malan
to De Klerk (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 108.
TRH Davenport, South Africa. A modern history. 3rd edition (Johannesburg, MacMillan,1987), p. 317.
BJ Liebenberg, & SB Spies, South Africa in the 20th century, p. 325.
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there was no apartheid, the Afrikaner people could not have survived as a
dominant group.15 Domination was fostered through state power – derived
from the people. In this way apartheid education policies were influenced by
political ideologies.
The state drew the Afrikaner people closer. Therefore, Bantu Education Act
was a measure used by the Afrikaners to entrench their power through deliberate deprivation of resources to other groups. As a result the state gained
loyalty and adherence to its orders. The Afrikaners were influenced or participated in education policy not through coercion, but by conservatism and
state propaganda.16
The creative drive I have referred to earlier emanates from the general resistance to apartheid. The liberation movements resisted against discrimination in
education. For instance, the African National Congress organised a boycott of
government schools. They set up alternative independent schools, but did not
succeed because of financial problems and were often forced to close down by
the police. This resistance coincided with the defiance campaign.17 A connection between education resistance and political struggle was forged through
the concept of people’s education.18 The concept of people’s education refers
to campaigns that are linked to liberation struggles against identified forms of
domination. It denotes a socio-political change. People’s education is a form
of resistance against insubordination, slavery and domination. The struggle
was informed democratic values such equality, anti-racism,19 non-sexism, human dignity, and justice.20
The liberation struggle involved student movements. As education policies
formed a fundamental pillar of apartheid rule, organisations were formed to
co-ordinate the student struggle to implement educational change. These organisations include:

15 H Giliomee, “The leader and the citizenry”, R Schrire, et al. Leadership in the apartheid state. From Malan to De
Klerk, p. 108.
16 CG Williams, The notion of conservatism in South African education revisited. UWC papers in Education, 1:29-37
(Bellville, University of Western Cape Press, 2001), p. 30.
17 V Brickford-Smith, J Bottaro, B Mohamed, P Visser & N Warden, In search of history. Secondary Book I (Cape
Town, Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 122.
18 V McKay & N Romm, People’s education in theoretical perspective. Towards the development of a critical humanist
approach (Cape Town, Maskew Miller Longman, 1992), p. 1.
19 A Odendaal, The roots of the ANC, I Liebenberg, F Lortain, & B Nel, (eds), The long march. The story of the
struggle for liberation in South Africa (Pretoria, HAUM, 1994), p. 4.
20 African National Congress, A policy framework for education and training (Manzini, Macmillan, 1995), p. 4.
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•
•
•

Congress of South African Students (COSAS) formed by students from technical and teacher training colleges in 1979.
Azanian Student Organisation (AZASO) established by university students in
1979.
National Education Crisis Committee (NECC) launched in 1985 by representatives of students, parents, political groups and community organisations.

The growth of mass resistance gained impetus from Black Consciousness
because the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress were
banned in 1959. Black consciousness immediately appealed to Black South
Africans. Its influence culminated into the 1976 Soweto uprising.21 The causes of the uprising can be attributed to the Bantu Education Act No. 47 of
1953.
The uprising caused the apartheid government to increase repression. Instead of reducing resistance it heightened it. The state begins to soften its
attitude towards other races. Hence PW Botha said:
The world does not remain the same, and if we as a government want to act
in the best interests of the country in a changing word, then we have to be
prepared to adapt our policy to those things that make adjustment necessary.
Otherwise we will die.22

In 1983 the tri-cameral parliament was established. It marked a shift form
political exclusion of other race. However, white supremacy was maintained
allowing only Coloureds and Indians because they were in a minority, they
could not outnumber whites. In the 1980s and 1990s resistance simmered
and culminated in the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA). A Declaration of Intent was signed which committed all parties:
… to bring about an undivided South Africa with one nation sharing a common citizenship, patriotism and loyalty, pursuing amidst our diversity, freedom, equality and security for all, irrespective of race, colour, sex or creed, a
country free from apartheid or any other form of discrimination or domination.23

21 SP Govender, M Mynaka, & G Pillay, New generation history Standard 10, p. 208.
22 SP Govender, M Mynaka, & G Pillay, New generation history Standard 10, p. 227.
23 M Faure, & J Lane, South Africa. Designing new political institutions. (London, Sage Publications, 1996), p.
39.
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Policy making since 1994
The current dispensation continues the vision espoused in the declaration of
intent. It proposes a meeting and unity of divergent groups. The statement by
the Declaration of Intent concurs with Preamble of the Constitution Act No.
209 of 1993 which envisages:
… a need to create a new order in which all South Africans will be entitled to
a common South African citizenship in a sovereign and democratic constitutional state in which there is equality between men and women and people of
all races so that all citizens shall be able to enjoy and exercise their fundamental
rights and freedom.

The need to create a new order in South Africa was beyond question given the atrocities experienced in education. Because of their very nature and
function, schools and education were open to division, dissent, and protest
in society. The new education dispensation inherited divided groups, which
question rights of any group that attempts to penetrate another group’s comfort zones. The migration of learners to former Model C schools in the case
in point. Whites question the influx of Africans. They regard the migration of
Africans from township schools to urban schools as an invasion to their right
to be taught in their own language and culture. As a result clashes became
common in schools. Schools have as a result become sites of struggle and
are politicised. The state attempts, through, for instance, the South African
Schools Act of 1996 to depoliticise education and to try to preserve social,
political and economic order. However, the changes are not fully appreciated and accepted by the conservative groups who benefited by the previous
political dispensation. Resistance to change should be interpreted within the
conserving perspective. The conservatives have vested interests in the status
quo. They benefit by it.24 Given the dangers inherent in special interests gaining control of education, the needs and aspirations of individuals will best be
met where there is democracy.25
Where the users (learners, parents, teachers and the community) of the education system are involved and have participated in the process leading up to
decisions that are made on education, there is a greater likelihood of broader
acceptance of the system. This is also true, particularly where the users of
government services inform the ideology which the education is based. In
24 N Machiavelli, The Prince (London, Penquin Books, 1999), p. 18.
25 K Hartshorne, The making of education policy in South Africa (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1999), p.
9.
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the current dispensation this will be a minimum requirement, although they
would not prevent differences of opinion and continuing debate over education in the society. It means that dissenting voices should be given a room.
This will be necessary for the protection of minorities.
Voices of dissent are crucial in the current democratic dispensation. Southall26 argues for the importance and purpose of the “other voice” as “to watch
and control the government; to throw the light of publicity on its act; to compel a full exposition and justification of all of them which any one considers
questionable’ to censure them if found condemnable, and, if the men who
abuse their trust, or fulfil it in a manner which conflicts with the deliberate
sense of the nation, to expel from office”. The voices of dissent are critical not
only to balance the general opinion of the nation, but also to strengthen our
democracy so that it can produce itself in full light and ward off challenges
of re-emergence of another racial domination. Thus, voices of dissent are a
strength not a weakness, and therefore should be encouraged. If these minimum requirements are not met there will be a crisis of legitimacy in which the
authority behind state education system and the interests that exercise power
will be questioned, challenged, resisted and ultimately rejected. When voices
of dissent are shut down democratic resolution of differences becomes almost
impossible and is replaced by repressive measures designed to preserve power
and privileges, and on the other hand by violent resistance.

Policy formulation process
Democratic process of policy making takes into account the above requirements. In this section I will explain how policy is formulated. To gain clear
understanding of the process it is important for the reader to understand
policy not as legislation but as an executive document prepared by the government to set out its policy plans and a plan of action for implementation. A
good example is the White Paper on Education and training in a democratic
South Africa. It paved a way for a new democratic system. Policy usually paves
the way for legislation or follows after legislation.27
Govern policies are statements that describe what governments expect to
do, or believe they are doing, and the reasons for such actions or proposed
26 R Southall, Opposition in South Africa: Issues and problems (Johannesburg, KAS, 2001), p. 19.
27 E Bray, & JL Beckmann, The employment relationship of the public-school educator: A constitutional and legislative
overview. Perspectives in education, 19(4):109-122 (Pretoria, University of Pretoria, 2001), p. 160.
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actions. They indicate the government’s intentions. It is a common error for
policy documents to give the impression that policies are matters for governments only, both to determine and to execute. In democratic systems of government, policies must be arrived at through open social and political processes which involve all major stakeholders and interests groups, and which all
citizens feel free to influence, for example, through media. Implementation
have to be steered by public service or statutory bodies, but can only succeed
if affected organs feel that they are partners with a stake in the outcome.28

The legislative process
This section provides an overview of the state and processes involved in making or changing a law:

The Green and White Papers
The process of making a law sometimes begins with a discussion document,
called a Green Paper. This is drafted in the Ministry or department dealing
with the particular issue in order to show the way it is thinking on a particular
policy. It is then published so that anyone who is interested can give comments, suggestions and ideas.
The Green Paper is sometimes followed by a more refined discussion document, called a White Paper, which is a broad statement of government policy.
This is drafted by the relevant department or a task team designated by the
Minister of that department. Comment may again be invited from interested
parties. The relevant parliamentary Committees may propose amendments
or other proposals and then send the policy paper back to the Minister for
further discussion and final decisions.

Bills

A Bill is the draft version of a law or Act. It may be proposing either an entirely new Act, or an amendment to an existing Act, or it can simply repeal
an existing Act. This section outlines some of the processes and requirements
28 African National Congress, A policy framework for education and training, p. 7.
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that can take place before a Bill becomes a law. It deals with the various types
of Bills and who may initiate a Bill. An attempt is made on how a Bill becomes a law. The Constitution provides the full details which are not included
here. Suggestions discussed in this section come from current practices in
government institutions. There are four main types of Bills that come before
Parliament:
•
•
•
•

Ordinary Bills that do not affect the provinces (section 75 of the Constitution);
Ordinary Bills that affect the provinces (section 76 of the Constitution);
Money Bills (section 77 of the Constitution); and
Bills amending the Constitution (section 74 of the Constitution).

Bills are often loosely referred to by the section of the Constitution which
describes their procedure. For example “Section 75 Bills” refers to the ordinary Bills that do not affect the provinces. The process of classifying a Bill
into one of the four categories above is called “tagging” and will determine
the procedures the Bill must follow to become law. Bills are tagged by the
Joint Tagging Mechanism (JTM), a Committee consisting of the Speaker and
the Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly and the Chairperson and Permanent Deputy Chairperson of the National Council of Provinces. They are
advised by the Parliamentary Law Adviser. The JTM decides on the classification of the Bill by consensus.
On the one hand, there are Bills that do not affect provinces, and are dealt
with in a particular way. An ordinary Bill that does not affect the provinces can
only be introduced in the National Assembly (NA). Once it has been passed
by the NA, it must be sent to the National Council of Provinces (NCOP). In
this case, delegates in the NCOP vote individually and the Bill must be passed
by a majority of delegates present. If the NCOP rejects a Bill or proposes
amendments, the Bill is returned to the NA which will pass the Bill with or
without taking into account the NCOP amendments or it may decide not to
proceed with the Bill. The NCOP’s role in Bills that do not affect the provinces is therefore a limited one. It can delay a Section 75 Bill, but it cannot
prevent it from being passed.
On the other hand, a Bill that affects the provinces may be introduced in
either the NA or the NCOP, but must be considered in both Houses. Members of the NCOP do not vote as individuals on Section 76 Bills but rather
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as provincial delegations. Each provincial delegation has one vote so there are
nine possible votes regarding Bills that affect the provinces.
These Bills must also be discussed by each provincial legislature so that each
legislature can give its NCOP delegation a voting mandate. This makes it
necessary to have six-week legislative cycles so that a number of Bills can go to
each province at one time. Bills are usually considered by a provincial Committee, which may hold public hearings on the Bill to receive comments and
suggestions. These Committees make recommendations to their legislatures,
which then decide on their position on each Bill and mandate their NCOP
delegation accordingly.
The four special delegates to the NCOP (who are supposed to be chosen
according to their expertise and knowledge of the Bills being debated) go to
Cape Town to join six permanent delegates. The full delegation of ten people
participates in the national debate on the Bills, thus enabling the provinces to
contribute to national legislation that affects them. The delegation then casts
its one vote on behalf of its province and in accordance with the provincial
legislature’s mandate. The NCOP must pass, amend or reject a section 76
Bill. If the Bill was introduced in the NA, however, the NA can override the
NCOP decision with a two-thirds majority of its Members.
Money Bills are also treated differently from the above. These Bills allocate
public money for a particular purpose or impose taxes, levies or duties. They
can only be introduced by the Minister of Finance and they must be introduced in the National Assembly. They follow the same procedure as that for
Bills that do not affect the provinces (Section 75 Bills). At present Money
Bills may only be debated and not amended as, according to the Constitution, Parliament must still devise legislation for a procedure to amend Money
Bills.

Constitutional amendments
As the highest law in the land, the Constitution is the foundation for a democratic society and protects the rights of all people. There are special requirements and procedures in order to amend the Constitution. All of them require special majorities so that a minority cannot make changes. For example,
amending the Bill of Rights requires a vote of two-thirds of the membership
of the National Assembly and the support of six provinces in the NCOP.
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Both Houses must pass all constitutional amendments that affect the provinces. Amendments, which affect only certain provinces, must be passed by
those provinces. Other amendments do not need to be passed by the NCOP
but all amendments, whether or to they must be passed by the NCOP, must
be submitted to the NCOP for public debate.
In addition, minimum times are laid down for different stages of the legislative process. All constitutional amendments must be published in the Government Gazette with a call for public comment at least 30 days before being
introduced in Parliament. After the Bill which proposes amendments to the
Constitution is tabled, 30 days must pass before it can be put to a vote in the
National Assembly.

Bills before the provincial legislature
There are two different types of Bills that come before provincial legislature:
Bills other than Money Bills and Money Bills. The procedure for processing
these types of Bills differs slightly.
With regards to other Bills provinces have specific guidelines they follow.
For instance, an ordinary Bill is introduced in the provincial legislature and
is referred to the relevant Standing Committee. Either public hearings may
be held to hear the public’s views regarding the Bill or a Standing Committee
may invite interested parties to make written submissions to the Committee.
The Committee then considers the Bill and may propose amendments to it.
After consideration by the Committee, a report with recommendations on
the Bill is submitted to the House. A debate takes place on the objectives and
principles of the Bill in the House and the MPLs vote. If there is a majority
of votes in favour of the Bill, the Bill is passed. If there is no majority, the Bill
is rejected.
When dealing with a Bill that appropriates money or imposes taxes, levies
or duties only the MEC responsible for Finance is able to introduce a Money
Bill in the House. Money Bills are referred to the Committee of Finance
for discussion for a maximum of seven working days. After discussion, the
Committee submits a report to the House. The Committee is not allowed to
propose any amendments to the Bill, as there is not yet legislation that allows
this.
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How a bill becomes a law
A Bill is first initiated and written by a number of bodies. For example, a
Minister at national level or an MEC at provincial level may draw up national
and provincial Bills; Bills may be drawn up by individual Members and are
called Private Members Bills. A Committee concerned with Members’ legislature proposals in each House decides whether the Bill meets certain criteria
(which could include financial implications) and an be introduced into the
House. A Bill may also be initiated by a committee of the Parliament. Parliament has recently drafted rules and procedures enabling a Committee to
initiate a Bill.
There are lessons that can be drawn from these procedures. First, the procedures point to the fact that laws can be initiated from different points. Parliamentarians can initiate a law, different committees of the parliament have the
mandate to initiate a law, and private individuals ( especially the civil society)
can also make suggestions on initiating a law. Therefore, the process is open
to allow different members of the society to make an input in governing the
country.

Policy implementation
The public service or statutory bodies do policy implementation. Public officials function in a political environment.29 The current government inherited
a civil service which was politicised. Hence the African National Congress30
argues that:
The present circumstance in our country makes it difficult to propose detailed implementation procedures with confidence, or to judge what preconditions are likely to be required for successfully translating policy ideas into
reality… What the ANC government can accomplish depends on the balance
of political forces. For a policy to have a chance of success, a sufficient number
of people must be persuaded that it is right, necessary and implementable.
Almost any education and training policy will come to grief if it does not win

29 G Van der Waldt, & R Helmbold, The constitution and a new public administration (Kenwyn, Juta, 1996), p.
8.
30 African National Congress, A policy framework for education and training, p. 7.
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the support of two essential constituencies: those who are expected to benefit
from it, and those who are expected to implement it.

Coercion is a recipe for disaster. I have explained this in details above. This
implies that civil servants must be prepared or persuaded to implement it. For
it to succeed it needs whole-hearted support and public acceptance. Therefore, the process of policy making must be open and participatory. It should
be a mediation process of reconciling competing interests of the state and the
individual, between politicians and education professionals.31 Policy should
reflect perspectives widely shared among individuals.32 The success of education policies can be evaluated through the use of the following questions.

Critical questions for policy analysis that can be asked are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where will the money come from?
Was there adequate consultation?
How will the implementation actually happen?
Is there departmental capacity to implement the proposed policy?
How will the policy affect different kinds of schools (white versus black, rural
versus urban, strong versus weak)?
Is there capacity with in the schools to implement the proposed policy?
What have we learnt from other policy experiences that might shed light on the
chances of success wit this policy?
Is the policy likely to enjoy acceptance among practitioners (the logic of practice)?
Do teachers and principals have the time to implement this policy?
Does this policy conflict with, or enjoy synergies with, already existing policies
in the school environment?
What incentives exist to encourage implementation of this policy?
What penalties are likely to result form non-compliance with the proposed
policy?
Is the policy written in an accessible way; that is, is it clear, simple and easy to
implement?

31 W Wielemans, & SJ Berkhout, Towards understanding education policy: An integrative approach (Pretoria, University of Pretoria, 1996), p. 12.
32 MS Grindle, & JW Thomas, Public choices and policy change. The political economy of reform in developing countries (London, The John Hopkins University Press, 1991), p. 19.
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•

What training will be provided to enable schools to implement this policy?

In seeking to understand why education policy fails, it is useful to distinguish between non-implementation and unsuccessful implementation.33 In
the former case, a policy is not put into effect as intended, perhaps because
those involved in its execution have been un- cooperative and or inefficient,
or because their best efforts could not overcome obstacles to effective implementation over which they had little or no control. The case in point is cry
over delivery on electoral promises while the capacity was very weak.34 The
period between 1994 and 2000 could be characterised as the search for policy
frameworks within which education would be provided. This period can be
segmented into three broad phases:35
Phase one
The learning curve (1994-1996): This is the first phase of delivery, including
definition of overall programme direction, poor demographic data, various
institutional arrangements; capacity challenges; lack of clarity about the role
of certain public office, deployment of social facilitators; learning to deliver
to scale.
Phase two
Innovation and refinement (1996-1997/7): Evaluation of first lessons; policy
amendment and refinement, adopting different delivery approached; grater
devolution of power; better data and improved targeting and various models
of institutional arrangements.
Phase three
Delivery stagnation? (1998-2000): Emphasis on delivery within existing
frameworks and models; high staff turnover; visibly less excitement and innovation within many departments; growing talk of reverting to fast turnaround to non-participative delivery.
Phase four
33
34

BW Hogwood, & LA Gunn, Policy analysis for the real world (London, Oxford Press, 1993), p. 197.
JD Jansen, “Rethinking education policy”, Journal of Education and Training, 21(2):86-105 (Pretoria, University of Pretoria, 2000), p. 87.
35 D Everatt, & S Zulu, “Analysing rural development programmes in South Africa 1994-2000”, Development
updated, The learning curve: A review of government and voluntary sector development delivery from 1994,
Quarter Journal of the South African National NGO Coalition and Interfund, 1-38. July 2001, pp. 3-4.
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A fourth phase? Possible positive delivery phase but undermined by HIV/
AIDS.
It has become something of truism in many quarters that the South African
government develops policies that are ambitious and developmentally sound,
but cannot be fully implemented for various reasons (including lack of capacity and skills, budgetary problems, and so on). In many instances, this criticism is fair. In others, however, it misses the mark.
Unsuccessful implementation, on the other hand, occurs when a policy is
carried out in full, and external circumstances are not unfavourable but, none
the less, the policy fails to produce the intended results. In some cases, of
course, a policy can fail on all dimensions. Reasons for failure may be bad
execution or bad policy.

Why perfect implementation is unattainable
The following arguments are valid to explain why a “perfect” implementation of policy is unattainable:

The circumstances external to the implementing agency do not impose
crippling constraints
Some obstacles are outside the control of administrators because they are
external to the policy and the implementing agency. Such obstacles may be
physical or procedural, as when classrooms are to be built. Tendering procedures must be followed, statistics may be supplied late and co-ordination
between departments of education and public works may be non-existent.
Or they may be political, in that either the policy or the measures needed
to achieve it are unacceptable to interests’ parties such as parents, pressure
groups, trade unions, etc.36 These groups may have power to veto them. The
administrators have little control over the implementation.

36

BW Hogwood, & LA Gunn, Policy analysis for the real world, p. 199.
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Adequate time and sufficient resources
A common reason is that too much is expected too soon, especially when
attitudes or behaviour are involved. A good example is when education
officials introduce policies to improve school results. These are desperate
measures done at ad hoc basis with the hope of yielding results in one year.
That is unattainable.37 Education is long term investment. You cannot throw
money in it today and hope to reap the rewards tomorrow. It takes time
reap befits from investment in education. There are a lot of complementary
activities that must simultaneously be introduced for good results to be
attained.

Availability of the required combination of resources
This condition follows naturally from the second, namely that there must
not only be constraints in terms of the overall resources but also that, at each
stage in the implementation process the appropriate combination of resources
must actually be available. In practice there is often a bottleneck which occurs
when, say, a combination of money, manpower, land, equipment, and building material has come together to construct an emergency. But one of these
may cause delay and as a result the whole project is delayed.

Policies to be implemented based on a valid theory of cause and effect
Policies are sometimes ineffective not because they are badly implemented,
but because they are bad policies. That is, the policy may be based upon an
inadequate understanding of a problem to be solved, its causes and cure, or
of an opportunity; its nature, and what is needed to exploit it. In this regard
policy is seen as a hypothesis containing initial conditions and predicted consequences. If the policy fails, it may be the underlying theory that is at fault
rather that the execution of the policy.38

37

F Cloete, L Schlemmer, & D van Vuuren, Policy options for a new South Africa (Pretoria, Human Sciences
Research Council, 1991), p. 15.
38 BW Hogwood, & LA Gunn, Policy analysis for the real world (London, Oxford Press, 1993), p. 201.
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That the relationship between cause and effect is direct and there are a
few if any, intervening links
Policies, which depend on a long sequence of cause and effect relationships,
have a tendency to break down, since the longer the chain of causality, the
more numerous the reciprocal relationships among the links and the more
complex implementation becomes.

Minimal dependency relationships
Perfect implementation requires that there is a single implementing agency
which need not depend on other agencies for success, or if other agencies are
involved the implementation may not be successful due to a number of factors such ideological dissonance, lack of coherent focus, differences in priorities and the intellectual capital required in conceptualizing the policy. Therefore, dependency relationships must be minimal.

An understanding of, and agreement on, objectives
Perfect implementation requires that there must be complete understanding
of, and agreement on, the objectives to be achieved. The understanding of
public servants is important because they are the ones to implement it. This is
because there are limits to organisational control. All delegated tasks involve
some discretion.39 It is not only conservative bureaucrats who are hampering implementation of policy, even progressive bureaucrats are hindering this
process, albeit for different reasons.

Tasks fully specified and in correct sequence
Extended networks and long line of bureaucracy complicates implementation. The main problem is filtering. This happens when policy have to filter
through different layers of the governance system. It may happen that as the
policy filters through the governance layers essential ingredients of the policy
are lost as each layer contextualize the policy according to its specific condi39

F Cloete, L Schlemmer, & D van Vuuren, Policy options for a new South Africa (Pretoria, Human Sciences
Research Council, 1991), p. 15.
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tions and then passes it to the next layer which also contextualizes it. Policy
context may be irrelevant certain conditions, thus making it difficult to succeed.

Perfect communication and co-ordination
The precondition here is that there would have to be perfect communication among and co-ordination of the various elements or agencies involved
in the programme. Unitary administrative system is crucial. Communication
has an important contribution to make in co-ordination to implementation
generally. Vagueness in public policy can often lead to ineffective policy implementation.

Conclusions
In this article I have discussed various dimensions of policy formulation and
implementation. The discussion covered conceptualisation where I attempted
to establish what constituted influence in policy formulation and implementation. I used the Bantu Education Act No. 47 of 1953 to indicate how politics influence both formulation and implementation of policy. I distinguish
between conserving drive and progressive or creative drive.
The conserving drive favoured the status quo, while the creative drive resisted. After 1994 the progressive drive succeeded in taking power from the
conserving drive. Both groups are united in governing the country. However,
the advent of democracy does not mean that voices of dissent are no longer in
existence. Differences are there and are important for the growth of democracy as I have indicated. Perhaps it is important to note that the formulation
process involves all parties. However, problems are experienced in implementation. This have been discussed in detail. It evidently appears that politics do
play a greater part in policy formulation and the implementation of national
policies.
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Samevatting
‘n Landswye behoefte om die dalende getal leerders wat Geskiedenis as vak op
sekondêre (VOO-fase) en tersiêre (HOO-fase) vlak neem in die spore te stuit, het
gelei tot die formele totstandkoming van die South African Society for History
Teaching (SASHT) in 1986. ‘n Strewe na eenheid onder opvoeders van Geskiedenis sowel as die hantering van vak-georiënteerde behoeftes was prominent.
Dié Vereniging het aanvanklik nasionale konferensies net op ‘n tweejaarlikse basis
aangebied. In dié verband het ‘n aantal tersiêre inrigtings die verantwoordelikheid aanvaar om konferensies onder SASHT-vaandel te organiseer. Op sy beurt
het bydraes by sodanige konferensies die publikasievermoë van die jong Yesterday
and Today/Gister en Vandag (in 1981 begin) versterk. Ten spyte van hierdie sigbare
uitsonderlike ontwikkelinge, was dit deurentyd ‘n opdraende stryd om die posisie van Geskiedenis as vak te handhaaf. Merendeels oor soveel ander negatiewe
aangeleenthede wat op Geskiedenis as sulks ingewerk het. Onder meer was sommige stemme van mening dat die historiese en mate- rialistiese ingestelheid onder
mense ‘n invloed is wat negatief op die groei van Geskiedenis as skoolvak ingewerk
het. Onsekerheid en nuwe prioriteite onder ‘n nuwe politieke bedeling was ook
nie bevorderlik vir die stand van Geskiedenis nie. Ou vooroordele en persepsies
rakende die “magstrukture” binne die SASHT [voorheen SAVGO in Afrikaans,
maar nou net onder die Engelse benaming] en elders, het spanninge verder laat
opbou. Inisiatiewe vir die stigting en eenheidverkryging van die SASHT deur
spesifiek histories blanke Afrikaansssprekende akademici was klaarblyklik ook
‘n ernstige struikelblok. Hierdie artikel is ‘n fokus op die SASHT waarin die volgende inhoud ter sake is: ‘n beknopte geskiedenis wat voorafgegaan word deur ‘n
kernagtige kyk na die onderwysgeskiedenis en historiografiese ontwikkelinge in
soverre dit moontlik ‘n impak op die SASHT kon gehad het; die struktuur, rol en
impak van die SASHT; fasette van uitsluiting en afwesigheid as implikasies vir behorende tot/nie behorende tot die SASHT?; ‘n samehorigheidsgevoel, identiteit

1

The content of this article is partially based on a paper presented at the 50th HASA conference -Jubilee International Conference of the Historical Association of South Africa, 26 June 2006. I am grateful to especially
Cynthia Kross, Pieter Kapp, Martin Trümpelmann & several history educators for their critical comments on
the concepts drafts of this article. Any shortcoming obviously is for the account of the author.
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en terugblik, gevolg deur ‘n paar samevattende opmerkings m.b.t. die resente
status en toekoms van die SASHT.

History teaching and history teaching associations in South Africa – a
contextualisation
History in education
Throughout the more than three-and-a-half centuries of European involvement in South Africa (1652-2007), History has always formed part of the
formal school curriculum. After the Great Trek movement from the Eastern
Cape, namely that of the Cape of Good Hope and The Republic of Natalia,
The South African Republic (ZAR), and the Republic of the Orange Free
State (OFS), history instruction also featured local struggles for freedom from
an oppressor. In the process patriotism and nationalism spontaneously prevailed in curricula until deep into the twentieth century.
History teaching and an education in History as a science – covering a wide
variety of themes in all educational phases – have always been closely connected. In South Africa the teaching of History officially started in 1865
when it was introduced as part of the Cape School Syllabi. Thereafter it was
implemented in newly established History departments at tertiary level, of
whom the South African College (later University of Cape Town) in 1903
and the Victoria College (later the University of Stellenbosch) in 1904 were
the first.2
From the arrival of the first Europeans in 1652 up to 1953, missionaries
also provided “formal” education for black people, but, as far as could be ascertained, the missionaries gave no formal instruction in History as a school
subject.3
Apart from the theological background within a missionary educational focus, the principles of the Institute for Christian National Education (CNE)
can also be recalled, as published in mouthpiece of The Federasie van Afrikaanse Kultuurvereniginge (FAK) in 1948. Apparently this policy was:
2
3

PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister? Die Historiese Genootskap van Suid-Afrika, vyftig jaar oud”, voordrag gelewer
by die 50e konferensie van die SAHG, Junie 2006, p. 4; ES van Eeden, Didactical guidelines for teaching History
in a changing South Africa (Keurkopie Uitgewers:Potchefstroom, 1999), pp. 8-11.
ES van Eeden, Didactical guidelines for teaching History in a changing South Africa (Keurkopie:Potchefstroom,
1999), Chapter 1; ES van Eeden, “Creating a future for History within South Africa’s Curriculum 2005”, Theory
and Research in Social Education, 28(1), 2000, pp. 85-95.
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accepted by all major Afrikaner organisations that had an interest in education.4

This adoption of the CNE principles by the FAK resulted in the spontaneous nurturing thereof until the mid-seventies, after which it became a leprous
topic.5 In the broader South African community, CNE was doomed for future
educational purposes, although by 1985 CNE was was actively and spontaneously promoted in all spheres of life and education in South Africa.6
During the nineteen eighties, some newspaper reports raised concerns about
the ‘reign-of-terror’-like approach of bodies that was experienced in some
schools for blacks where the aim appeared to be to drastically change the
existing educational system to People’s Education (PE).7 The outbreak of violence as a result of the urge for PE was labelled by a newspaper reporter as
a political monster,8 and as an outlet for frustration among black people because of apartheid in South Africa, as well as sanctions applied against South
Africa.9 Others reported that Afrikaans as language was the co-carrier of the
“struggle”10 among coloured South Africans which also reached a high mark
among blacks in 1976.11 Political and educational frustrations of black people continued as in the past decades, but at the time also inspired debate
among Reformed theologians. CNE was inevitably disputed when PE became prominent since 1987.12

4
5

FAK, C.N.O.-beleid , Voorwoord. c.1948.
See Anon., ‘Viljoen verwerp Verwoerd se woorde’, Die Burger, 3 Mei 1986, p. 1; Anon., ‘Bisdom steun sanksies,
“People’s Education”’, Die Burger, 13 Oktober 1986, p. 3.
6 Compare ES van Eeden & LM Vermeulen, “Christian National Education (CNE) and People’s Education (PE):
Historical perspectives and some broad common grounds”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, pp. 177-205.
7 Compare Anon., ‘Azacco, Sosco word beperk’, Die Burger, 26 October 1988, p. 18; Anon., ‘Twee organisasies
se bedrywighede word aan bande gelê’, Die Burger, 26 October 1988, p. 2.
8 See Anon., ‘Hoe ‘n skaakmat-parlement lyk’, Die Burger, 13 Jul. 1989, p. 13; Anon., ‘Swart skole toe; ouers
gedreig’, Die Burger, 28 March 1990, p. 19.
9 Compare Anon., ‘Skole-krisis gewyt aan apartheid en sanksies’, Die Burger, 4 October 1990, p. 17.
10 It was always believed that the governing National Party forced schools into an educational system where Afrikaans as language was prioritised on an equal footing with English. The negativity against Afrikaans could also
be located in the white NP leadership who was accused to be the instigators of apartheid.
11 P Zietsman, ‘Struggle Afrikaans’, Die Burger, 1 November 2003, p. 13.
12 JH Coetzee, ‘Christelik-Nasionale onderwys geweeg in die lig van die ekumeniese roeping van die PU vir CHO
en die probleme wat anderskleurige Christene daarmee het’, Instituut vir Reformatoriese Studie, F1, p. 235, Jul.
1987, pp. 1-20; PE was first defined at the National Education Crisis Conferences (NECC) in 1985. Also
compare Research on Education in South Africa (RESA), ‘Strategies on education and training in South Africa,
1960-1987. The role of corporate capital’, Paper 1, Colchester, Essex, October 1988, pp. 7-8; RESA,‘Bantu
education as a reformist strategy of the South African state’, Paper 2, Cochester, Essex, October 1988, pp. 9-11,
pp. 21-22; RESA, ‘The struggle against apartheid education: towards People’s Education…, pp. 1-13; 15-16;
21-22.
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Smangaliso Mkhatshwa defined PE as:13
Education which prepares people for total human liberation, and for full
participation in social, political or cultural spheres of society, helps people to
be creative, to develop a critical mind and to analyse.

Since the end of apartheid in 1994, PE, as part of the new focus on educational development, namely Outcomes-Based Education (OBE), dominated
the South African educational scene.14 The new National Department of
Education has undertaken several structural reforms to change the face of
education. Despite such reform efforts, the History curriculum for South African schools was said, by 1998, to have been developed by specialists associated with former apartheid departments or by persons contracted by them.
Even where specialists did not personally associate or endorse the political
dispensation of the day, their broader associations and affiliations with their
employer institutions were marked or perceived as apartheid vestiges, and
probably labeled or stereotyped them. Nevertheless, a clear drive for the reinterpretation and revitalization of history curricula, has given rise to numerous discussions about curriculum reform and construction and also to various
new curriculum structures.15
Perhaps the most important issue from this broad background in the teaching of History that this article and this part of the discussion aimed to present,
was to trace the existence of any History Association before 1986. It also
aimed to determine whether such an association primarily focused on a unity
of History educators, and a proactive improvement of quality History teaching. Although various minor local efforts might have existed to promote some
kind of unity, and various tertiary institutions have organised meetings and
conferences for History educators, a formal (nationally inclusive_effort was
never recorded up to 1985. Another issue that cannot be ignored in this
discussion is a possible politically inspired motive(s) behind academically accepted motives (as e.g. outlined in the SASHT’s motives for founding) for
founding a history association. However, these possible motives will always
13 Sisulu and Mkhatshwa’s speeches as in RESA, ‘The struggle against apartheid education: towards People’s Education in South Africa’, Paper 3, Colchester, Essex, October 1988, p. 20; M.C. Mehl, ‘From pariah to intellectual home: the UWC microcosm of People’s Education’, University of the Western Cape, Inaugural address,
A(60), 1989, p. 11.
14 Compare Anon., ‘Onmoontlike kinders?’, Rapport, 16 November 2003;J de Klerk & J Rens, ‘The role of values
in school discipline’Koers, 68, 4, 2003, 368-371; S Schoeman, ‘ “The school with the Bible”: From meaningless
to meaningful citizenship education in South Africa’, Koers, 67, 4, 2002, pp. 450-457.
15 ES van Eeden, Didactical guidelines for teaching History in a changing South Africa (Keurkopie: Potchefstroom,
1999), Chapter 1; ES van Eeden, “Creating a future for History within South Africa’s Curriculum 2005”, Theory
and Research in Social Education, 28(1), 2000, pp. 85-95.
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be debatable, speculative and one-sided views based on the viewer’s academic
background, knowledge, personal experience and historiographical associations.16 Having said this, another motive for founding an association can be
the drive of a profession such as the History profession to survive political
incorrectness of the past and its effects on things such as student enrolment.
In a subsection later on, the origin of the SASHT as well as this association’s
relatedness with a pioneering effort by the South African Historical Association will be discussed briefly.

Broad historiographic and political trends and history teaching17
Several trends in history writing, especially after 1948, impacted on the writing and teaching approaches to History as discipline and subject in South
Africa. Amongst others there are the Oxford History of SA as well as the
contested radical/revisionist critiques of the Oxford History which followed
in the course of the 1970s and 1980s and which indirectly contributed to
educational outputs such as L.Callinicos’18 popular histories (e.g. God and
Workers and What is History?) which were widely used in schools. Some historians and educators regarded these contributions as a direct attack on the
way in which History had been used in schools as an ideological vehicle for
apartheid. The 1980s and early 1990s also saw a reshuffling and renegotiation
over the school History curriculum. In this regard SASHT founder members,
Proff. Pieter Kapp and Martin Trümpelmann of the former Rand Afrikaans
University (now the University of Johannesburg) played a central role. Not all
history educators perceived this involvement as positive or proactive towards
moving away from apartheid principles. Conflicts and divisions among different schools of thought were germane to this period. From what is recalled,

16 Compare A Grundlingh, “Politics, principles and problems of profession: Afrikaner historians and their discipline, c. 1920-1965”, Perspectives in Education, 12(1), 1990, pp. 1-19.
17 Although a brief overview will be provided of the wider political scene in which the founding of the SASHT
took place, it is not (and has not been) the intention of the writer to brood on historiographic trends that have
influenced/may have influenced people and institutions at the time the SASHT was founded. One reason for
the option of a brief historiographic overview is because most historiographic trends since the 1960s may only
have influenced the founding and educational activities of the SASHT per se indirectly. Perceptions of extensive
historiographic influences that might exist are simply speculation and would be impossible to substantiate.
18 It is not hereby asserted that the popular histories of Luli Callinicos’ are ‘outcomes’ of the Oxford History. The
latter is seen as representative of the cumulative analysis of the liberal historians and as such was repudiated
by the History Workshop to which Callinicos was attached. Her books were written in the framework of the
Workshop’s ‘revisionist’ approach to history.
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it appears as if these individuals from historically Afrikaans-based institutions
were typified as part of the “apartheid problem”.19
Apart from the complexities revolving around certain schools of historical
thought, the turbulent political situation in South Africa as experienced in
the seventies continued into the eighties. The 1980s, for example, reflected
on outstanding critical features related to apartheid as key focus of reasoning or action among different groups, which eventually contributed towards
the emergence of South Africa as democracy in 1994. Among these features
the ideological consolidation of the Freedom Charter (Charterists) activists
toward a National Front come to mind. Furthermore, the Botha government
announced proposals for a more inclusive form of representation. Different
interpretations of the way forward, with apartheid among the white privileged voter on the one hand, and black inspired organisations on the other,
at times stalemated hopes towards possible future unity. Another addition
to this saga around apartheid was the detrimental role of other internal and
external forces to change the status quo. Once apartheid was irreversibly destined to change from the 1990s, other crises developed that Government as
well as South Africans had to deal with.20 During these turbulent times the
SASHT was initiated.

The founding, role and impact of the SASHT in the education of
History – a short history
Its foundations
Since the first official strides to ensure a space for teaching History as outlined earlier, it appears as though some practitioners of the subject/discipline
have always been willing to function constructively within the security of an
academic association, specifically focussed on History development and History issues. In 1913 such an association was formed by the two tertiary institutions mentioned earlier. Unfortunately, ideological differences between
the Dutch-Afrikaans and English language groups, exacerbated perhaps by
19 Personal impressions from conference feedback, June 2006, based on comments made by the respondents who
attended the session. Also compare K Smith, The changing past: Trends in South African historical writing (Johannesburg: Southern, 1988).
20 Based on several sources, amongst others,: NWarden, The making of modern South Africa: Conquest, segregation
and apartheid (Blackwell: Oxford UK & Cambridge USA, 1994), first pages; A van Wyk, “Bakens op die pad
van die ou Suid-Afrika”, Insig, May 1994, pp. 14-15.
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the uncertainties associated with these years as a result of World War I, meant
that this well-meant effort was sunk in 1916.21
Tensions between political parties during these times eventually resulted in
History teaching being declared non-committal during the period 1918-1948
as far as official History syllabi in schools were concerned.22 Nevertheless, this
drawback did not affect the production of History publications by academics.23
During this period the Ministry of Education and a variety of associations
were involved in educational activities that also benefited History to a lesser
and/or greater extent. Cultivation of the development of History as subject
for community purposes (especially ensuring that learners develop a historical
consciousness), was a central focus.24
Past ideological differences between the language groups still lingered on by
the time the National Party took power in 1948.25 No official national historical association in South Africa existed as an independent voice from the
government’s educational structures in 1950. Once again, the teaching community felt the need for a historical association most strongly. Perhaps the
Department of Education’s announcement of the implementation of a new
integrated subject, namely Social Studies, also triggered the defence mechanisms of all History practitioners – and perhaps also created another platform
for differences in this regard.26
Despite some constraints, the enthusiastic Inspector of Schools during those
days, Dr. JJ van Tonder, took the initiative and on 11 February 1956 all his
efforts came to fruition when the Historical Association of South Africa
(HASA) was founded by 400 people in the City Hall of Pretoria. Although
HASA generated excitement among primary- and secondary school History
educators, it eventually became the mouthpiece for tertiary History educators/Historians, and was especially dominated for years by concerned white
historians from the historically Afrikaans universities as far as its conferences,
articles (in its journal Historia) and its administrative management were con21 PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, p. 4.
22 ES van Eeden, Didactical guidelines for teaching History…, p. 9.
23 Compare PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, pp. 4-6; H Phillips,
“The Van Riebeeck Society’s journey: the origins and destination of the Van Riebeeck Society, 1918-2004”,
Suid-Afrikaanse Tydskrif vir Kultuurgeskiedenis, 19/1, June 2005, pp. 65-78.
24 PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, pp. 6-7.
25 ES van Eeden, Didactical guidelines for teaching History…, p. 8.
26 PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, p. 6.
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cerned. Concern among Historians that HASA still had an overwhelming
focus on History educators and History teaching issues, resulted in another
foundation effort – 1965 –by historians of both official language groups in
Bloemfontein. The South African Historical Society (SAHS) was formed by
37 historians of whom 6 were English.27
It was firmly believed that both HASA and the SAHS had a function to fulfil
that should complement each other. In practice, however, this “difference”
in function was not easy to define, especially if the production of articles
and publications of both (not even talking about its membership that reflects
similarity) are criteria. Fact is that historians had to establish for themselves
to what degree they wanted to be associated with the people they had trained
(directly and indirectly) who found themselves in primary and secondary education (nowadays General Education and Training – GET and Further Education and Training – FET). Meanwhile, from 197828 the History educators
were floating desperately between both these History ventures in search of a
permanent identity, needing more practical hands-on assistance from professionals in the Higher Education and Training Band. Apart from Historia Junior, at least still in operation, other useful History teaching information lay
scattered between journals such as Historia, Die Unie, Neon, Mentor, Tydskrif
vir Middelbare Onderwys, Standpunte, Skoolblad, Educa, Onderwysblad and
Onderwysbulletin. Historians and History educators with English as mother
tongue published articles related to History teaching in journals such as Perspectives in Education, Education and Educational Review.29
Divided perspectives and perceptions among the practitioners on the school
History curriculum did not contribute to set a healthy platform for History
activities within a society structure. HASA’s Historia Junior journal declined
in the seventies.30 Perhaps its primary focus on South African History was
a reason, although it has to be acknowledged that the retirement of Dr Van
Tonder also had an impact. Perhaps the unfortunate absence of open-minded, balanced and/or representative perspectives has kept the ideological argument between historians from tertiary institutions and History teachers alive,
with no unity in sight.
27 PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, pp. 8-15; 19-20.
28 PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, pp. 15, 22.
29 Compare A van der Walt & M Cronje, “’n Bibliografie van tydskrifartikels oor die teorie van geskiedenis en die
vakdidaktiek, 1950-1984”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 9, April 1985, pp. 29-35.
30 Compare this sentence with PH Kapp, “Sinvol of sinister?…”, 50th conference of the SAHG, June 2006, pp.
19-20.
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As a “last” effort in his professional capacity, Dr Van Tonder approached
the former Rand Afrikaans University (RAU) to take responsibility for the
production of Historia Junior. This never happened, but a counter-initiative
resulted from this plea and also probably the sense of a wider need among
school History educators from all languages and races. In its first editorial
note this new initiative, named Yesterday and Today, financially supported
by the HASA, reflected concern over History as a declining subject because
of the existing need to serve the educational community with creative and
useable articles, having no intention to support any official viewpoint.31 It is
also interesting to note that symposiums and seminars on History teaching,
organised by tertiary institutions, took place from time to time outside the
ambit of existing history associations or societies.32
Tertiary academics, also involved in Yesterday and Today, organised a conference for History practitioners (didactics) at Unisa in July 1985. During this
conference the first strides were made to establish a society for History teacher
training.33
In September 1985, Yesterday and Today reported as follows:34
Society for the training of History teachers almost a reality
There was widespread enthusiasm for the idea of a Society of this
nature. It was felt that a closer interaction between the different institutions and groups should be established. Accordingly a pilot committee consisting of Prof. M.H. Trümpelmann (RAU), Dr F.J. Stuart
(Unisa) and Mr J.M.L. Horn (GOK) was elected to proceed with the
drafting of a concept constitution and the planning of administrative
arrangements. It is hoped that the proposed so-ciety will be a reality
in 1986.

With a healthy and growing circulation of approximately 400 members35
of Yesterday and Today at hand (which can be regarded as proof of its need in
especially primary and secondary education), another conference initiative
31 Editorial, “A team effort”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 1(1), April 1981, pp. 1-2.
32 Compare MH Trümpelmann, “Simposium oor kreatiewe onderrig in Geskiedenis”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday
and Today, 4, Sept. 1982, pp. 3-4; C Venter, “Soeklig op die probleme met Geskiedenisonderrig”, Gister en
Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 5, April 1983, p. 7.
33 Compare Anon., “Konferensie, Geskiedenis vakdidaktici, (Unisa, Pretoria, 14 June 1985)”, Gister en Vandag/
Yesterday and Today, 10, September 1985, pp. 1, 3.
34 Anon., “Verslag: Vergadering oor die opleiding van Geskiedenisonderwysers – Unisa: 14 June 1985”, Gister en
Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 10, September 1985, p. 4.
35 Interview, Prof. MH Trümpelmann (1st editor of Yesterday and Today), 7 June 2006.
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by didactics specialists and historians, held in July 1986, finally prepared the
ground for the founding of a society for History teachers.36
The groundwork for this society was done by the History Teaching Methodology/Didactics specialists of RAU, Unisa and the Teaching Colleges of
Goudstad, Pretoria and Johannesburg. Prof. Kapp of the RAU shared the following memories to further clarify foundational motives from the colleagues
of the RAU’s-perspective:
Die Vereniging vir Geskiedenisonderrig is gestig om vernuwende idees oor
Geskiedenisonderrig, soos dit ook op die Europese vasteland, en nie net in
Engeland of die VSA ontwikkel is nie, hier te lande uit te dra. Die Duitse en
Vlaamse/Belgiese voorbeelde...het swaar geweeg.

In additional notes in this regard Prof. Kapp stated that the urgency, not to
be isolated from renewal trends in the educational methods of History in Europe, has played a dominant role in the founding of the SASHT.37 As a result
then of many needs the South African Society for History Teaching/Suid-Afrikaanse Vereniging vir Geskiedenisonderrig was founded at the 1986 conference (Unisa).38 The name of the Society appears to have been used in two
ways. Initially, from the date of its founding until at least 1988 when the first
conference at US took place, it was referred to as the Society for the Training
of History Teachers.39 During the annual meeting of the SASHT executive
at US, the name change was accepted.40 By the time the 1992 conference
took place, the new name of the Society was widely used.41 This change was
apparently made to ensure that the Society’s focus was also inclusive of tertiary history educators from the History Didactics/Teaching Methodology and

36 M Trümpelmann, “Memories of the SASHT since 1986”, SASHT Newsletter, Oct. 2003, pp. 3-4. In his memoirs, prof. Trümpelmann clearly indicated that “at a 1986 conference the SASHT was established”. This 1986
therefore cannot be regarded as the first conference organised by the SASHT.
37 PH Kapp (Memories from Personal Collection), 8 August 2007. In this memory Prof. Kapp refers to international associations with Prof. Jorn Rüsen of the Eckhardt School in Germany; with Raf de Keyser of Leuven
(Belgia) and with the organisation UCLA as well as the Columbia University. In 1991 extensive contact also
was made with the History Council Group inj England and some executive members also took part in the annual conferences of the International Society for History Didactics.
38 Compare JML Horn, “Redaksioneel”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12, September 1986, p. 1; ES van
Eeden (Personal Collection), interview, MH Trümpelmann, 7 June 2006.
39 JML Horn, “Redaksioneel”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12, September 1986, p. 1; JF Stuart, “SuidAfrikaanse Vereniging vir Geskiedenisonderrig/South African Society for History Teaching”, Gister en Vandag/
Yesterday and Today, 17, April 1989, p. 27.
40 JF Stuart, “Suid-Afrikaanse Vereniging vir Geskiedenisonderrig…”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 17,
April 1989, p. 27.
41 Compare, SASHT, Biennial Conference Report , 1992; “Onderrig van Geskiedenis kwel kenners”, Beeld, 11
Januarie 1996, p. 8; Beeld, 12 Januarie 1996, p. 2.
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History Departments (See Appendix A for a Conference venue detail). 42 For
many years the SASHT did not use a specific logo to identity itself. After Yesterday and Today officially became part of the SASHT activities, this journal’s
identity was spontaneously used for the SASHT as well.

Structure, role and impact
Structure general
Six regional branches were identified from the onset as it was probably seen
as the most practical and effective way to ensure a wider membership interest
and activity. They were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northern Transvaal (including Venda, Lebowa, Kwandebele, Kangwane and
Gazankulu);
Southern Transvaal;
Western Transvaal and the Orange Free State (including Bophuthatswana and
Qwa Qwa);
Natal (including KwaZulu);
Eastern Cape (including Transkei and Ciskei);
Western Cape, Northern Cape and South West Africa/Namibia.43

Exactly how the young SASHT envisaged these branches to operate is uncertain. This initiative started to wane somewhere along the line, with the
result that the request had to be explored once again after a general meeting
discussion.44
A difficulty perceived from the first conference in 1988 at the University of
Stellenbosch was how to involve primary and secondary educators from other
provinces in subject/discipline development and knowledge exchange opportunities like these. Eventually SASHT conferences mainly operated as an opportunity for educators from a specific SASHT branch to attend, although a
very low percentage from other branches always participated. Financial difficulties, and the original time of year at which conferences were held (such as
42 JF Stuart, “Suid-Afrikaanse Vereniging vir Geskiedenisonderrig…”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 17,
April 1989, p. 27.
43 JML Horn, “Editorial”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12, September 1986, p. 1.
44 Compare personal memories ES van Eeden and SASHT documents, minute, General meeting, 12 January
1996.
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the US conference that was held at the end of January),45 were burdens and
not ideally suited to the needs of teachers, but rather those of their tertiary
colleagues.46

Structure related to constitutional issues
Some decisions that were identified in sources:47
•

•
•
•

•

The chairperson (see Appendix B for historical detail on SASHT chairpersons
and the executive) could originally be nominated for 4 years The executive
members should be domiciled close to each other. The more executive nominations were proposed from all over the country the more difficult (financially
and communication-wise) it became to have proper meetings in person on a
regular basis. The availability of e-mail, SMS and Internet opportunities removed some obstacles but not all, as some SASHT members (rural and urban)
still only operate on snail mail addresses.
Conferences would be held bi-annually, and the executive elected for 2 years
(from conference to conference).48
According to the constitution of the SASHT Section 3, p. 1, the official languages are English and Afrikaans.
Membership fees: Started with R15 per annum in 1986 and by 2006-2007 the
fees amounted to R120 (theoretically a growth of an average of R10 per annum).
In 1996 the language accessibility of the SASHT was discussed. At a general
meeting in 1998 (in Cape Town) it was decided that in future the general
SASHT meeting would be conducted only in English. In a sense this arrangement also spontaneously became the protocol since then, without any specific
voting or decision making in this regard.49

After 2000 the SASHT constitution “in its absentia” (or what was spontaneously known as the SASHT’s constitutional way of doing) was in many ways
not followed or adapted. Changes essential for survival were made from time
to time without consultation or consideration of a specific constitution. The
45 The SASHT branch system spontaneously came to an end in the nineties, and revived again in 2002 under the
9 provincial systems, but with no extraordinary success. Memories, ES van Eeden.
46 Compare Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, Conference notice, 14, September 1987, p. 1.
47 SASHT source material on its constitutional focus is still lacking. In Sept. 2006 the newly appointed executive
decided to draft a new constitution based on the SASHT principles before the 2007 conference.
48 Compare SASHT documents, Sixth [ca.Fifth] chairperson’s report, 1994-1996, p. 1.
49 Compare SASHT Newsletter, 3, August 1999, p. 3.
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need for a newly developed constitution was discussed during the September
2006 conference. A proposal will probably be discussed during the September 2007 conference.
Recruitment and the problems of recruitment were always on the agenda of
General meetings. Eventually the success of recruitment very much lay in the
hands of the secretary or treasurer who had to market the Association among
potential members and remind existing members to continue their membership. With a very low working budget (R15 per member, and by 1998 R20)
it became extraordinarily difficult to cover all costs of marketing (electronic
reminders included), sending of Newsletters an so forth.50 The membership
fee was eventually raised to compare better to that of other similar associations and to achieve more.

SASHT role
The SASHT decided to follow the path/focus of History as discipline in
general when it was decided to determine the role of the SASHT. It was stated
that the role of History in general will always be to serve: the general community; the educational sector; History as science; in the best/most improved
or innovative ways of the time.
For the newly founded SASHT in 1986 the purpose of its existence was
mainly to improve contacts between educators of training at tertiary level
with teachers in the broad educational field:
•
•
•

•

renew training in the didactics/methodology of History education;
utilise the expertise of educators teaching History to assist with the training of
future History teachers;
debate continuously the content of basic and advanced educational programmes
in the training of History teachers with the intention to continue to improve
quality;
make History educators and student teachers aware of the relation between
History as academic discipline and the didactics/methodology of teaching History at school level to keep abreast with development and academic debates;

50 Compare personal memories ES van Eeden and SASHT documents, Minutes, General meeting, 12 January
1996.
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•

•

encourage educators of History to strive towards achieving and sustaining
high academic standards in the teaching methodology and approach towards,
amongst others, controversial topics;
make educators of History and student teachers in History aware of the relevance/value of History for the existence of communities and nations in general.51

The basic activities of the SASHT were the publication of Yesterday and Today and the organising of a bi-annual conference.52 In a sense a recognition of
changed times and a need for having regular workshops (also then to act as a
marketing opportunity for the SASHT) were neglected in the past. The year
2006 marked the beginning of a new approach towards History workshops
within the SASHT of which the fruit will be evaluated in the years to come.

Impact
In general the presence of the SASHT eventually had to, amongst other
things, be reflected in the i) SASHT membership enrolment (see Appendix
A) ii) the Yesterday and Today content iii) general newspapers iv) education
departments and v) tertiary educational activities.
As official voice of the SASHT since 1990,53 Yesterday and Today has entered
a difficult second decade after a relatively smooth and successful first decade
in the nineteen eighties. Some of the regular financial contributors reduced
their support from 1991, and the editorial team had to rely on schools for an
annual fee. Furthermore, the closing down of the Goudstad Teachers Training College (GOK) during the same year required a new venue for the formatting and editing of Yesterday and Today that JML Horn was tasked with
since the very early years of the journal.54 From 1992 the History Department
of the University of Stellenbosch took the burden as new editor of Yesterday
and Today on its shoulders with Prof. Pieter Kapp as editor.55 Although the
change of editors hardly caused any interruption in the appearance and the
production of Yesterday and Today, the publication dates of the two annual
issues changed from April to May and from September to October. This ar51 JML Horn, “Editorial”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12, September 1986, p. 2.
52 Compare SASHT documents, Sesde [ca.Vyfde -ESvE] chairperson’s report, 1994-1996, p. 1.
53 Compare the editor’s note in JML Horn, “Redaksioneel/Editorial”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 21,
April 1991.
54 JML Horn, “Redaksioneel/Editorial”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 22, September 1991.
55 Compare Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 25, May, 1993.
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rangement was simply for practical reasons to ensure that the Journal could
also cover the September conferences in the 2nd edition of Yesterday and Today
instead of waiting for the next year’s edition in doing so.
An interruption and eventual discontinuation of Yesterday and Today became inevitable in 1997. After desperate efforts, such as sending membership
forms to 4400 schools and receiving only 77 willing to subscribe, an impossible negativity crept into well-meant efforts to keep a dream alive. In total
241 subscribers had been recalled by 1995.56 The 1996 conference in Potchefstroom in conjunction with the SAHA, was a last-ditch attempt to recruit
teachers and History academics for the journal as well as for the SASHT (as
seen from a SASHT executive angle).57 Apart from the fact that the Yesterday
and Today articles became perhaps a bit too intellectual and less classroomfocussed for some teachers since the 1996 conference,58 no extraordinary recruitment progress was made. The impact that rumours at the time (of “no
school history in future”), had on educators of History59 should also serve as
a reason why hopes for increasing subscription to Yesterday and Today by December 1997 were futile.
The “will History disappear?” question, as well as a concern about the future
of History in “Curriculum 2005”,60 and, for that matter, the question of an
expanded future for History educators, steadily became issues affecting the
future survival of Yesterday and Today that its editorial had to combat. To
them 1997 was a crisis year. So much was to be debated but the financial
burden of insufficient support, as well as a declining SASHT membership, led
to an uphill battle to keep Yesterday and Today alive. Perhaps the complexities
and uncertainties with regard to History’s future in schools indeed affected
History in the GET and FET educational phases more than was expected by

56 Compare SASHT documents, Letter P.H. Kapp/SASHT Executive – Financial report on the Yesterday and
Today, 1 July 1994-30 June 1995.
57 As secretary/treasurer of the SASHT and an executive member of the SAHA, the initiative to temporarily marry
both these associations in one conference under the conference theme, History Syllabi, came from the Potchefstroom members and former PU for CHE (now the North-West University) History Department. Apart from
the benefits of having the opportunity to recruit more people from the same discipline to attend, it was also
simply an arrangement suggested to avoid managing two conferences in the same town for the same year (ES
van Eeden, Memories, Personal collection).
58 A personal opinion after having studied the last publications of Yesterday and Today with care – E.S. van Eeden.
59 Compare the1992 SASHT Conference papers: MF Wilkinson, “Are we ready to bury History?”; T White, “The
History syllabus and change: Where to now?”; The History Education Group (Ed.), History matters. Debates
about a new curriculum for South Africa (Heinemann-Centaur Publishers: Cape Town, 1993).
60 Compare Anon., “Kurrikulum 2005”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 33, May, 1997, pp. 1-2.
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HET educators.61 The editor of Yesterday and Today, Professor Kapp, in 1997
wrote the following to subscribers:62
For the past seventeen years this journal was produced through efforts of
individuals who took a keen interest in the teaching of History. Producing
the journal twice a year depended almost entirely on the editor. Dwindling
subscriptions and the rising cost of paper, printing and postage forced the
Editorial Board to decide at its 1996 meeting to discontinue the Journal at the
end of that year. The editorial staff, however, decided to risk another year of
publication. We have now reached the stage where we have to decide whether
we can run a risk for another year…We are convinced that history teachers
will need professional guidance and assistance to interpret new developments
concerning the position of History in the school curriculum and understanding new trends in the interpretation and teaching of history. We pledge to
make a positive practical contribution to your needs. But we need your support. We must have 500 subscribers to continue with the journal…

With a declining membership in the SASHT itself (100 by 1998 and approximately 55 that attended the conference at St Stithians),63 it was hard to
believe that the journal’s pledge would be met in 1998. The SASHT organised
a conference in September 1998 in Cape Town at the South African Cultural
History Museum that was attended by 55 people. The concerns that resulted
from this conference included the SASHT’s inability to communicate to its
members what the key discussions were. Among the limited working force of
a chairperson (R Siebörger) and the secretary/treasurer (ES van Eeden) it was
decided to develop a SASHT newsletter as temporary replacement for the
absence of a journal like Yesterday and Today.
The first SASHT Newsletter was published in March 1998, and was followed by another in July 1998. In a sense this “emergency measurement”
eventually lasted eight years, and the History developments over these years
were covered in 10 Newsletters. Originally only 6-10 pages of content were
printed in A5 format, but by 2005 a reasonable A4 publication of more than
30 pages was sometimes distributed to members. New History teaching
trends (such as World History; Outcomes Based History and an involvement
61 Compare answers by History methodology/didactics practitioners of History in ES van Eeden, “A 21st Century
perspective – value and way forward of History – a motivational discourse”, SASHT/ NWU, Emfuleni Conference Centre, Vanderbijlpark, History workshop on Empowering the History Teacher, 22-23 June 2006; B
Mohamed, “A word from the new SASHT – Chairperson”, SASHT Newsletter, Aug. 1999, p. 2; ES van Eeden,
“The value and way forward of History – a motivational discourse from a 21st Century perspective”, New Contree, 51, May 2006, pp. 25-54.
62 Anon., “We need your support”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 34, October 1997, p. 3.
63 SASHT Correspondence, ES van Eeden (Personal Collection), E-mail, R Siebörger/ES van Eeden, 27 October
1998.
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of SASHT members in South Africa’s History Curriculum development)64 are
recorded.65
For the SASHT the year 2006 will always be remembered as a time when
it received a second chance to revive Yesterday and Today (then known as
Yesterday&Today) with funds made available for 2006-2007 by the NorthWest University (NWU). In March 2006 a special edition was published
that mainly covered some papers that were presented at the September 2005
conference. The hope was expressed that publishers, schools, tertiary History
departments/subject groups as well as individuals would once again, as in
the eighties and early nineties, be willing to invest in their discipline/subject
to ensure the survival of Yesterday and Today. With Yesterday&Today ‘s new
appearance and warm, colourful cover, it wanted to symbolise man and its
history as an inevitable past and future process.

The SASHT and aspects of inclusion, exclusion and nonparticipation as
possible implications for belonging/not belonging66
For all theoretical and practical purposes, the activities of the SASHT since
1986 were given some impetus by the young publication Yesterday and Today
(operative since 1981).67 The approach to participation and involvement in
this Journal is significant as it was eventually carried forward in 1990 to the
SASHT executive approach and structure. Therefore it is worthwhile browsing through the 34 editions of the Journal in an effort to spot specific trends
or ideological approaches other than the methodological discussion of content that featured prominently at the time.

64 Compare SASHT documents, Minutes, Executive and the General meeting, 12 January 1996.
65 Compare personal memories ES van Eeden and SASHT documents, Minutes, General meeting, 12 January
1996, p. 6; SASHT, Newsletters 2-10.
66 These points of discussion were part of the suggested conference theme of the South African Historical Association in June 2006. It was decided to use these points to mould the SASHT development and activities since
1986 into it.
67 The former Transvaal Education Department (TED) after 1981 enrolled no less than 800 schools for receiving this journal. In the Free State 400 members were enrolled, in the former South West Africa (Namibia)
60 members and 2000 members were enrolled by the Department of Education and Training. In the former
Provinces of the Cape and Natal the option to enrol was left to the discretion of individual members. See PH
Kapp (Memories from Personal Collection), 8 August 2007.
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Writing about black people, black involvement?
Coincidentally it is Mr Jimmy Verner (the present chairperson of the
SASHT) who was the first to specifically write about an aspect of the History
of black people in South Africa in a 1985 edition of Yesterday and Today.68
The need for training of History teachers from black schools was also emphasised at History teaching symposia that Yesterday and Today supported and
reported on.69
Dr Simon Kekana, who was associated as an executive member of the SASHT
after 1986, during this year became the first black academic in History to write
no less than two articles for Yesterday and Today, titled: “The textbook and
History teaching” and “University education and historical study for blacks”
in which he focussed on the need for change of curriculum content.70
In 1987 Prof. Herman Giliomee was the first white academic from a tertiary
institution to write in Yesterday and Today about history writing and people’s
history as far as the black people of South Africa are concerned.71 Thereafter
more contributions followed that mainly focussed on Black student teacher’s
historical understanding.72
In essence the afore-mentioned contributions reflect aspects of inclusion before and after the founding of the SASHT. However, the question may be
asked why it was only included three years after Yesterday and Today started as
journal? As there must have been expertise on curriculum development from
a wide academic sphere, it would have paid to approach this wider audience
rather than choose the easier way of getting a few publications out to secure a
membership first. In hindsight (and that is obviously always the best position
to be in and respond, even if not all the logistical problems are known) this
step required reflection on inclusiveness. This would eventually lead to un68 J Verner, “A brief comment on the political role of the African from the Union to World War II”, Gister en
Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 9, April 1985, pp. 24-26.
69 Compare the reference to C Coetzee’s paper in “Verslag: Vergadering oor die opleiding van Geskiedenisonderwysers”, Unisa, 14 Junie 1985, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, September 1986, p. 3.
70 See NS Kekana, “The textbook and History teaching”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 11, April 1986,
pp. 14-15 and “University education and historical study for blacks”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12,
September 1986, p. 22.
71 H Giliomee, “The case for a pluralist South African school”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 13 September
1987, p. 2.
72 See R van der Merwe and DJ McGill, “The influence of indirect factors on black student teachers’ historical
understanding”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 26, October, 1993, pp. 28-35; M Roth, “Black historical consciousness/white historians: the attitudes of Black first-year history students to some of the problematic
aspects of South African history”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today,28, October, 1994, pp. 30-38.
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necessary (though important in general) hang-ups among tertiary academic
scholars on, for example, ideology, race and language, especially since some
firmly believed that Yesterday and Today was an attachment of the former
Historia Junior which they may have labelled as an exclusively white-centric
approach to South Africa’s history. Perceptions on exclusion and nonparticipation could have been possible during these times and it could have reflected
implications of not belonging.

SASHT conferences and ‘Yesterday and Today’ – the level of inclusiveness
by the executive/editor(s)/organisers?
The very first SASHT conference (then called congress) during 29-30 January 1988 at the University of Stellenbosch, strikingly reflects a reasonable
balance of 19 presenters between the then official language groups English (7
papers) and Afrikaans (12 papers), as well as the topics covered (16 on History
teaching methodology issues and 3 from a History content/knowledge-based
angle). What is also significant is that the presenters included Historians, tertiary Educators from a broader field than just History Didactics, and History
teachers and academics from other disciplines and institutions.73
The subsequent SASHT conference in 1990 at RAU was not only intended
to commemorate the 10 successful years of Yesterday and Today’s existence, but
also focussed on a key topic of the day, namely multiculturalism. Apart from
having a speaker with international standing, namely Jörn Rüsen, to present
the key address on education in a multicultural society, the memory of the
attendance of a wide variety of interested groups/people endures. Among
others they were the SASHT chairperson Dr Simon Kekana, Prof. Rob Siebörger (UCT) and a school teacher (also involved in textbook writing) Mr
Bruce Mohamed.74
At the 1992 conference held at the Mamelodi Campus of Vista University
in Pretoria (also to serve as an accentuation of their 10 years of existence), 26
papers were delivered. From the variety of topics covered, it was clear that
SASHT members exercised a freedom of right to debate contemporary educa-

73 Compare Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, Conference notice, 14, September 1987, p. 1.
74 Compare SASHT Conference Publication, 1990.
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tional trends,75 theoretical views76 as well as practical applications of History
for the classroom, especially in an era of electronic development.77 Apart
from the publication of most of these papers in Yesterday and Today, they (as
was the method in 1988 and 1990) were also included in a conference publication. The quality of some papers apparently caused problems to the editors
of Yesterday and Today who had difficulty to decide which ones met at least a
reasonable publishing standard. In the years that followed this concern grew.
The September 1994 SASHT conference at the Wellington Teachers’ Training College featured at least 10 papers of a practical nature.78 At this stage a
declining membership led to a decision to have a joint conference in January
1996 with the SAHA in Potchefstroom. In hindsight, it did not serve the actual purpose of strengthening the SASHT membership, neither did it reflect
the approval of the majority of its members.79 The closure of Yesterday and Today in 1997 was also a depressing announcement. Somehow all these efforts
of being inclusive and creating a sense of belonging may have reflected the
opposite thinking, namely, i) the SASHT was not good enough to stand on its
own feet; ii) some SASHT members did not want to have a joint conference
with the HASA; iii) the closure of Yesterday and Today could have justified
the majority’s supposition that the tertiary academics also won in their efforts
regarding the future of History in schools.80 It may also be argued that the
approach to the last editions of Yesterday and Today was far too academic for
the majority of History teachers wanting to have practical guidelines on how
to understand and teach History in the new democratic South Africa. In addition, the publishing of each and every article in Afrikaans and English from
75 Compare the 1992 Conference papers: PH Kapp, “The future of History as a school subject in South Africa”; MH Trümpelmann, Kurrikulumvernuwing – lesse uit die RGN kurrikulumondersoek rakende Geskiedenisonderrig”; JS Mohlamme, “Why South African History must be rewritten”; R Siebörger, The future of History textbooks” and WP Visser, “People’s History en Geskiedenisonderrig op skool: ‘n Alternatiewe geskiedenis
vir die nuwe Suid-Afrika?”
76 Compare the 1992 Conference papers: M Broodryk, “Die problematiek van die onderrig van Geskiedenis:
verlede, hede en toekoms”; PH Stewart, “Democracy through History skills: Towards a genuine national young
historians’ conference”; GV Mqingwana, “History as a means of educating democracy” and J van der Merwe,
“Some guidelines for the implementation of a multi-perspective approach in the History classroom”.
77 Compare the 1992 Conference papers: FJ Pretorius, “Rekenaargesteunde onderrig in die Geskiedenisklas”; B
Kotzé, “Geskiedenis – ‘n oudiovisuele benadering”;
78 M Broodryk, “Fifth Biennial conference of the South African Society for Teaching History”, Gister en vandag/
Yesterday and Today, 29, May, 1995, p. 62.
79 Compare personal memories ES van Eeden and SASHT documents, minutes, General meeting, 12 January
1996.
80 It is acknowledged that the Ministry of Education’s efforts within the newly created South African History
Project (SAHP) may have expressed hope, but the fact that an independent voice like the SASHT and its journal
were on a declining path was not a healthy state at all. For the first part compare ES van Eeden, Historiographical and methodological trends in the teaching of History in a changing South Africa, Historia, November 1997.
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the mid-nineties was not only costly, but could have reflected perceptions of
either multi-lingual inclusiveness or lingual exclusiveness, and even nonparticipation and/or a specific ideological/cultural focus – depending on your
language preference/racial descent. Seen from these angles, aspects of exclusion and nonparticipation certainly featured, although it remains debateable
whether it was ever the intention.
In 1998 Cape Town was the next conference venue. The attendance of
30 was regarded as poor seeing that 1500 invitations were distributed. This
one-day conference was in many ways a mixture of theory and practice (that
included a visit to the Alabany museum and Robben Island).81 Of crucial importance was the decision to have the general meeting in English and this has
remained the status quo for the SASHT up to 2006. In many ways this step
towards inclusiveness (as English was acknowledged as the voice for communication by the majority of academics regardless of race and in which mother
tongue you were raised) was apparently much more acceptable to the majority
of teachers who had to teach History in English. Obviously the use of English
advantaged some more than others, but it is important to bear in mind that it
could have been seen as a step towards inclusiveness by some whereas others
could have experienced it as a step towards exclusion.
Membership difficulties and a SASHT executive management crisis led to
the organising of a SASHT conference in 2001 instead of the regular biannual meeting. In many respects this also led to broader impressions that a RIP
situation for the SASHT existed. Without being officially elected, Mr Jimmy
Verner took over the responsibilities as SASHT chairperson after the resignation of Bruce Mohamed.82 St Stithians Girl’s College in Johannesburg (where
Jimmy was a History teacher) was the only option at the time because Elize
van Eeden then also moved from Potchefstroom to Pretoria after July 1998.
In a sense this left the SASHT rootless as it was not specifically attached/
connected to any tertiary institution that usually provides for the important
infrastructure as required in any academic society. The 2001 conference was
nevertheless quite fruitful in the sense that the future of History in the newly
created learning area of Human and Social Sciences (HSS) was discussed, and
that June Bam also addressed the SASHT members in her capacity as co-ordinator of the Social Sciences Working Group of the Ministry of Education.
81 SASHT Newsletter, minutes, General meeting, 26 September 1996, p. 4.
82 As far as it can be recalled Bruce Mohamed was offered a post somewhere in Africa – Personal memories, ES van
Eeden.
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Practical issues in History methodology, useful to History teachers, still covered the main part of the conference papers. More importantly, from an angle
of inclusiveness, this meeting featured more papers presented in languages
other than Afrikaans. Another extraordinary decision that resulted from this
meeting was that the acting chair and the secretary treasurer (respectively J.
Verner and E. van Eeden), should continue to drive the SASHT in an emergency phase, because the number of members were too limited at this conference to make any purposeful recommendations on the way forward.83
Perhaps new “competition” for the SASHT, as far as the recruitment of History teachers was concerned, was the existence of the South African History
Project – spearheaded by the DoE. It was intended that the SAHP would
found a national History Society, although nothing came of this intention.84
With a handful of loyal members, the 2003 conference of the SASHT was
held at RAU (UJ). Approximately 36 people attended this conference. As
an effort to approve the still unhealthy status of the Society, the attendance
requested the newly appointed executive to explore the market for more
members; that regional SASHT branches should be formed to organise regional workshops; and to meet with SAHP members and to organise national
SASHT workshops. Mr Jimmy Verner was once again nominated as chairperson (and Van Eeden as secretary/treasurer) of the Society85 to add a “sense
of solidness and strength to a still vulnerable Society”, despite some hope and
progress.86 The rest of the SASHT executive reflected a sound inclusiveness
from all over the country and from a variety of academic institutions.
Busy schedules and the difficulty of recruiting regional SASHT members
to organise workshops in branches led to limited success in this regard.87 The
2005 conference at St. Marist in Durban followed, but was only attended
by 20 people. The outcome, however, was very positive in the sense that the
group wanted the SASHT to continue its activities. Regional assistance and
marketing were offered by all. The detrimental decision of teachers that,
for the time being, the NWU should operate as the seat for the SASHT
just to give it a strong start, was accepted. With this in mind no less than
three executive members were nominated from this University (one from the
83 SASHT conference programme, 19 October 2001. Personal memories, ES van Eeden.
84 Compare SASHT documents, E-mail ES van Eeden/J Verner, 21 October 2002; Newsletter 5, 2002, pp. 7-16;
SASHT Newsletter 6 (Chairman’s report, October 2003, pp. 5-6.
85 SASHT Documents, minutes, SASHT Newsletter, October 2003, pp. 7-8.
86 A remark made by a member of the SASHT, E Viglieno of Berea in Gauteng, 2003.
87 See SASHT Newsletter 7, May 2004.
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Potchefstroom Campus and two from the Vaal Triangle Campus). It was
also decided to rather organise a conference for 2006 again than to wait for
another two years before addressing more critical issues. That would prevent
a continuous decline.
The “restructuring” approach started with the organising of a SASHT workshop for 22-23 June at the Emfuleni Conference Centre in Vanderbijlpark.
It was strongly (as well as financially) supported by the NWU and the DoE
(Gauteng region) through Dr N. Parsard. The overwhelming didactic focus
was “Empowering the History teacher” in the classroom. As it was promised
to be a practical workshop approach in the true sense of the word (and a very
first experience of this kind for the SASHT), roughly 125 people attended.
This historical event also marked an inclusiveness for which academics and
teachers have been hoping for many years. Though growth towards a still
better understanding of the History educator’s needs, their historical and professional hardships as well as language issues were still requirements, each and
all in the profession could invest in a healthy cooperation in future that would
benefit the subject/discipline and not selfish preferences.
For the September 2006 conference, the marketing process was much more
thorough than ever in the past (as a result of the availability of an infrastructure) and effective (via the University website; SMS messages and personal
calls). A website for the SASHT also operated from December 2006. As
more money becomes available and a solid infrastructure can be developed,
the SASHT should continue to grow from strength to strength. The Executive is now more positive about its future than in the last 8 years of existence
of the Society.
By 2006 the SASHT list of members presented a balanced group of expertise
from all racial and language groups. This has been the SASHT’s focus since
foundation, and it remains its focus in 2007.

Themes in History and the History teaching methodology – the level of
inclusiveness of contributions by editor(s)/writer(s)/member(s)
In many respects the approach to content in Yesterday and Today up to its
abolishment was, and still is, a reflection of the thinking by SASHT members
on the transformation/development needs of the subject/discipline of the day.
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From April 1981 to 1997 the article content in Yesterday and Today/Gister en
Vandag88 could roughly be analysed as follows:
Number of editions: 34 (The special edition of 2006 excluded)
Articles on History Teaching Methodology: 220
(topics on how to apply local and contemporary history; maps, assessment in
SA [in 1983 and 1984 already], sources, skills-based teaching, exam creativity;
new teaching trends abroad; interdisciplinary methods; learning outcomes in
SA (in 1990 already); bibliographies. Discussions on historical consciousness,
teacher training; political literacy; reinterpretation; People’s History; teaching in multicultural communities; distance training; indoctrination; syllabus
concerns; History teaching in other countries and in South Africa after 1994;
computers and History; teaching controversial issues; World History and
classroom differentiation are also prominent).
Articles in Studies (in depth and broadly with only an indirect, if any, reference to History teaching) on History themes: 105
Afrikaans articles: 205 (a rough count)
English articles: 120 (a rough count)

From the statistics above it is clear that the articles on teaching methodology formed the bulk of the articles in Yesterday and Today and the papers
presented at SASHT conferences (with a number of papers most of the time
published in Yesterday and Today). Though Historical writing in its variety
most of the time represents the perspective of a Historian, the bulk of the
content in Yesterday and Today and at SASHT conferences never blatantly/explicitly promoted a specific race or language group in South Africa. However,
the semantic approach to sustain an obsolete multi-perspective, empathetic
approach to all historical content from all writers/participants cannot be confirmed. The acceptance that all contributors first of all wanted to promote the
value of the subject/discipline as well as to exchange their experience/efforts
to improve the teaching of History in many interactive ways, should never be
questioned or evoke a perception of narrow-minded interpretations.
Openness to different interpretations and perceptions stimulated debate
and eventually cultivated a more considerate approach to the past. In fact,
SASHT members and participants from all language groups never shied away
from debates like curriculum content and alternative suggestions, Apartheid
88 This Journal was known as Yesterday and Today/Gister en Vandag up to 1998. After it revived again in 2006 it was
decided to change the name to Yesterday&Today.
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and People’s History, the value of historical consciousness; changing South
Africa’s history, and so forth. Furthermore, disappointment and frustration
of the SASHT executive is recalled in that they were not able to include members from all academically active scholars as a result of perceptions and a fear
that the South African past may be repeated or/and cultivated in the SASHT
structures.89 For the SASHT their membership enrolment reflected a balance
between historians and History educators from all race and language groups.
This has been the SASHT executive’s vision since its foundation in 1986.
A typical example of the opportunity to openness is the personal response on
the 1st SASHT conference at US in 1988 by the 1998-2006 chairperson, Mr
Jimmy Verner, in Yesterday and Today:
…The opening address …discussion on the relevance of political literacy for
schools…by a panel…composed of Prof. Trümpelmann of RAU, Prof. Stuart
of UNISA and Prof. Kotzé of Stellenbosch. These are all Afrikaner academics
and their common ground is too great for a really effective panel…My overall
reaction was of an opportunity missed – the discussion was too theoretical
and lacked the spice of divergent concepts of political literacy and its values.
If the panel had been more disparate, for example, a Xhosa, a Coloured, an
Englishman and an Afrikaner we might have come closer to the problems of
what political literacy is and how to teach it…

To Mr Verner the listening to and following of papers in the “other” official
language [Afrikaans] were just too tiresome as far as the “extra effort of concentration”90 was concerned. With this comment he probably accentuated
the difficulties many had with any other language being used as a second
or third language. Times have changed since, so that the language concern
became more the concern of the presenter than that of the audience, but it is
still not as effective as it can be because of the difficulties to accommodate all
language groups at a conference.
Another obstacle that school educators experience within the SASHT (and
even other History-related societies that were also supposed to accommodate
History educators in schools) was the overwhelmingly theoretical approach
to papers presented at SASHT conferences. Sometimes it appeared as if only
History educators from tertiary institutions and not History teachers were
willing to present papers on newly researched topics or issues of the day. Arguments such as that stage fright or a fear that longstanding scientific research
89 Compare Interview, Prof. MH Trümpelmann, 7 June 2006.
90 J Verner, “The South African Society for the Training of History Teachers. National Congress 29-30 January
1988”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 15, April 1988, p. 25.
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is the master over experience and practical hands-on efforts inhibited teacher
participation, cannot be excluded but it remains a pity.91 This trend of more
theoretical discussions than the organising of workshops and hands-on ideas
for classroom facilitating was also noticeable in the SASHT conferences that
followed. Thus, in a sense a reference to a lack of academic inclusiveness was
the order of the day.
In 1994, for the very first time since 1981, Yesterday and Today under the
editorship of Prof. Pieter Kapp, published some papers that were delivered
at a conference of the South African Historical Association. Its controversial nature, namely the future of History as school subject within the new
dispensation, most probably was the reason for this decision. The fact that
respondents (such as Dr Neville Alexander and Prof. B.J. Liebenberg) were
asked to reply to articles by, for example, Prof. Kapp, Prof. Van Jaarsveld and
Dr Broodryk,92 should be seen as an opportunity the Journal took to ensure
an open debate. On the other hand it raised eyebrows on the competency
of the SASHT at that stage to provide meaningful content as its voice for
debate in its own journal. It was only in 1996 that the academic marriage of
Yesterday and Today and the SASHT featured prominently in the journal.93 A
reference to the SASHT or/and any conferences in Yesterday and Today, was
noticeably lacking between1994-1996.
In the 1994-1996 journals of Yesterday and Today article contributions from
HET academics for, amongst others, HET History educators featured more
prominently than ever before. The journal also became much bulkier (up to
80 pages).94 In his capacity as chairperson of the History Commission’s History Olympiad Committee within the South African Academy for Science
and Arts structures, Prof. Kapp published the winners of this Olympiad on
an annual basis. Great efforts were made by the editorial team since 1995 to
publish articles of importance to a wider audience in both Afrikaans and English.95 Issues such as whether History will disappear in the new curriculum,
the importance of History content, and how the development of Learning
91 Compare J Verner, “The South African Society for the Training of History Teachers…”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 15, April 1988, p. 26.
92 See Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 27, May, 1994.
93 Compare Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 31, May, 1996.
94 Compare Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 27, May, 1994-29, May 2005.
95 Compare Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 31, May, 1996; 34, October 1997. The passion Kapp had for
his mother tongue Afrikaans is probably the reason why it was preferential doing articles in both languages
because that would benefit the History educators of Afrikaans schools as well. Some critical comments on this
approach by the US editorial team had been offered earlier.
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Outcomes since 1995-1996 must be interpreted, featured prominently.96 The
SASHT newsletters from 1998 also prominently featured certain events and
developments that concerned History (such as assessment, the SAHP, OBE
and History, and so forth). The content focus was always that of all-inclusiveness of all History educators. However, a critical reflection may leave the
perception of it being the other way around.
Within the structure of the SASHT it can perhaps also be argued that some
members of the executive and/or some members within themselves may have
cultivated a certain sense of not being “open” that sometimes came to the
surface when least expected. 97

International associations and the SASHT
Apart from the SASHT’s connection with the Bielefeld University in West
Germany from 1990, no other international connection is recalled. Prof. Jörn
Rüsen from this University in 1990 delivered the key address at the SASHT
(RAU) conference on Historical education in a multicultural society. His
plea was for identifying a common identity to establish a national identity.98
With his extraordinary input The Georg Eckhardt Institute supported South
Africa’s history financially (as part of their activities worldwide). They assisted
by helping societies like the SASHT in bridging the gap between differences.
As specialists in textbook analysis99 they certainly played an important role in
ensuring a multiple perspective. The organising of such an international association and liaison could be regarded as an effort by the SASHT executive to
operate as a society that is all-inclusive and to which the majority of educators
should belong.
96 Compare Anon., “Will History disappear?”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 32, October, 1996, pp. 2-3;
SASHT Newsletter, Minutes, General meeting, 26 September 1996, p. 4.
97 The negative attitude towards the SASHT by former chairperson Dr Simon Kekana. Others may recall their
frustration that only a group of Afrikaans-speaking academics were basically involved in curriculum development within a HSRC project during the late eighties. Rob Siebörger’s (then Chairperson in 1998) made explicit reference to the development of the SASHT by “Afrikaner academics. Compare memories, ES van Eeden
(Personal Collection), memories, MH Trümpelmann, 7 June 2006; SASHT, Letter PH Kapp/R Siebörger, 5
February 1996 (a copy of letter sent to ES van Eeden simultaneously); SASHT Newsletter, 3, August 1999, p.
3.
98 J Verner, “The 1990 biennial national conference for the South African Society for History Teaching”, Gister en
Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 20, September 1990, pp. 35-36.
99 ES van Eeden (Personal Collection), interview, MH Trümpelmann, 7 June 2006.nterview, MH Trümpelmann,
7 June 2006; MH Trümpelmann, “Memories of the SASHT since 1986”, SASHT Newsletter, October 2003,
pp. 3-4.
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The SASHT members’ involvement in curriculum and other Historyrelated changes
Despite a SASHT concern that a feeling of exclusion existed from time to
time with regard to DoE structures on curriculum change and development
since 1986, the SASHT (and some members/former members in their individual capacity) was always in some way involved in directing the way forward
for History in the GET and FET phases. The following are some examples to
recall a few achievements:
•

•

•

•

•
•

The first chairperson, Prof. Trümpelmann, was involved in the compilation of a
HSRC report on an alternative History curriculum in the late eighties.100 Some
Yesterday & Today editorial team members were also involved.
A few SASHT executive members were actively involved in the development
of Learning Outcomes for the HSS for implementing in the GET and FET
phases. Dr June Bam (former SASHT executive member was involved in the
working out of Curriculum 2005. She also later headed the South African History Project);
Prof. Rob Siebörger (former chairperson) played an important role, amongst
others, in assisting in the way forward for assessment in Grade 12 as far as the
sources approach is concerned. He was also involved in the development of
Specific Outcomes for the Human and Social Sciences.
Elize van Eeden was a member of the first group that developed Learning Outcomes for the Human and Social Sciences; she was also member of the reference group with regard to curriculum development. She also proposed the
implementation of world history in classrooms in a structured way before it
was actually made part of the History curriculum. Her recent introducing of
a new learning programme for “Practical History/Vocational History” in the
FET phase, Grade 10-12, certainly has the ingredients to lead to the changing/
adaptation of History curriculum themes in future to benefit History’s vocational value.101
Mr Jimmy Verner (and others like Ms Gill Sutton) are involved in the writing
of History textbooks;
Prof. Kapp’s outstanding role in the 1981-1997 Yesterday & Today initiative and
his memorable academic involvement for 17 years in promoting quality History teaching.102

100 J Verner, “The 1990 biennial national conference for the South African Society for History Teaching”, Gister en
Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 20, September 1990, pp. 35-36.
101 See ES van Eeden, “A 21st century perspective, value and way forward of History – a motivational discourse”,
SASHT/NWU/DoE History Workshop, 22-23 June 2006.
102 The author’s memories – ESvE.
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Sense of community, identity and memory
From the discussions in Yesterday and Today and at SASHT conferences it
can be concluded that the Society always proved to be informed on the newest
trends and prepared to debate issues that created concern. The History curriculum (old, new, interim and newly developed) always gave rise to debate.103
Similarly, historical consciousness, the influence of ideologies and the value of
political literacy were always critically assessed and/or debated.104 In 1992, for
example, Yesterday and Today (as SASHT mouthpiece) raised its concern and
doubts about the new curriculum suggestions that the DoE intended to phase
in as Social Studies. The defending of History as independent, autonomous
and essential subject in any school curriculum can be traced in the Journal
since then.105
From a community perspective, it is always difficult to obtain a representative view on the thinking about History, although Yesterday and Today published letters from readers and FET learners on a regular basis. These letters
were mostly along the lines of “I love History/I don’t love History” followed
by some form of explanation. In essence negative feedback106 also forced
educators to rethink and market their profession in History. Creativity and
103 Compare PH Kapp, “Probleme uit die sillabus”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 1(1), April 1981, pp. 3-4;
P de Klerk, “Probleme uit die sillabus”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 2, September 1981, pp. 13-15; O
van den Berg, “More of the same? A critique of the new school history syllabuses”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday
and Today, 8, September 1984, pp. 14-16; H Giliomee, “The case for a pluralist South African school history”,
Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 13, April 1987, pp. 2-8; RE van der Ross, “Die rol van Geskiedenis as
skoolvak in ‘n multikulturele samelewing”, SAVGO konferensie, 29-30 January 1988; I Montlana, “A revisionist history curriculum”, SASHT Conference, 29-30 January 1988; RE van der Ross, “The pen and the sword:
seeking a new focus on history and the changing of history in South Africa”, Gister en Vandag/ Yesterday and
Today, 15, April 1988, pp. 2-5; FA van Jaarsveld, “Skoolgeskiedenis in die nuwe Suid-Afrika”, 20, September
1990, pp. 1-2; RE Chernis, “The past in service of the present: A study of South Africa school history syllabuses
and textbooks, 1839-1990”, Gister en Vandag/ Yesterday and Today, 21, April 1991, pp. 12-23; PH Kapp, “Implikasies vir Suid-Afrika van die nasionale debat”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 23, May, 1992, pp. 3-6.
104 Compare JF Stuart, “Die invloed van bepaalde ideologieë op doelstellings in Geskiedenisonderrig”, Gister en
Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 4, September 1982, pp. 29-32; MH Trümpelmann, “Geskiedenis en politieke
geletterdheid”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 11, April 1986, pp. 9-11; PH Kapp, “Politieke geletterdheid: Vriend of vyand?”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12, September 1986, pp. 2-4; FA van Jaarsveld,
“Historiese bewussyn en die Geskiedenisdidaktiek”, 19, April 1990, pp. 3-4; M Phillips & MH Trümpelmann,
“History, political literacy and indoctrination”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 20, September 1990, pp.
7-11; C Pretorius, “‘Nuwe Geskiedenis’ mag ook nie propagandisties wees”, Die Burger, 23 January 1996; BC
Mohamed, ‘Alternative History as a response to Multiculturalism in History teaching”, Gister en Vandag/ Yesterday and Today, 21, April 1991, pp. 24-27.
105 Anon., “Die voorgestelde kurrikulum model”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 23, May, 1992, pp. 18-19;
MH Trümpelmann, Sosiale Wetenskap: Geleentheid of verleentheid”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 26,
October, 1993, pp. 3-9; PH Kapp, “The independence of History”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 26,
October, 1993, pp. 1-2.
106 See “Briewe”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 1(1), April 1981, p. 25; “Leerlingbydraes”, Gister en Vandag/
Yesterday and Today, 14, September 1987, pp. 29-33; 15, April 1988, pp. 26-28.
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renewal were expected,107 and communication on the value of History was
often exchanged during conferences and in Yesterday and Today.108
Not enough appeared on the improvement of History teaching at tertiary level in Yesterday and Today up to the termination109 of publications in
1997.110 At SASHT conferences a number of papers were presented that also
focussed on HET educational improvement. In hindsight, however, much
more could have been done in this phase because tertiary academics are not
necessarily effective in a classroom situation even though they may be masters
of knowledge.

Conclusion
One of the aims of this paper was to provide a critical retrospective glance
on the very short history of the SASHT in order to come to understand its
“inner machinery” in a turbulent environment.111 This environment was,
among other things, the result of differences in terms of syllabus content,
intolerant and critical perspectives and perceptions among leading historians
and practitioners of History didactics, History educators on all levels of education and the Department of Education. Hostility was also perceived from
communities and learners who were compelled to take History up to Grade
9, and syllabi that apparently hardly faced up to the challenges of a broader
South Africa or the values History has proclaimed for itself through its prac107 Compare PH Kapp, “Geskiedenis in die branding”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 9, April 1985, pp.
35-37
108 Compare PH Kapp, “Die waarde van Geskiedenis as skoolvak”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 7, April
1984, pp. 2-7;
109 The journal could not survive on inidividual membership enrollment by 1997. The reality that the Journal was
not accredited to be able to apply for page fees from contributors, has made it difficult to survive. See PH Kapp,
(Memories, Personal Collection), 8 August 2007.
110 Compare P de Klerk, “Enkele gedagtes oor evaluering in voorgraadse universiteitsopleiding”, Gister en Vandag/
Yesterday and Today, 7, April 1984, pp. 19-21; MH Trümpelmann, “Opleiding as weg tot vernuwing van Geskiedenisonderrig: Moontlikhede en beperkinge”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 10, September 1985,
pp. 5-9; RB Mulholland, “Innovation in History teaching through training – possibilities and limitations”,
Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 10, September 1985, pp. 10-13; NS Kekana, “University education and
historical study for blacks”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 12, September 1986, pp. 22-23; CP Jooste,
“Perspektiewe in afstandsonderrig van Geskiedenis aan die kampus Verdere Opleiding Universiteit Vista”,
SAVGO konferensie, 29-30 January 1988; PH Kapp, “Verbreding van die opleiding vir die Meestersgraad”,
Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 23, Mei, 1992, pp. 33-37; PH Kapp, “The use of the seminar method at
a post-graduate level”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today, 29, May, 1995, pp. 68-71; L Sutherland, “Using a
language across the curriculum approach in first-year history studies”, ”, Gister en Vandag/Yesterday and Today,
29, May, 1995, pp. 64-67.
111 Compare JWN Tempelhoff, “Dié vak word Geskiedenis”, Beeld, 24 September 2003, p. 9; M Broodryk, “Die
onderrig van Geskiedenis kwel kenners. Regering wil nie beheer prysgee”, Beeld, 11 January 1996, p. 8.
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titioners. All these stumbling-blocks did not serve any purpose in uniting the
History specialists.
As far as the SASHT is concerned, the period from 1995 to 2004 will always
remind practitioners of History of a time in which they, for several complicated reasons, preferred to retreat from their wider responsibility to contribute to the historical debate at all times when it was required of them. Sound
decision making to benefit History, as well as pro-active thinking on how
the subject’s/discipline’s future could progress, was simply kept locked up by
individuals/institutions for their own use.112
History teaching, for many years before 1986 (when the SASHT was officially founded) was served by provincial associations and conferences/symposiums organised from time to time by the DoE and tertiary institutions. This
form of activity is currently still the order of the day. Despite these events
that teachers of History attended, the need for an own association was felt.
From 1956 the newly founded South African Historical Association (SAHA),
started its activities with enthusiasm and overwhelming support from History
educators. Its mouthpiece, Historia, eventually also developed a separate publication for History teachers, namely Historia Junior. This separate initiative
did not last because a key initiator of the HASA, Van Tonder, retired from
the DoE. Teacher support and finances declined. Eventually the HASA was
transformed successfully into an Association preferring to be more tertiaryfocussed than schools-directed. The 2006 HASA conference serves as undisputable evidence of this transformation.
The need to be more teacher-oriented than the HASA wanted to be, or could
be, therefore resulted in another teachers’ initiative, namely the foundation of
the South African Society for History Teachers (SASHT) in 1986. Its Lustrum commemoration marked success beyond expectations. Yesterday and
Today was officially announced as mouthpiece of the SASHT in 1990. Perhaps 1992 can be regarded as the pinnacle of success of the SASHT when its
conference, held at the Vista University, was attended by a substantial number
of academics and teachers in History. Up to then, 2500 copies of Yesterday
and Today had been published for distribution. It had a membership of 140.

112 It is emphasised that in this article a direction could have been followed in which a introspective look into the
historiographical and methodological foundations of the Association and the Journal is the focus. However,
a lack of more documents and oral evidence to gain a complete understanding that is appreciated by all, will
probably never be possible.
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The printing of Yesterday and Today was made possible by the members’ enrolment fees as well as by two sponsors (the publishers Haum-De Jager).
Apparently some traces of a careless SASHT management and a declining
school membership (because the DoE expected schools to pay for any membership themselves), as well as the closing down of many educational colleges,
resulted in the SASHT’s backwards slide which ended in 1994. The backwards slide, as seen from the discussion earlier, may also have been because
of the inability of the SASHT, tertiary academics and teachers to address perceptions/ideas of exclusivity and differences amongst themselves. Prof. Pieter
Kapp, the initiator of Yesterday and Today that saw the light in 1981, desperately tried to keep it alive from the University of Stellenbosch where he was
appointed in the early nineties.113
As was the scenario many years ago where a co-operation between GET,
FET and HET educators of History was an unfulfilled dream in the eventual outcome of the South African Historical Association, the SASHT should
constantly aspire to strengthen professional unity. Thus far the SASHT’s past
in this regard rather reflects the problems than the solutions. It is equally important that the SASHT should address new needs from the OBE curriculum
2005, and even assist in accommodating them in the History classrooms in
future. This will especially be required in the new DoE policy developments
with their approach of a rigorous interrogation of historical sources as the
primary learning outcome in the new curriculum. Likewise the 2000 Norms
and Standards for Educators policy document calls for educators to be (among
other things) specialists in their disciplines, life-long scholars and researchers
and designers of learning programmes and materials. Surely these new policy
developments are creating a huge need for history teachers to adapt, and the
SASHT must and should assist with this challenge in future.
Although not all histories can claim to have happy endings, it can at least be
reported that the SASHT, since 2005, has experienced an improvement in the
value of its existence and the role it could and should play in South Africa. It
is believed that the Society is progressing towards gaining some standing in
the educational environment. The hope of the SASHT Executive by 2006
was that FET, GET and HET educators will take hands in future to ensure
quality and progress as far as the methodology of teaching History, the multi-

113 Compare SASHT, Letter PH Kapp/R Siebörger, 5 February 1996 (a copy of letter also sent to ES van Eeden).
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perspective care with regard to the content subject/discipline History, and its
vocational abilities are concerned.

APPENDIX A
The following tables outline impressions of the SASHT on its conference
and executive history as well as its membership enrolment since 1986:
SASHT conference venues, 1986-2007:
* July 1986: UNISA Conference (SASHT foundation)
* 29-30 Jan 1988: University of Stellenbosch (the 1st conference under SASHT auspices entitled
“History education – the road ahead”).
* 12-13 Jul. 1990: Rand Afrikaans University (the 2nd SASHT conference. The theme was: “History teaching in a multicultural society”. During this event the 10 years of Yesterday and
Today as an initiative that started at the RAU, was also commemorated).
* 28-29 Sept. 1992: Vista University (the 3rd SASHT conference held at Vista, Mamelodi. The
conference theme was “History teaching: theory and practice”. This year also marked the
10th year of Vista’s existence).
* 30 Sept. – 1 Oct. 1994: The 4th conference (in publications it is indicated as the 5th) SASHT
conference was at the BOK, Wellington. The conference theme was “The model History
teacher”.
12-13 Jan. 1996 –: The 5th SASHT conference held at the Potchefstroom University. The Conference theme focused on History syllabi.
* 24-25 Sept. 1998: The 6th Conference held at the South African Cultural Historical Museum,
Cape Town. The conference theme was “History, heritage and Curriculum 2005”.
* 19 Oct. 2001: The 7th conference held at St Stithians, Jhb., entitled “History teaching in South
Africa in the 21st century”.
* Sept 2003: The 8th conference at the RAU, titled “History and assessment/exams in the new
FET in Grade 12”.
* 23-24 Sept. 2005:The 9th conference held at St. Marist, Durban, titled “The status of History
after ten years of democracy”.
* 21-22 Sept. 2006: The 10th conference held at the NWU, Potchefstroom Campus, entitled “The
‘how to’ of History and the Social Sciences teaching and training in the 21st century South
Africa”.
* 21-22 Sept. 2007: The 11th conference to be held at the Edgewood Campus, University of KwaZulu-Natal, entitled “Interrogating the History curriculum after ten years of OBE”.
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SASHT membership enrolment
An estimate:
Before 1990: 100
1990: 140 (peak enrolment)
1994: 47 (this is the number that attended the conference, but the general
enrolment was probably was to 80).
1996: 50 (of whom 31 were English and 19 Afrikaans – 36 were white and
14 coloured, Indian or black - SASHT membership fee was R5 per annum.
They had to subscribe separately to Yesterday and Today).
1998: 119 (this number is an estimate in deputy chairperson Broodryk’s
annual report – the inactive members were probably added. SASHT
membership fee was R15 per annum. They had to subscribe separately to
Yesterday and Today).
2000: 100 (the SASHT enrolment/membership was always influenced
by the conference venue. SASHT membership was R50 per annum. This
change was made possible because the SASHT had to send out Newsletters
after the publication of Yesterday and Today came to a standstill in 1997).
2002: 66
2004: 56
2006: 70-100
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APPENDIX B
SASHT chairpersons, 1986-2007
Year

Chair

Vice Chair

Secretary

Treasurer

Additional
Members

General
Comments

1986
-1990

Prof. Martin
H. Trümpelmann
(RAU)

Mr J.M.L.
Horn (GOK)

Prof. J.F.
Stuart (Unisa)

Mr S. Kekana
(University of
Vista)/in 1989
succeeded by
Prof. J. Olivier
(Unisa)

Dr Arend E.
Carl (University of Stellenbosch)/in 1989
succeeded by
Mr S Kekana
(University of
Vista) and Prof.
R. Tunmer
(Rhodes)

A 12-13
July 1982
symposiom at
the RAU was
part of the
motivation for
the founding
of the SASHT
at a teachers’
conference
in 1986. The
1st official
SASHT conference was in
1988 at US

1990
-1992

Dr Simon
Kekana
(University
of Vista)

Dr M.
Broodryk
(UPE)

Mrs C.P.
Jooste (Vista)

Prof. J. Olivier
(Unisa)

Dr F.J. Pretorius (Unisa);
Dr J. Joubert
(Bolandse
Onderwyskollege - BOK)

The 2nd
SASHT
conference in
1990 at the
RAU. The 3rd
Conference
was in 1992
at Vista,
Mamelodi

19921994

Dr Simom
Kekana
(University
of Vista)

Dr M.
Broodryk
(UPE)

Prof. J. Olivier
(Unisa)

Dr F.J. Pretorius (Unisa);
Dr J. Joubert
(Bolandse
Onderwyskollege - BOK);
Prof. P. Kapp
(Ed. Yesterday
& Today)

The 4th (in
publications
it is indicated
as the 5th)
SASHT conference was
at the BOK,
Wellington

1994
-1996

Dr M.
Broodryk
(UPE)

Mr R. Siebörger (UCT)

Me E. van
Rooyen (US)

Prof. P.H.
Kapp (US);
Ms C. Dryer
(Edgewood
College); Mr
B. Mohammed
(Hoërskool
Groenvlei)

The 5th conference was in
1996 at the
PU vir CHO

-

Dr E.S van
Eeden (PU vir
CHO)
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Drie Suid-Afrikaanse provinsies kry ‘n Afrika aanskyn

Drie Suid-Afrikaanse provinsies kry ‘n Afrika aanskyn: Die
motiewe vir en proses van naamsverandering van Gauteng,
Limpopo, en Mpumalanga (‘n koerantstudie)
Johan C Moll*
Navorsingsgenoot, Potchefstroom Kampus,
Departement Geskiedenis,
Noordwes-Universiteit
				
Abstract
After coming to power, changing place names was one strategy that the ANC
could use in order to break with the cultural dominance of the whites and to
regain self-respect. Name changing started at the top through changing the
names of those provinces that strongly reminded of the colonial past. Apart
from restoring self-respect, the most important motive for name changes was
the need to illustrate that the new incumbents could use their recently acquired
power to demonstrate the legitimacy of their rule over a specific geographical
area. These motives are analysed, as well as the processes which were set in
motion to change the names of three provinces, including public debates and
meetings, the use of modern communication techniques , etc. These processes
were revealing of the new collective values of a truly democratised society,
and demonstrated that the new regime was legitimate and in possession of the
necessary instruments of power needed for transformation.

Inleiding
Pleknaamsverandering in Suid-Afrika is tans ‘n vuurwarm onderwerp maar
ook wêreldwyd kom dit van tyd tot tyd steeds in die kollig. Teen die einde
van 2006 kon die internasionale Time1 tydskrif byvoorbeeld berig van die
“high-tech boomtown Bangalore” in Indië wat van die wêreldkaart verdwyn
het, nie as gevolg van ‘n natuurramp of ‘n kernbom-aanval nie, maar vanweë
die drang om van die oorblyfsels van Britse kolonisasie ontslae te raak en die
nuwe naam Bengaloorn te aanvaar. Sulke veranderinge om plaaslike identiteit
te bevestig word as lank “agterstallig” beskryf. Tevore reeds het ander groot
*
1

Prof. Moll was voorheen verbonde aan die Departement Geskiedenis van die Vrystaatse Universiteit.
“What’s in a name?”,Time, 13 November 2006, p. 16.
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Indiese stede ook hulle name verander soos Bombaai wat Mumbaai en Madras wat Chennai geword het. Time kon ook verwys na verskillende dele van
die wêreld waar dieselfde proses aan die gang is. Na Sadam Hussein se val het
baie plaaslike leiers probeer om sy nalatenskap in Irak uit te wis. So het die
uitgestrekte, arm woonbuurt Bagdad by Saddam Stad verander in Sadr Stad
om die vader van die Shiietiese leier Muqtada al-Sadr te vereer, wat tydens
Saddam se bewind om die lewe gebring is. In talle lande het naamverandering
met bewindsveranderinge en die afwerp van kolonisasie te doen. Die motiewe
vir pleknaamverandering is egter gevarieerd en kan soms suiwer materialistiese
motiewe hê, soos in Amerika waar in November 2005 die dorpie Clark in Texas
(inwonertal 394) herdoop is tot DISH nadat dié satelliet netwek ingestem het
om vir tien jaar vry diens aan die inwoners te voorsien.
Wanneer geografiese name toegeken word, is dit veral ‘n bewys dat naamgewers in ‘n magsposisie is en beheer uitoefen oor ‘n bepaalde geografiese
entiteit. Inderdaad:
Symbols can facilitate an acceptance of the new regime and what it stands
for. Symbols can legitimate action and belief and, by helping to define many
of the collective values that underpin the community, help to identify the
bounds of the society and the principles by which it is governed. Overwhelmingly, political symbolism legitimates the regime’s power structure.2

Die koloniale samelewing van die Britse Ryk was ‘n toonbeeld van ‘n kulturele groep wat sy eie ideale en simboliek oorgeplant het op die openbare en
privaat ruimtes wat hulle in Indië, Australië en natuurlik Suid-Afrika beset
het. “For British colonists, public space could also be used to segregate them
from the natives and immigrants to reflect and signify their power”.3 Een van
die sleutelaspekte om oorheersing en mag te manifesteer, is deur die manipulering van simbole:
As signifiers of place, place-names can evoke powerful emotions within individuals and groups and they thus conform to the most classic definitions of
symbolism.4

Die betekenis, verwysings en konnotasies wat aan name geheg word, kan
tot driftige gevoelens en opruiende patriotisme aanleiding gee. Geografiese
2
3
4

G Gill,”The Renovation of Moscow place names”, The Russian, R64, 2000, pp. 480-303.
L Hee & GL Ooi, “The politics of public space planning in Singapore”, Planning Perspectives, 18, 2003, pp.
79-103.
LD Berg & RA Kearns, “Naming as norming: ‘race’, gender, and the identity politics of naming places in
Aotearoa/New Zealand”, Environment and Planning, D 14(1), February, 1996, pp. 103-104.
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name in alle beskawings dwarsoor die wêreld word voortdurend benoem en
herbenoem.
Met die afwerping van koloniale gesag en die vrywording van die inheemse
meerderheidsbevolking vanaf die vyftigerjare van die vorige eeu, sou die landskap in gekolonialiseerde lande en gebiede weer ont-Europaniseer word. Na
bewindsoorname was die African National Congress (ANC) ten volle bewus
van die belangrikheid om Suid-Afrika te de-koloniseer en van die besondere
waarde van simbole in die bevestiging en weerspieëling van ‘n nuwe orde.
Wat veral van groot belang geag is, was die herwinning van selfrespek na die
negering van volle swart menswaardigheid tydens die apartheidsera. As belangrike oogmerk is gestel:
We would restore our pride and dignity and then we would forever remove
all vestiges and reminders of apartheid, and with the full participation of all
our people, change these names and symbols to ones that would instill national pride and acceptance.5

Gevolglik was die ANC gretig om die oorwonne apartheidsregime se simboliese kultuur te vervang met sy eie en dit in ooreenstemming te bring met
die waardes en politieke oogmerke van die nuwe bewind. Omdat name nie
abstrakte wetenskaplike objekte ver verwyderd van politiek en ideologie is nie
en “literally filled with ideologies”6 is, het name ook te doen met politieke
identiteit. Name reflekteer en manifesteer ‘n spesifieke politieke identitiet
en in die geval van Suid-Afrika sou die ANC sy politieke stempel ook deur
naamgewing op die samelewing afdruk.7
Tot 1994 was Suid-Afrika administratief ingedeel in vier provinsies (Kaap,
Natal, Transvaal en die Oranje-Vrystaat); ses “selfregerende”tuislande
(Gazankulu, KaNgwane, KwaNdebele, KwaZulu, Lebowa en QwaQwa);
en vier “onafhanklike” tuislande of “soewereine onafhanklike state” (Transkei,
Bophuthatswana, Venda en Ciskei).8 Ongeveer 44% van die land se totale bevolking was in die tien tuislande woonagtig en het sodoende die ekonomiese en
politieke probleme van die land vererger. Ten einde hierdie probleme die hoof
te bied het die ANC-onderhandelaars die land se interne grenslyne herskik,
5
6
7
8

S Mowzer, “Apartheid came to taunt us in the naming of streets”, The Star, 17 November 1998, p. 10.
Lefebvre soos aangehaal in L Hee & GL Ooi, “The politics of public space planning in Singapore”, Planning
Perspectives, 18, 2003, p. 96.
M Azaryahum, “Street names and political identity. The case of East Berlin”, Journal of Contemporary History,
21(4), October 1986, p. 581.
Provincial and local Government 2, September 2006, (Available at http://reference.allrefer.com.country-guidestudy/south- africa.south-africa105.html, as accessed on 20 Feb.2007), pp. 1-6.
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die tuisland-grense ongedaan gemaak en deur die Interim Grondwet van 1993
nege provinsies daargestel: Oos-Kaap, Oos-Transvaal, Natal, Noord-Kaap,
Noord-Transvaal, Noordwes, Oranje-Vrystaat, Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging en Wes-Kaap.
Die afbakeningsproses het in Mei 1993 begin toe die Veelparty Onderhandelingsraad ‘n Kommissie vir die Afbakening van State/Provinsies/Streke
aangestel het om ‘n openbare aanhoring te fasiliteer en aanbevelings aan die
raad voor te lê. Na die ontvangs van meer as 300 verslae en die aanhoor
van tagtig mondelinge getuienisse, het die Kommissie die daarstel van nege
provinsies aanbeveel wat geïnkorporeer is in die tussentydse grondwet. Die
tuislande is amptelik op 27 April 1994 ontbind. Na die land se eerste demokratiese verkiesings in 1994 is krities gekyk na name met ‘n kolonialistiese en
apartheidskonnotasie en dit was duidelik dat sommige van die provinsies se
name inderdaad sou moes verander. Die woord “Transvaal” byvoorbeeld was
‘n oorblyfsel van die Boere republikeinse jare en die woord “Oranje” het ‘n
verbintenis gehad met die Nederlandse koningshuis.
Na bewindsaanvaarding het die ANC duidelike blyke gegee dat pleknaamsverandering in Suid-Afrika ‘n noodsaaklike proses sou wees om aan hulle ondersteuners
bewys te lewer dat ware demokrasie geseëvier het en dat die demokratiese meerderheid se helde en die bakens in hulle vryheidstryd in naamtoekenning gestalte
sal kry. Die provinsies as grootste politieke eenhede sou logieserwys eerste aan
die beurt kom, maar geen dramatiese haas is getoon om name te verander nie en
teen Maart 1995 het slegs twee van die land se nege provinsies besliste stappe
geneem om hulle name te verander. Die Pretoria-Witwatersand-Vereeniging
(PWV) het Gauteng geword en die Oranje-Vrystaat het met sy Nederlandse
verlede gebreek deur van die naam ‘Oranje’ ontslae te raak. Daar is bespiegel
dat KwaZulu later dieselfde jaar ‘n naamsverandering sou ondergaan en die
Koninkryk van KwaZulu sou word. Wes-Kaap het aanvanklik slegs die kosmetiese stap geneem om sy naam in die drie amptelike tale van die provinsie
te vertaal, naamlik Engels, Afrikaans en Xhosa. Noord-Kaap het sy naam bly
behou en in Noord-Wes is die bestaande naam bevestig deurdat die Wetgewer
‘n wet aanvaar het waardeur motor-registrasies op NW sou eindig. Beide OosTransvaal en Noord-Transvaal is in naamsverandering gekortwiek deur die
etniese diversiteit van bevolkings. Oos-Kaap het besluit dat die belangrikste
prioriteit was om eers die provinsie behoorlik te laat funksioneer.9
9

M Makhanya, “Provinces are in no hurry to change their names”, The Star, 13 March 1995, p. 6.
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Gauteng vervang Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging (PWV)
Die nuwe provinsie wat Gauteng sou word, is gevorm uit deel van die ou
Transvaal-provinsie en het vroëer bekend gestaan as Pretoria-WitwatersrandVereeniging of die PWV-gebied. Dit is die kleinste provinsie in Suid-Afrika,
geleë in die kern van die Hoëveld met die tweede grootste inwonertal, naamlik 7.3 miljoen waarvan 70% swart, 23.2% wit, 3.8% kleurling en 2.2% Indiër was.10
Een van die eerste prioriteite van die nuut omlynde provinsie was om ‘n
nuwe naam te vind. Dit was geensins ‘n eenvoudige saak nie en die provinsiale
regeringskomitee wat aangestel is om die saak te ondersoek, het nie net talle
vergaderings gehou nie, maar openbare argumente is ook in die pers gevoer en
twee agentskappe se hulp is ingeroep om ‘n gepaste naam te vind.11 Verskeie
moontlike name vir die nuwe provinsie het onmiddellik opgeduik: ‘Golden
Highlands’, ‘Egoli’ (die Zulu naam vir Johannesburg) en ‘Gauteng’ (die Sotho
woord vir ‘plek van goud’). Die regeringskomitee is gelei deur die enigste
PAC wetgewer-lid, !Khoisan X. Een van die nuusblaaie het die skeptisisme
uit wit geledere wat tydens die uitgerekte proses uitgespreek is, verwoord deur
sarkasties voor te stel dat die naam ‘Province X’ moet word. Hoe langer daar
gesloer is, hoe meer name het begin opduik en dit het ingesluit:
the bizarre, the appropriate, the sentimental and the just boring. Vaal, Savannah, Rand Highveld, Mandelaland, Nelsonia, Central Province, the Reef,
Valauria, Gold Reef, Central Rand were among the 49 different names suggested.

Die agentskappe kon met niks beters vorendag kom as die steriele ‘PWV’
akroniem nie met die idee dat dit ook sou kon staan vir “Prosperity, Wisdom,
Vision” of “Peace, Wealth, Vision”. Gaandeweg het dit egter duidelik geword
dat ‘Egoli’ en ‘Gauteng’ die gunsteling alternatiewe vir die bestaande naam
was. Die Vryheidsfront en die Nasionale Party het hierdie voorstelle heftig
maar futiel teengestaan. In hierdie fase van die ontplooiing van die nuwe
provinsie, is inheemse regalia ook goedgekeur naamlik ‘n hout knopkierie en
uitgekerf daarop ‘n Sotho hut, ‘n mieliestronk en kralewerk om alles mee af
te rond.12

10 Directorate: Information Services, Democratic profile of South Africa, Census in brief, 1999, Statistics South
Africa (1996 data).
11 “Naming Gauteng was not that easy”, The Star, 31 March 1999, p. 15.
12 M Azaryahum, “Street names …”, Journal of Contemporary History, 21(4), October 1986, p. 581.
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Op 9 Desember 1994 kon die ANC-lede hulle simboliese oorwinning om
die PWV naam na Gauteng te verander met uitroepe van ‘Amandla’ begroet
en vreugdevol al singende uit die Johannesburg stadsaal stap. So heftig egter
was die debat vooraf, dat The Star met verbasing berig het:
We are a bit stunned that more fur flew in the PWV Legislature during the
name debate than at any other stage in the first few months of the new South
Africanism.13

Volgens die uiteensetting wat I Jacobs van die ANC tydens die debat gegee
het, is Gauteng gebaseer op verskeie Germaanse woorde vir ‘goud’, onder
andere die Afrikaanse word ‘goud’ en het die woord ‘n nuwe era van kulturele
akkommodasie versinnebeeld. Hy kon daarop wys dat die nuwe naam ‘n brug
vorm tussen die pre- en die post-apartheid era en juis daarom behoort wit
en swart dit met trots te omhels. Raadslid Andrew Feinstein van die ANC se
passievolle en opruiende pleidooi ten gunste van ‘Gauteng’ het vurige ondersteuning van ANC-lede ontlok: Sy slim en oortuigende argumentasie was:
Gauteng het enorme simboliese betekenis vir die provinsie. Dit is deur die
eerste Sotho’s, Xhosas en van die Zoeloes gebruik wat in die myne kom werk
het.

Feinstein kon daarop wys dat goud nie net verwys na die metaal waarop die
land se ekonomie gebou is en wat rykdom en mag versinnebeeld nie, maar
ook heenwys op menslike prestasies (goue medaljes) en die natuurprag (die
goue son). Goud is tog die kleur wat in baie magsimbole soos krone en ampstawe gebruik word. Voorts het Feinstein daarop gewys dat Gauteng ook op
‘n diep menslike kant dui:
Die mense wat na rykdom in die myne kom soek het, het meestal lyding,
swaarkry en baie min rykdom gevind. Op die rug van hierdie swaarkry is die
provinsie gebou.14

Dit is veral gesamentlike hoop en aspirasies wat mense bind en ‘n plek van
goud is iets wat wink en waar almal wil woon. Afrika weerklink in die klank
van die woord ‘Gauteng’ en die band met Afrika was volgens Feinstein histories, polities, kultureel en ekonomies van groot belang.
Dié weldeurdagte en emosionele pleidooi van Feinstein het die hoop verwoord dat die nuwe naam net soos die nuwe landsvlag, groepsidentiteit in
die provinsie sou transendeer en dit ‘n breuk met die verlede aandui:
13 Hoofartikel “Welcome to Gauteng” The Star, 12 December 1994, p. 12.
14 W Pretorius, Gauteng is baie meer as net ‘n naam, Beeld 13 November1994, p. 13.
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Deur Gauteng te aanvaar, kondig ons die begin van ‘n nuwe era aan. ‘n Era
waarin ons nuwe doelwittte nastreef as ‘n inherente deel van ons vasteland. ‘n
Era waarin ons die aspirasies van die verlede met die hoop en beloftes van die
toekoms versoen. As ‘n blanke Suid-Afrikaanse Jood uit die private sektor, sê
ek met enorme trots: Viva Gauteng! Viva! Ek pleit by almal om met trots dit
saam met my te sê. Mayibuye! iAfrika.

Met hierdie woorde het die galery in toejuiging ontplof, die ANC-lede het
hande gevat en juigend uit die Wetgewer gestap.15
Die Nasionale Party (NP) en die Vryheidsfront (VF) het dit nog nodig
gevind om kleinlike politiekery te bedryf en ‘n gulde kans deur die vingers
laat glip om ruimheid van gees en steun vir die nuwe demokrasie te toon en
groter vertroue tussen wit en swart te bevorder. Toegegee, vir baie blankes
was die oorgang van oorheerser na oorheersde ‘n traumatiese situasie om te
aanvaar en hulle het in hierdie vroeë stadium nog politieke teenstand teen
pleknaamsverandering van hulle partye en politieke verteenwoordigers verwag. Voor die finale aanvaarding van die naam was daar groot toutrekkery
onder die minderheidspartye en die NP se hoofsweep, Derek Christophers,
het selfs die Inkatha Vryheidsparty (IVP) leier, Mangosotho Buthelesi gevra
om in te gryp sodat sy party nie die ANC steun nie. In werklikheid was daar
’n vierdelige breuk met die blankes weer grootliks verdeeld: die ANC, Pan
African Congress (PAC), IVP en die African Christian Democratic Party
(ACDP) het vir Gauteng gestem, die NP vir die dubbel vorm ‘Gauteng/
Transvaal’, die Vryheidsfront vir ‘Transvaal’ en die Democratic Party (DP)
vir ‘eGoli’.16 Toe stemme moes verdeel, het die NP die ANC gesteun, terwyl
die DP uit die saal gestap het. Na die nuwe naamsaanvaarding het Tokyo
Sekwale, Gauteng premier onder luide toejuiging daarop gewys dat die nuwe
naam versoenend is omdat dit uit Afrikaans en Zoeloe kom: ‘Gaut’ is die
Afrikaanse verbuiging vir die woord en die Afrika ‘eng’ is bygevoeg om die
plek aan te dui. Sy uiters versoenende slotopmerkings was:
Niemand is verslaan met die besluit nie. Ons het hiermee bevestig dat ons
van Afrika en Europa is. Ons het Afrikaans se belangrike rol herbevestig.
Kom ons maak dit ons almal se Gauteng.17

In ‘n hoofartikel het The Star onbedekte geirriteerdheid uitgespreek oor die DP
se kleinlike weerstand:
15 W Pretorius, “Gauteng...”, Beeld, 13 November1994, p. 13.
16 Hoofartikel, “Gauteng”, The Citizen, 10 December 1994,”p. 6.
17 W Pretorius, “Amandla! en singende ANC’s vier Gauteng vir PWV”, Beeld, 9 Desember 1994. p. 13.
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We feel sure the people of this province will recognise, as some of their leaders did not, that it is right to adopt an indigenous name, that it shows a will to
pack away the cultural arrogance of the past, even if we cannot all learn each
other’s languages and customs.18

Selfs hierdie logiese argument kon ‘n ander koerant, die Citizen nie oortuig nie,
wat volgehou het dat naamsverande-ring juis die teenoorgestelde effek het. Gauteng was vir sommige blankes ‘n vreemde en sinnelose woord, en konserwatiefgerigte die Afrikaner in die besonder sal die verandering sien as verdere bewys dat
die ANC vasberade is om alle kulturele en historiese verbintenisse met die verlede
te verbreek.19
Daar was tog onder baie blankes die besef dat die nuwe naam onder die
meerderheid van die gebied se bewoners gewild was en lankal reeds wyd in
omloop is. Die aanname van Pretorius was dat dit eintlik net blankes is wat
nie weet nie van die wêreldbekende Miriam Makeba se liedjie, Gauteng where
our fathers died en ook nie besef hoe wyd die naam gebruik word nie. Tereg
is verwys na die ware situasie dat daar in Suid-Afrika ‘n onverskilligheid jeens
Afrika-name en simbole heers soos in die OAE se taalplan vir Afrika na verwys word en na maniere om dit reg te stel. Die OAE se aanbeveling was dat
weens die negatiewe houding van die algemene publiek jeens die inheemse
Afrika-tale op die vasteland, is dit noodsaaklik vir elke lidstaat om ‘n nasionale
veldtog van stapel te laat loop om die inheemse bevolking op te voed oor die
inherente en potensiële bruikbaarheid van Afrika-tale.20
Helaas het die teenkanting teen die naam in blanke kringe voortgeduur en
oor die nuwe naam het The Citizen laat hoor dat President Mandela versoening predik en dit beteken dat die ANC gevoelig moet wees vir die gevoelens
van die Afrikaner en ander wat waarde heg aan die land se geskiedenis en erfenis.21 Ten spyte van die wanhopige en nuttelose protes het die stem van die
meerderheid jubelend geseëvier en die nuwe naam – Gauteng - het onmiddellik entoesiastiese aanhang gevind en is lustig aanvaar.
Tog, u verskeie “blanke” bronne kon berig word dat die reaksie op die PWV
naamsverandering oorwegend goed was. Een van die nasionale vermaaklikheidsikone, Pieter-Dirk Uys was inskiklik oor die naam al het hy met sy kenmerkende humor laat hoor:
18
19
20
21

Hoofartikel, “Welcome to Gauteng”, The Star, 12 December 1994, p. 12.
Hoofartikel,”Gauteng”, The Citizen, 10 December 1994, p. 6.
W Pretorius, “Gauteng….”, Beeld, 13 Desember1994: 13..
Hoofartikel, “Gauteng”, The Citizen, 10 December 1994, p. 6.
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Dit kon erger gewees het. Almal gaan nou wel klink of hulle keel skoonmaak,
maar dit is baie beter as as PWV. Dié naam het my laat herinner aan PW
Botha in ‘n onderbroek.

Vir Frans Marx, TV Egoli-regiseur, het PWV “te veel na ‘n soort verf
geklink. Gauteng het darem ‘n lekker klank daaraan”. Die skrywer Cecile
Cilliers het die hele bohaai oor naamsverandering as onnodig beskou: “Dit is
per slot van sake net ‘n naam. Ek dink dit is pragtig. Ek wens net die stof wil
gaan lê sodat ons kan aangaan met die lewe”. Vir ‘n TV persoonlikheid van ‘n
dekade tevore, Elsabé Daneel, was die nuwe naam met die tipies Afrikaanse
glottis-klank mooi. Die president van die Transvaalse Krieketunie, Ali Bacher,
het versoenend laat hoor dat dié unie sou moes besluit of die naam aangepas
behoort te word.
Dan was daar egter ook diegene wat hulle teenkanting teen die naam Gauteng omonwonde gestel het Japie Mulder, eerstydse Springbok-rugbyspeler,
wou die ou naam behoue laat bly as deel van tradisie. In 1989 was Transvaal
100 jaar oud – ‘n mens kan die naam nie nou eensklaps verander nie”.22 Die
argument van The Citizen weer was dat Pretoria, Witwatersrand en Vereeniging
“are historic names and are not to be equated with, say, Belsen, Büchenwald
and Auschwitz”.23 Gauteng sou meer verwarrend as PWV vir buitelanders
wees en die betekenis daarvan sou verduidelik moes word. Volgens die koerant
was dit F Cahalia van die ANC wat die ware ANC rede vir die verandering
verstrek het. Mense word omring met ikone van wit opperheerskappy en dit
het tyd geword om simbole te vind wat die Afrika-karakter van die streek
weerspieël.
Een van die laaste protesskote is afgevuur deur die verregse nuusblad, Die
Afrikaner24 wat beweer het dat die woord Gau in die Nama-taal “uitskeiding”
beteken:
Daar is nog ‘n verband. Hulle sê dat gauteng verband hou met die woordjie,
goud. In plaaslike tale is die word vir goud ‘teocuitlatl’. Letterlik beteken dit
‘uitskeiding van die gode’! (Dit sluit darem sweet en trane ook in). …Hulle
sê niemand kan nou verkwalik word as hy sê die Nuwe PWV is sommer ‘n
‘…plek’ nie – dit is die naam!

Wat sou die bewoners nou genoem word, is gewonder en in ‘n spotprent
vol kwinkslae is bespiegel: “Now what they gonna call us? Gauties? Gauters?
22 E Anderson & M Van Wyk, “Lekker-klank Gauteng. …”, Beeld, 10 Desember 1994, p. 2.
23 Hoofartikel, The Citizen, 10 December 1994, p. 6.
24 “Gauteng – vanwaar, Gehasi?”, Die Afrikaner, 16 Maart 1995, p. 8.
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Gautsmen? Gauthangers?”25 Daar was die aanname dat PWV nie juis ‘n inspirerende naam was nie, maar dit was ten minste ‘n geografies saamgestelde
naam en, so het die onlogiese argument gelui, nie een met ‘n apartheidskonnotasie nie. Dit was immers juis in ‘n stad soos Pretoria waar politieke aktiwiteite die felste deur die vorige bewind bedryf is en waar veranderinge as
ononderhandelbaar beskou is. Dit was duidelik dat die simbole van die ou
regime uit hulle hartland verwyder sou moes word. Kaapstad was die hartland
van apartheidswette en Pretoria die plek waar vanuit die destydse Uniegeboue, administratiewe dwingelandy gevoer is.
Geen teen-argumente vir die aanvaarding van die naam Gauteng het meer
saak gemaak nie. Op 26 Junie 1995 is in ‘n konstitusionele amendement in
die Parlement ‘n voorstel ingedien vir die verandering van drie Provinsies se
name. Deur die Grondwet van die Republiek van Suid-Afrika Amendement
Wet is Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereniging in Gauteng omskep, die OranjeVrystaat tot Vrystaat en die Noord-Transvaal tot Noordelike Provinsie. Dit
is op 28 Junie in ‘n gesamentlike sitting van die Nasionale Vergadering en
die Senaat gedebatteer en goedgekeur26 So het Suid-Afrika se rykste provinsie
sy gepaste goue naam gekry en sy post-kolonialistiese toekoms tegemoet gegaan.
Die provinsie is mettertyd in 3 metropolitaanse munisipaliteite (Johannesburg Stad, Tshwane Stad en Ekurhuleni) en 8 distriksmunisipaliteite ingedeel waarvan 4 nog ou herkenbare name behou het, nl. Midvaal, Westonaria,
Randfontein en Wes-Rand. Die name van die res was Nokeng tsa Taemane
(‘by die diamantriviere’), Kungweni (‘by Ngweni’), Lesedi (‘lig’), Emfuleni
(‘klein riviertjie naby die Mofularivier’ met ander woorde ‘n dimunitief van
die groter rivier), en Mogale (‘held’).27
Die wyse waarop die naamsverandering van Pretoria in die gedrang gekom
het, is ‘n verhaal op sy eie wat hier net aangeraak kan word. Die Tshwane Stad
Metropolitaanse Munisipaliteit het op 5 Desember 2000 tot stand gekom deur
die samevoeging van ‘n aantal kleiner eenhede insluitende die Groter Pretoria
Metropolitaanse Raad. Die stadsraad van Pretoria se status is toe verlaag tot
die van ‘n plaaslike munisipale raad. Op 7 Maart 2005 het laasgenoemde raad
25 Spotprent met onderskrif, “Gauteng”, Weekend Star, 11 December 1994, p. 10.
26 “Gauteng name Bill tabled”, The Citizen, , 27 June 1995, p. 8.
27 Gauteng 2006, Wikipedia (Available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauteng: 1-6 as accessed on 15 January 2007); Prof. J Gildenhuys, Voornalige departementshoof, Departement Afrikatale, Vrystaat Universiteit.
Mondelinge onderhoud en skriftelike inligting oor die betekenis van Munisipale inheemse name, 10 November
2006.
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besluit om die hoofstad Tswane te noem. Hierdie voorstel is 26 Maart 2005
deur die Raad vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geografiese Name goedgekeur. Dit kan
egter nie finaal van krag word voordat die minister van kuns en kultuur dit
goedkeur nie, wat tot op hede nog nie gebeur het nie.

Limpopo vervang die naam Noord-Transvaal
Die jaar 2002 sou die jaar word waarin die kwessie van pleknaamverandering
heel voor op die nasionale agenda beland het, veral as gevolg van die leiers in
die Noordelike Provinsie se vasberadenheid om sy naam en ander plekname
in die gebied te Afrikaniseer. Suid-Afrika se onderhandelde oorgang in 1994
tot meerderheidsregering het, onder leiding van Nelson Mandela, konsensus ingesluit dat emosionele kwessies soos koloniale simbole en naamverandering vireers eenkant gelaat sou word. Dit was die rede waarom baie
plekke teen hierdie tyd nog beledigende, aanstootlike en kolonialistiese
name gedra het.28
Die mees noordelike provinsie van Suid-Afrika is met die nuwe staatkundige
bedeling in 1994 gevorm uit die noordelike deel van die ou Transvaal provinsie en aanvanklik Noordelike Transvaal genoem. Met die totstandkoming van
die nuwe provinsie sou die gebied strek vanaf die noorde van Pretoria deur die
voormalige Lebowa en Gazankulu tuislande tot aan die Limpopo rivier. Dit is
‘n gebied wat internasionale grense deel met drie lande: Botswana in die weste
en noordweste, Zimbabwe in die noorde en Mosambiek in die ooste. Na die
Gauteng naamsoorwinning het die bewussyn en aandrang sterker geword om
die naam Noordelike Transvaal ook te verander, veral omdat Transvaal opgehou het om te bestaan. Die segspersoon vir premier Ngoako Ramatlhodi in
hierdie stadium, Jack Mokobi, het vroeg in 1995 aangedui dat die saak na ‘n
spesiale komitee verwys sou word wat ook aandag sou gee aan die wegdoen
van alle apartheid-simbole.29
Daar was onmiddellik talle suggesties oor wat die provinsie genoem behoort
te word. Sommige het gemeen die bestaande naam moet behou word omdat
dit die streek gepas beskryf, terwyl ander die naam Verre Noordelike Provinsie voorgestel het, terwyl die benaming Trans Noord ook gehoor is. Miskien
moet dit eenvoudig die Groot Dorsland genoem word, het ‘n moedelose boer
28 “Erasing white history”, Daily News, 11 February 2002, p. 6.
29 “N Tvl to change its name”, The Citizen, 19 January 1995, p. 13.
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voorgestel.30 Alhoewel name soos Baobub, Capricorn en Limpopo in omloop
was, het die naam Polokwane (‘rusplek’) onmiddellik sterk begin figureer as
gunsteling by die regering. Die spesiale naamkomitee se segspersoon, John
Maswanganyi het daarop gewys dat ‘n nuwe naam gesoek word wat versoening, eenheid en nasiebou sou kon verwoord.31
Die naam van die provinsie se hoofstad Pietersburg het ook ter sprake gekom, maar dit sou nie oornag verander word nie. Dié versekering is gegee
deur die voorsitter van die staande komitee oor provinsiale kleure, simbole en
name, Joyce Ndimande. Sy het belowe dat mense op grondvlak inspraak sou
kry voordat ‘n besluit oor dié “sensitiewe en emosionele saak” geneem word.32
Pietersburg en Polokwane was van die onmiddellike suggesties. Nog ‘n spesiale komitee sou aangestel word uit geïnteresseerde groepe om openbare vergaderings te belê vir nuwe name vir die provinsie en sy hoofstad.33 ‘n Kortlys
sou op 1 Maart 1995 in die provinsiale Wetgewende Raad bespreek word.
Die Pietersburg Kamer van Handel was van oordeel dat naamsverandering
vir die Provinsie einlik ‘n mors van geld is. Wat wel van voordeel kon wees,
was dat dit sou kon bydra om die toenemende provinsiale patriotisme verder
aan te help en die provinsie te help bemark vir handel en toerisme. Daar
is bereken dat die minimum-koste vir die naamverandering van die sowat
2 000 klein en medium-ondernemings ongeveer R5000 elk sou bedra om
briefhoofde, visitekaartjies, kwitansieboeke en rekeningstate te verander. Om
die name van sowat 140 sake-ondernemings in Pietersburg wat dié naam as
deel van hulle naam het, te verander, sou ongeveer R2 miljoen beloop. In
die voorlegging van die Pietersburgse Sakekamer teen die verandering van
die hoofstad se naam is gevra “of die provinsiale regering bereid sal wees om
hierdie onkostes te dra. As die regering bevestigend antwoord, kom die geld
uiteindelik weer uit die sake van die belastingbetaler”.34 Daar is versoek dat die
nuwe naam van die provinsie vertaalbaar in sowel Engels as Afrikaans moes
wees.
Die saak het eindeloos gesloer en teen die einde van 1997 is berig dat meeste
mense gedurende inbel-programme die naam “Capricorn Province” verkies.
Die naam was gewild oor “it is the only province in South Africa where the
30
31
32
33
34

“Now Northern Transvaal is looking for a new name”, The Star, 19 January 1995, p. 5.
“Northern Transvaal may be Polokwane”, The Citizen, 26 November 1995, p. 11.
Hoofartikel, “Nuwe name”, Beeld, 24 Julie 1995, p. 14.
G Stafford, “In search of a new name for Northern Transvaal”, Business Day, 26 Januarie1995, p. 2.
E Tempellhof, “N-Tvl kan weg, maar Pietersburg moet bly”, Beeld, 24 Maart 1995, p. 15.
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geographic line or Tropic of Capricorn passes”, ‘n feit wat nie verander kan
word nie en ‘n naam wat ‘n verenigende uitwerking op die bewoners van die
provinsie kan hê. Nog ‘n naam wat sterk geloop het was Mapungubwe, die
area waar een van die oudste beskawings wat goud gebruik het, ‘n paar jaar
vantevore ontdek is. Hierdie stam het blykbaar sterk bande gehad met die
beskawing van Groot Zimbabwe.
Vroeg in 2001 het die premier weer eens die moontlikheid van naamsverandering in die Wetgewende Vergadering geopper. ‘n Pleknaam-ondersoekkomitee van 9 lede is kort daarna aangestel bestaande uit 8 ANC lede en een
van die Nuwe Nasionale Party opposisie. Hierdie komitee is aangestel toe die
premier besef het dat die bestaande naam sake vir hom en die besigheidsgemeenskap bemoeilik om buitelandse beleggers te lok.35 Op 7 Desember 2001
is ‘n mediakonferensie gehou waar besonderhede en datums bekend gemaak
is van wanneer die publiek voorstelle sou kon voorlê. Die werklike proses om
‘n nuwe naam te vind is op 8 Desember 2001 geloods. Edgar Mushwana,
voorsitter van die naamkomitee het gerugte ontken dat die komitee reeds op
die naam ‘Limpopo’ besluit het, wat die gunsteling naam onder sekere politici
was en die versekering gegee dat die komitee nie op ‘n nuwe naam sou besluit
sonder deelname van al die belanghebbendes nie.36 Die komitee sou openbare
debatte in al ses streke van die provinsie voer in ‘n poging om maksimum
deelname te verseker Die afsnydatum sou 15 Januarie 2002 wees.
Sonder werklik oortuigende bewyse is aangevoer dat ‘n nuwe naam beleggers
sou lok, meer werksgeleenthede sou skep en tot ekonomiese ontwikkeling
sou lei. Die argument was dat daar baie ander noordelike provinsies in ander
lande bestaan en dat dit die bemarking van die provinsie bemoeilik. Die PAC
se standpunt by monde van sy vise-president, Motsoko Peko was dat sekerlik
meer inheemse name gevind kon word vir Noordelike Provinsie of Westelike Provinsie. Noordelike Provinsie het immers plekke soos Mapungubwe
waar goud, koper en ander minerale uitgegrawe en verwerk is deur Afrikane
so vroeg as 750vC en daar is ‘n belangrike rivier soos die Limpopo waardeur
die provinsie sy naam kan Afrikaniseer.37 Afgesien van sy kolonialistiese konnotasie, is die bestaande naam deur die PAC as “boring, meaningless and
confusing” afgemaak.38
35
36
37
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A Maponya, “New name will attract investors”, Sowetan, 21 December 2001, p. 4.
H Smit, “New name for Northern Province”, The Citizen, 7 December 2001, p. 8.
M Pheko, “Our country needs some imaginative names”, Citizen 29 December 2001, p. 9.
M Singwane & S Mokoena, “Boring, racist town names on the chopping block”, Sunday Independent, 30 December 2001, p. 5.
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Mushwana het beloof dat naamsverandering vroeg in 2002 sou plaasvind.39
Die rasionaal agter die vind van ‘n nuwe naam was om te verseker dat die
provinsie maklik herkenbaar en identifiseerbaar sou wees sodat die buitewêreld
sou weet waar om te investeer. Die hoop is uitgespreek dat premier Ngoaka
Ramatlhodi die nuwe naam tydens die amptelike opening van die Wetgewende Vergadering in Februarie 2001 sou aankondig, maar die gesloer was
nog nie op ‘n einde nie. Uiteindelik sou die belangrikste geografiese kenmerk
van die land die swaarste weeg en in Februarie 2002 is die Noordelike Provinsie hernoem tot Limpopo (oftewel Plek van Veiligheid) Provinsie na die naam
van die belangrikste rivier op die grens met Zimbabwe. Die hoofstad sou
Polokwane heet, maar die naam is eers amptelik op 11 Junie 2003 verander
toe die destydse minister van kuns, kultuur en tegnologie die aanvaarding
onderteken het. Die premier self was ten gunste van Mapungubwe maar hy
moes swig omdat die meerderheid ten gunste van Limpopo was. Een van die
belangrikste redes waarom op hierdie naam besluit is, was blykbaar dat dit
vir verskeie etniese groepe makliker was om uit te spreek as Mapungubwe.40
Oor die oorsprong en betekenis van die woord bestaan daar nie eenstemmigheid nie. Sommige glo Limpopo is ‘n isiNdebele word vir watervalle, ander
is oortuig daar bestaan geen so’n woord nie en dat watervalle in isiNdebele
Libombo is. Limpopo is waarskynlik ‘n korrupsie van Libombo.41
In terugskouing oor pleknaamverandering het die Pretoria News in Februarie
2002 tereg daarop gewys dat alhoewel verandering met pyn gepaard gaan, die
mensdom tog versoen raak met die onafwendbaarheid daarvan en leer om
daarmee saam te leef. Moderne mense besef dat dit futiel is om verandering
teen te staan en dat dit eintlik belaglik is om dit te probeer keer. Hoe hartseer is dit dus “that the motley of conservatives opposed to the historic name
changes in the Northern Province – and elsewhere in the country – are continuing to delude themselves that they can stop the winds of change”. Skielik
word regses kruisvaarders vir sogenaamde rassisme in die pleknaamverandering-proses en toon geen gevoel vir name wat stene des aanstoots vir die meerderheid van die bevolking is nie. Sinies en skouerophalend is opgemerk: dit
is waarskynlik te veel gevra vir wittes wat ‘n ondemokratiese apartheidstaat
gesteun het om skielik demokrasie en heerskappy deur die meerderheid te
aanvaar.42
39
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A Maponya, “New name will attract investors”, Sowetan 21 Desember 2001, p. 4.
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Teenoor hierdie gebalanseerde en realistiese beskouing, is daar selfs gepraat
van ‘n “Afrikaner rage” oor die voorstelle vir pleknaamsverandering in die
Noordelike Provinsie.43 Dit was veral omdat naamsverandering van Louis Trichardt, Pietersburg, Tzaneen en Messina ook ter sprake gekom het, ‘n verhaal
waarop hier nie verder ingegaan kan word nie. Die Afrikaner Eenheidsunie
en die Vryheidsfront het beweer die naamsverandering is ‘etniese suiwering’
en wou hê Afrikaners moet belastingbetaling boikot. Een van die leiers van
dieVryheidsfront, Jan Willemse, was onthuts dat die Afrikaner in die gesig
geskop word. Afrikaners is in die land gebore, is Afrikane en naamverandering
toon disrespek vir die Afrikaner se taal en kultuur.44
Die reaksie deur die voorsitter van die SA National Editor’s Forum en ondervoorsitter van SABC News, Mathatha Tsedu op hierdie blanke uitdaging tot
‘n tweegeveg, was bitter en heftig:
It is the nerve of this stance that infuriates me. My forefathers were decimated in a virtual genocide and uprooted and dumped in open veld as the land
was expropriated. Sacred graves were turned into fields where many of them
moved from being free people on their own land to being slaves overnight.45

Premier Ramathlodi en sy ‘comrades’ is aangepor om volstoom voort te gaan
en te bewys dat transformasie, kom wat wil, sal voortgaan. Volgens die Daily
News was dit ‘n sieklike gesig dat na byna agt jaar van swart bewind, baie
dorpe in die land se ingange nog gekenmerk word deur die standbeelde van
binnedringers. Die nuwe toekoms wink vir Suid-Afrika as ‘n Afrikaland. Die
waarskuwing was duidelik. In die begin van die land se nuwe bedeling was
Mandela se rol as versoener sentraal. Vorentoe was daar groot veranderinge te
wagte namate minder versoenende swartes hulle houvas op mag versterk.46
Die koste van die naamverandering was hoog. Die regering van die provinsie
het R42 miljoen begroot en die premier het heftig reageer op die kritiek wat
die regering ontvang het oor die koste van die voorgenome naamverandering. Die helfte van die bedrag sou uit die normale begrotings van die departemente en semi-staatsinstellings kom en die ander helfte uit die premier se
diskresionêre fonds. Premier Ngoako Ramatlhodi het skerp gereageer tydens
die opening van die provinsie se Wetgewer op 14 Februarie 2002 op kritiek na
43
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M Tsedu, “Name changes must happen”, The Star, 4 February 2002, p. 10.
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die aankondiging dat die provinsie se naam en 14 plekname sal verander. Hy
het onomwonde laat blyk dat die regering niks in sy pad sou duld om hierdie
veranderinge deur te voer nie:
In die naam van ons mense is ons bereid om die prys te betaal…Wat ons
graag wil bereik, is om die status van die Afrikane te verhef tot dié van hulle
medeburgers. Ons vervul dus ons plig soos in die Grondwet opgeteken om die
tale te bevry van wat deur kolonialisme en apartheid ingeperk was. Dit is niks
minder as ‘n daad van selfberegting nie.47

Selde is die drif vir selfberegting duideliker geformuleer as in hierdie kragtige
verklaring van ‘n swart premier. As witmense hierdie duidelike boodskap vinniger kon gesnap het, sou dit dalk tot groter aanvaarding en beter interkulturele verhoudinge na die bewindsverandering kon gelei het?48
Limpopo word vir 97.2% bewoon deur swartes wat Sepedi, Venda en Tsonga sprekend is en dit is dus te verstane dat die name van die nuwe ses munisipale distrikte onderverdeel in 26 munisipaliteite, hierdie feit sou weerspieël.
Slege een van die vier distrikte het ‘n Afrikaanse naam gekry, nl. Waterberg
terwyl die ander genoem is: Bohlabela, Capricorn, Mopani, Sekhukhune en
Vhembe. Interessant is dat enkele van die munisipale distrikte Afrikaanse en
Engelse name behou het: Bushbuckridge, Blouberg, Groblersdal en Marble
Hall. Van die ander meer bekende munisipaliteitsname was: Polokwane, Letaba, Tzaneen, Mussina (die vroeëre Messina), Belabela (die vroeëre Warmbad),
Thabazimbi, ensovoorts.49

Mpumalanga vervang Oos-Transvaal
Na die land se eerste demokratiese verkiesing in 1994 is die eerste wetgewende liggaam in hierdie deel van Suid-Afrika in Mei 1994 in die lewe geroep
as die Oostelike Transvaal Wetgewende Mag met Nelspruit as hoofstad en
ferm oorheers deur die ANC. Die wetgewers onder premier Thabang Makwetla
het ‘n multi-party komitee in Junie 1995 tot stand gebring om die openbare
mening te toets vir die verandering van die provinsie se naam, veral omdat
die woord Transvaal herinner het aan die geskiedenis van koloniale verowering.
Advertensies sou in die media geplaas word vir voorleggings oor ‘n nuwe naam.
Die ANC se provinsiale segsman, Oupa Pilane het verduidelik dat die kom47 R Fourie, “‘Limpopo’ slurp R42m op”, Beeld, 15 February 2002, p. 4.
48 Die persoonlike mening van die skrywer.
49 Die persoonlike mening van die skrywer gebasseer op die koerantbronne.
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petisie wyd geadverteer sou word en inskrywingsvorms sou by provinsiale
departemente en skole beskikbaar wees. Die sluitingsdatum is bepaal vir 31
Maart 1995 en beoordelaars uit die ontwerp- en kommunikasie-industrieë,
kultuurorganisasies en die provinsiale wetgewer sou finaal daaroor besluit.50
Die komitee het vyf interessante beginsels neergelê waarvolgens ‘n nuwe
naam oorweeg sou word. Dit moes nie verkeerd geïnterpreteer kon word nie;
nie ‘n kombinasie van twee name (bv. Oos-Transvaal) wees nie; nie enige deel
van die provinsie uitsluit nie; nie enige groep affronteer nie; en ten slotte
moes dit die beeld van die provinsie bevorder.51 Uit twee-en-vyftig voorleggings het die komitee vier name wat voldoen het aan bogenoemde beginsels,
gekies: Mpumalanga, Simunye (‘ons is een’), Bohlabelo (‘slagpale’) en Oostelike
Provinsie. Die kortlys is ook in die koerante van die provinsie gepubliseer en
oor radio klets- en inbelprogramme gedebatteer. Terselfdertyd is lede van die
Wetgewende Vergadering gevra om die openbare mening in hulle kiesafdelings te toets. Al die ANC, VP en NP lede van die Wetgewer-naamkomitee
kon rapporteer dat hul kiesers ten gunste van die naam Mpumalanga is.52
Uiteindelik het dit geblyk dat die naam Mpumalanga meer gewild is as die
ander drie name en tydens die Wetgewer se vergadering op 24 Augustus 1995
is Mpumalanga eenparig aanvaar.
Vir die eerste keer het die son op 24 Augustus 1995 oor Mpumalanga
opgekom en het die naam Transvaal finaal uit die staatkundige bedeling van
Suid-Afrika verdwyn. Mpumalanga is die Nguni-woord vir “plek van die opkomende son”of “die verste oos”.53 Die naam is amptelik op 18 September op
’n fees bekend gestel.
Die nuwe provinsie is in 3 munisipale distrikte en 17 lokale munisipaliteite
ingedeel en al die name van die nuwe distriksmunisipaliteite was inheemse
name, naamlik Gert Sibande, Nkangala, en Ehlanzeni. Van die sewentien
munisipaliteite het slegs twee nog iets geadem van name uit die era van
die vorige landsregering, nl. Delmas, Highlands en Bushbuckridge. ‘n Paar
bekende ANC-helde is in die proses vernoem: Albert Luthuli, Govan Mbeki,
Steve Tshwete en dr JS Moroka. Hierdeur is die namelandskap in die nuwe
provinsie dramaties verander en kon die meerderheid bewoners daadwerklik
50 “Find name for E Tvl and win a prize”, The Citizen, 25 January 1995, p. 16.
51 Mpumalanga 2006, Brief history of the name of the Province, (Available at http://en.wikipedia.org.wki.Mpumalanga_Province: 1-4 as accessed on 15 March 2007).
52 “Oos-Transvaal heet nou Mpumalanga ná eenparige besluit in Wetgewer”, Die Volksblad, 25 Augustus 1995, p.
7.
53 “Oos-Transvaal heet nou…”, Die Volksblad, 25 Augustus 1995, p. 7.
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ervaar dat hulle inderdaad ‘n nuwe bedeling betree het en dat die politieke
mag inderdaad in die hande van die meerderheid bewoners berus.54
Samevatting
Die tempo van provinsiale naamverandering was stadig en het die snelste
verloop in die rykste, beste georganiseerde en mees bevolkingryke deel van
die land of waar kolonialisme die duidelikste in die bestaande naam van die
provinsie vergestalt is. In die begin was daar groot gebrek aan administratiewe munisipale vaardighede onder die nuwe bewind. Die eerste prioriteit
was eenvoudig om munisipale stelsels aan die gang te hou. Maar een drif het
van die begin af nooit ontbreek nie – die beslistheid om deur die simboliek
van nuwe naamgewing wettigheid vir die nuwe bewind te toon, daardeur die
nuwe kollektiewe waardes van die samelewing te illustreer en te bewys dat die
gemeenskap voortaan deur die demokratiese waardes van die meerderheid
bewoners gelei sou word.
Wat veral duidelik word in ‘n ontleding van die naamsverandering van bogenoemde drie provinsies, is hoe belangrik swart nasionale trots en waardigheid en ‘n breuk met die kulturele dominansie van die apartheidsverlede geag
is. ‘n Nuwe era is in die vooruitsig gestel waarin nuwe doelwitte nagestreef
sou word om die land inherente deel van Afrika te maak en die strewes van
die verlede te versoen met die aspirasies en beloftes van die toekoms. Blank
reaksie het gewissel van ver-regse spot en hoon, verontwaardiging dat die Afrikaner se geskiedenis en kultuur opsy geskuif word tot die aanvaarding dat
naamsverandering onafwendbaar is en kan bydra tot groter versoening. Meer
omvattende veranderinge is voor hande en alles is in die skoot van die nuwe
bewindhebbers om te besluit hoeveel van die “Afrikaner” en Koloniale name
behoue sal bly. ‘n Oordeelkundige besinning hiervan binne die bestaande
historiese konteks behoort ook nie geïgnoreer te word nie. Tans blyk die
naamsveranderinge meer ten gunste van die semantiese waarde en politiese fokus as noodwendig gedaan binne die bestaande historiese konteks.
Die ANC se magsoorname het gelei tot ‘n breuk met die kulturele arrogansie
van die blanke verlede (en dalk trouens ‘n arrogansie wat die mensdom as sulks
openbaar wanneer hulle as ‘n groep in ‘n magsposisie is) om veral swart selfrespek te herwin en dit ook deur naamgewing te bewerkstellig en te bevestig.
54 Mpumalanga 2006, Brief history of the name of the Province, (Available at http://en.wikipedia.org.wki.Mpumalanga_Province: 1-4 as accessed on 15 March 2007).
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Naamsverandering het aanvanklik van bo begin deur die name van die
provinsies wat kolonialisme die sterkste weerspieël het, te verander. Afgesien
van selfrespek, was die belangrikste motiewe die besef dat wie oor mag oor ‘n
bepaalde geografiese gebied beskik, die hef in die hande het oor naambesluite
en dat naamveranderinge belangrik is om legitimiteit van bewind te toon.
Hierdie motiewe is van nader bekyk sowel as die prosesse wat gevolg is om die
name van die provinsies te verander: openbare vergaderings, spesiale naamkomitees, die benutting van moderne kommunikasie tegnieke, openbare debatte, ens. Die nuwe kollektiewe waardes van ‘n werklik gedemokratiseerde
samelewing is daardeur geïllustreer en die bewys is gelewer dat die nuwe
bewind wettig en met die nodige magsmiddele toegerus was.
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A word from the newly appointed Book Review Editor for New Contree
2007:
Dear Colleagues
Allow me to introduce myself as Cornelius Thomas, newly appointed book review editor
of New Contree. I am the current director of the National Heritage and Cultural Studies
Centre (NAHECS) of the University of Fort Hare, and also a published author, historian,
archivist, curator, and journalist. You are invited to forward me books that fit into New
Contree’s thematic specialism, either through the journal or directly to Dr Cornelius Thomas, NAHECS, University of Fort Hare, Private Bag X1314, Alice 5700. These books
will be reviewed by appropriately qualified theme specialists.
Cornelius Thomas

Book review
The Lemba: A lost tribe of Israel in southern Africa? (2003)
by Magdel le Roux
R Wuriga
Vaal Triangle Campus, School of Basic Science
North-West University

In her book, The Lemba: A lost tribe of Israel in southern Africa? (2003), le
Roux enters into the theological or religious discourse on “the lost tribes of
Israel” from an approach underpinned by Christian historical-missiological
presuppositions. This discourse already appeared in her article, “African ’Jews’
for Jesus: A preliminary investigation into the Semitic origins and missionary initiatives of some Lemba communities in southern Africa”.1 Later on
she embarked on a project on this subject with a group of other researchers
that resulted in an article: “Y Chromosomes travelling south: the Cohen Modal Haplotype and the origins of the Lemba – the ’Black Jews of Southern

1

M Le Roux, African “Jews” for Jesus: A preliminary investigation into the Semitic origins and missionary initiatives of some Lemba communities in southern Africa, Missionalia, 25 (4), 1997, pp. 493-510.
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Africa’”.2 She further published some chapters of the current book as articles: (1) Chapter Three, “Conflicting accounts of the possible Semitic history
and origins of the Lemba” appears in Religion and Theology as “In search of
the origin of the merchants of Sena”;3 (2) Chapter Four, “Social practices of
the Lemba and early Israel”, appears in Exchange as “Transmission of tradition through song, recitation and prayer in Lemba communities”;4 and (3)
Chapter Five, “Religious experience among the Lemba and in early Israel”,
also appears in Religion and Theology as “Lemba Religion: Ancient Judaism or
evolving Lemba traditions?”.5
Le Roux engages the discourse in a scholarly fashion with a broader scope.
She collected data from various disciplines: history, biblical studies, anthropology, religion, linguistics and the field of human genetics. In her work, the
author ends each chapter with an evaluation.
The book is outlined in ten chapters:
•

Chapter One is an introduction in which the author justifies the source of her
interest to study the Lemba. She states her methodology which she confines to
the realm of qualitative research design. It is also in the same chapter that she
mentions the purpose of her project as that of understanding “the motives and
beliefs behind Lemba customs and practices;”6 and searches to understand “the
relevance of the Old Testament in Africa”7 with special reference to the Lemba
in comparison to early Israel. The latter part of her purpose takes dominance
in her work.

•

Chapter Two contains an ambiguous if not misleading title: “Some ways in
which the Old Testament was received in Africa”.8 The picture painted in the
chapter portrays groups of people listed as though they received the Old Testament document and/or teachings from the missionaries, then started shifting
religious cum cultural positions. However, it traces a number of observational
findings of missionary theorists who came across African nations including

2

MG Thomas, T Parfitt, DA Weiss, K Skorecki, JF Wilson, M le Roux, N Bradman, DB Goldstein, “Y Chromosomes Traveling South: The Cohen Modal Haplotype and the Origins of the Lemba–the “Black Jews of
Southern Africa”, American Journal of Human Genetics, 66, 2000, pp. 674-686.
M Le Roux, “In search of the origin of the merchants of Sena”, Religion and Theology, 10(1), 2003, pp. 25-50.
M Le Roux, “Transmission of tradition through song, recitation and prayer in Lemba communities”, Exchange,
29(4), 2000, pp. 331-352.
M Le Roux, “Lemba Religion: Ancient Judaism or evolving Lemba traditions?”, Religion & Theology, 11(3 & 4),
2004, pp. 313-330.
M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa? (Pretoria, University of South Africa), (2003),
p. 2.
M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, p. 8.
M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 13-30.
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8
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the Lemba. The chapter’s conclusion ignores the point that the Lemba had
already indicated Jewish/Israelite identity long before Christian missionaries
and priests came to the south-eastern coast of Africa and southern Africa. And
at the time when Europeans arrived at Sofala, the Lemba were not able to read
or speak English, Portuguese, or Dutch.
•

Chapter Three is entitled: “Conflicting accounts of the possible Semitic history
and origins of the Lemba”. In the chapter the author attempts to reconstruct
details of the history and customs of the Lemba as recorded by various writers
– ranging from anthropologist to missionaries and explorers. The intention of
the chapter seems to be to investigate and establish the Lemba Semitic connection. In evaluation at the end of the chapter, the author raises the problem of
a lack of consensus among authors studying Lemba. Consensus could not be
expected since many of these authors were bound by a subject-object approach
to research in places that would have required participant-research answers. It is
common knowledge that the wave of European racial fantasies of that time endorsed by evolutionary scientific racism would not created a good environment
for consensual view on the Lemba. Even if the Lemba were to claim IsraeliteYemenite origins, they were not going to get approval so easily.

•

Chapter Four is a comparative study of “social practices of the Lemba and early
Israel”.9 Le Roux attempts to take an in-depth look at dietary laws, rituals,
marital practices, burial customs, professional skills, life and institutions within Lemba community. She concludes that there is some correlation between
Lemba and early Israelite practices. In the process, however, she overemphasizes
fraternal protection as the reason for maintaining social laws. This amounts to a
reduction of what should explain a lot about a group of people who have managed to live and practice such traditions for more than 2 500 years.

•

Chapter Five’s title is “Religious experience among the Lemba and in early
Israel”10. Here Le Roux discusses the Lemba conception of deity, piety, sacred
places, covenant, customs, and ancestors using early Israel as a comparative variable or control. Certainly she encounters the Lemba conception that is affected
by syncretism due to various religio-social influences: Islam, Christianity, and
traditional religions in Africa. She compares the Lemba encounter with host
nations’ religious beliefs with how Israel’s religious and cultural development
was also influenced by Canaanite religions. The chapter also contains other issues like the role of nature in religious spaces – pin-pointing the mountain-river
duo and other features.

9 M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 79-116.
10 M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 116-150.
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•

Chapter Six is about “Myth among the Lemba and in early Israel”.11 The chapter deals with Lemba myth versus that of early Israel in a comparative manner
– relating to creation, the origin of the Lemba, the role of celestial bodies in
human life (e.g. stars, the moon, etc.), the Ark of the Covenant, and the crossing of the sea.

•

Chapter Seven addresses “Rites among the Lemba and in early Israel”.12 The
author explores rites of passage among the Lemba in comparison with early
Israel – focusing on circumcision, sacrifices, initiation, and feasts.

•

Chapter Eight focuses on “Law and ethics among the Lemba and early Israel”13
– which is also the title to the chapter. In the chapter Le Roux discusses Lemba
law and ethics indicating their basis and their possible similarity to the Old
Testament.

•

Chapter Nine deals with oral cultures of the Lemba and ancient Israel. Very
central to it are oral transmission of tradition and the role of oral culture.

•

Chapter Ten provides a conclusion where the author tries to give a summary of
her findings – specifically stating her position concerning the Lemba that they
are “not a regular Judaising group and no specific religious shift was made in
their case”.14

This is a worthwhile book that attempts to link the Old Testament with
communities in Africa but it also has a lot of faults and/or shortcomings
that raise serious questions about its methodology and content. Le Roux’s
argument of the Lemba as a pre-rabbinic community is correct and sound.
However, the Lemba issue is brought into her study in an almost accidental
manner in relation to the discussion as a whole.
In the first place, a close look at the content of the book compels one to
argue that le Roux lost the choice of discourse that goes hand-in-hand with
the Lemba case. Lemba people, according to their oral history, do not fit into
the discourse of the ten tribes of Israel; rather they can only be referred to
as part of the Judean region. If names, people and places mean anything to
research, then the featuring of the Lemba people in the book is an accidental
citation. Names such as Buba (corrupt transliteration of Judah) cannot be
related to the post-Solomonic northern kingdom of Israel in dispersion – to
which the discourse of the lost tribes of Israel originated – if the Lemba claim
11
12
13
14

M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 151-161.
M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 162-190.
M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 191-209.
M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, p. 242.
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to have come from Judea. One continues to question le Roux’s specifications
as to how does early Israel and the discourse of the lost tribes connect. If by
“early Israel” she meant the period before the divided and/or post-Solomonic
period, then there is a problem with the correlation of the discourse and the
time. Definitely she is referring to a post-Solomonic Israel – which was the
northern kingdom of Israel. If that is the case, then it does not agree with the
oral history of the Lemba. In her comparative study, she does not stipulate
which early Israel is she referring – is it pre-monarchic through the process of
statehood from Saul, David, and Solomon or some other period.
The author also raises issues of “authentic Judaism”15 and where the Lemba
fit in since they converted to Christianity16 in the second and following chapters. Not all Lembas converted to Christianity voluntarily. It is difficult for
one to speak about ‘authentic’ Judaism; it is better to talk about various forms
of Judaisms or “multiple Judaisms” as in Grenn-Scott.17 The dynamics of colonial conquest and cultural imperialism are not clearly stated in the book.
It is inadequate for one to discuss the Lemba origin and settlement in Africa
without including political and religious situations and/or circumstances that
influenced their existence. If that had been done, then it would have been
helpful to le Roux not to conclude that Lemba religion evolved from missionary teachings, Islam, and African cultural traditions. For in many ways they
have always rejected the designation that they are Muslims.
The issue of the “cult of the ancestry” which Le Roux highlights as the major
difference is not new among Jewish communities. Her highlighting borders
with general tendency of early European missionary misinterpretations who
distorted the concept of relationship between the dead and the living due to
their cultural biases. Most of such interpretations were based on observation
without engagement or participation of interviewees.
The handling of translation causes the book to misrepresent her interviewees
and loses the idea of seeking answers to questions about truth and explanation
with the ultimate goal of understanding. If she goes by the basic principle of
the Lemba people as a very secretive community, patrilineal and exclusive,
then she overlooked many things. Firstly she overlooked the issue of secrecy,
namely that Lemba people do not tell their secrets to strangers. Throughout
15 M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, pp. 14-15.
16 M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, p. 15.
17 D Grenn-Scott, “For she is a tree of life: Shared roots connecting women to deity”, (PhD Dissertation, San
Francisco, California Institute of Integral Studies, 2002), pp. 26-44.
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the book what the author knows about the community is not revealed. Instead le Roux was misled in many ways because she was a stranger to them.
Furthermore, le Roux overlooked the question of gender accommodation.
She was not correctly informed because she was a woman. The best example is
on page 163. The song is never sung during circumcision lodge.18 Actually the
whole song was used for passing time during beer drinking. The idea was not
to give correct information to strangers. The translator of the song completely
misled the writer. The word “here” is a Shona word for asking and/or sometimes meaning an exclamation. The word was translated as meaning “holy”
just because is next to the name Maria. Then the author’s translator probably
thought that it is supposed to mean “holy Maria”. Lemba songs never contained New Testament ideas. The following song on page 164 is not merely
untranslatable; it is a secret song meant for men. The second song le Roux
recorded was usually sung by women. The term “Mwenye”19 is confused with
“mwenje”. The latter’s translation is imposed on the former whose meaning is
totally different. This must have cautioned the author in terms of deficiencies
of interviewees.
Le Roux does not tell her readers whether she was writing a history of the
Lemba people or just a mixture of narratives. If it is a history about the Lemba, then it is not yet a history book of the Lemba people. Certainly it contains
some historical information about the Lemba. If it were intended to be a
record of Lemba culture and history it has a lot of gaps that should be filled.
It can be concluded that Le Roux’s book was a good academic exercise, but
cannot be an authentic (as she claims) and/or correct record of the Lemba
people’s history and culture as long as it places the Lemba in the discourse,
“the lost tribe of Israel”.

18 Based on the author’s view and experience.
19 M Le Roux, The Lemba: A Lost Tribe of Israel in Southern Africa?, p. 192.
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